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Young Wild West Rescuing His Sweetheart
OR,

THE BEST SHOT Of All
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.

now

A ROB!1ERY WAS STOPPED.

"Wait a minute, Hop. Jt seems that we ain't tber only ones
around here. Jest you keep still now an' stay right where yer
are. ''

·· Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me do whattee you say."
The speakers were Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government
~cout, and Hop Wah, who was familiarly known as ··the clever
Chinee."
The scoi.;.t's r emark had been caused by the sudden appearance of th ree men. who were skulking t.long through a little
gully almost directly beneath them .
Cheyenne Charlie was looking for something in the way of
game, and the Chinaman had accompanied him to help carry
wbat he shot to the camp.
Right here we may as well say that it was Young Wild
,Vest's camp they belonged to.
The party had halted in the middle of the afternoon in a
wi'.d part of the Rocky Mountains, close to th'e line between
New Mexico and Colorado. and as their supply of game had
run short. they decided to hunt a li ttle the balance of the day.
Young Wilrl West and his sweetheart, Arietta, had started
o[f to the left, while the scout and Hop had turned to th e right,
and were following a lddge along the mountainside, when the
three mrn were observed by the scout.
It being a wilrl part of the country, and where there was
nothing Uke a tcaten trail, the sight of the three men was
quite eno1;gh to attract attention.
But the fact that they seemed to be keeping a long as though
bent upo:i. getting rnmewhere without being observed interested Charlie more than ever.
The clever Chinee crept up close to his side and was just in
time to Ece the trio as they disappeared behind a bend a hundred feet below.
"Ley allee same<" lookee for somethlin g, Misler Charlie," he
observed, in a whisper.
' "l reckon so •· was the reply. "If I ain't mistaken, th ey're
a bad set of g;loots. l kin generally tell sich fellers by their
10 oks even though I ain't close to 'em. But it may be that
they•ic rneakin' up ter git a shot at some animal. We'll find
out, Hop. Jest foller me, an' don't k~oc)~ no stones loose, so
they'll ""0 rollin' down an' make a noise.
·' A.Ile; light, Misler Charlie.··
The scout bn:shed hack his long, raven hair, and after giving the ends of his mustache a tw ist, he changed the Remington riflt' he was carrying from the left to the right hand, and
then stepped forward over the rocky ground.
It was not easy traveling he had before him. Bnt t.hat m:aile

little difference to Cheyenne Charlie, for he was an experienced woodman. and had put in several years roughing it in
th e wildest parts of the West.
The Chinaman had berm in the e:r.ploy of Young Wild West
and his friends qt:ite Jong enough to learn so!'nething about
woodcraft, and he went along almost as easily as the man
who was leading him.
When the two bad covered about two hundred fee t they saw
a column of smoke rising a short diEtance away.
·' Ah! " exclaimed the scout, in a low tone of voice, "there's
a camp there, Hop. You kin bet your life on it. Now, then,
them three galoots mi;st be snealdn' up ter it. I reckon we'll
hurry a little, 'cause there ruay be somethin' goin' on.·•
The Chinaman gave a nod, and then the two pressed forward, walking rapidly over a level stretch that ran close to
the edge of a precipice.
Cheyenne Charlie went with long strides, and the Chinaman
was forced to almost trot to lrnep up with him.
In less than two minutes they came to a point which overlooked the spot where the smoke was rising from .
Sure enough, it was a camp, and one glance at it told the
scout that it was a party of hunters.
He counted them quickly and saw that they numbered four,
and that all but one were tenderfeet, or strangers in that part
of the country.
The fourth had all the appearance of being an old hand at
hunting. and his attire certainly bore this out, for it was of
the roughest kin::l, but serviceable, notwithstanding.
" I reckon they're makin' some kind of a stew for supper,,.
the scout whispered, as he nodded to his companion. ·' See
ther pot hangin' over ther fire . They've jest started ther fire,
t 'D, an' that's why we seen ther smoke so plain."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie."
"But. ther t h ree galoots we seen sneakin' through tber g ull y
ain't ther e, so that means that I was r ight in thinkin' they
might be tryin' ter sneak up on these people. Now, then,
jest keep your eyes open. We'll stay right here an' see what
happens. "
The two had to talk in very low tones, for they were not
mo re than fifty feet above the camp.
The ground sloped down quite steep-too steep, in fact, to
he climbed easily.
A fallen tree which had partly rotted away lay close to the
edge of t he bank, and upon this the scout and Hop Wah took
a seat.
From where they were they ha'1. a good view of the gully,
which now lay off to the right.
They did not have to wait more than a couple of minutes
before they saw something moving, and then the form of a
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man could plainly be discerned as he made his way slowly
The Chinaman sat calmly on the tree-trunlc, his feet dangli
around a bend in the gully.
over the edge of the bank.
He was followed by another, and then a third came.
It happened that two or three bushes grew up near them,
"There they are, Hop," said the scout, with a chuckle. and these concealed them from the view of any one who might
"They're after them fellers in ther camp, as sure as guns. happen to look up that way.
You jest wait. If they try ter do any shootin' you'll hear my
Hop really seemed to be amnsed at what he saw.
rifle speak, an' when she speaks somethin' will drop, too!"
But he had the utmost confidence in the s<'out, and he knew
"Lat light, Misler Charlie; you allee samee shootee velly as well as he knew anything that if the three villains below
stlaight, '' was the reply.
attempted to make an attack on the camp they would fail in
The three men crept on until they were within about a hun- doing it, for the scout's rifle was a dangerous weapon in the
hands of a dangerous man.
dred feet cf the camp.
Then they crouched behind a rock and appeared to be conThe seconds flitted by and still the three men crouch.id
versing in whispers.
behind the ro ck, whispering to each other.
Presently the hunter who had been sitting down watching
Occasionally one of them would jerk his thumb toward the
the three tenderfeet arose to his feet and walked over to the
camp, and then the others would nod.
''Thieves, as sure as you're born, Hop!" declared the scout, brook.
The watchers below must have thought it a goo:! time to
shaking his head and smiling grimly. "They're plannin' ter
steal wh::t them hunters has got in ther way of money, T show themselves, for suddenly they sprang from behind the
s·pose. Well, you kin bet that they won't do it. I ain't got reek and walked rapidly to the camp, each holding a revolver
;no use for thieves, an' I'd jest as leave shoot ther three of in his hand.
One of the young men near the pot saw them, and a quick
'em as I wculd ter open fire on a grizzly. "
·' Me allee 3amee shootee, too, Misler Charlie," the Chinaman exclamation from him called the attention of the others .
"Hold up your hands!" the leader of the trio called out,
declared, blandly.
'
''Yes. you' ll do a lot of shootin', you will. Why, you threateningly. "Ther first one as tries tor make a fight will
couldn't hit tber tent down in that camp if yer tried seven- git shot dead. We're desperate men, we arc, an' we've come
teen times. What's ther use of you talkin' like that, Hop? here ter git some money."
The roughly dressed man started qnickly for the log hls
You're bound ter keep sayin' things that don't amount ter
rifle was leaning against, but one of tllC trio leaped forward,
nothin'."
"Mc makce velly biggee bang when me shootee, Misler suddenly, and leveled a revolver at him.
"Yon stop right where you are'." he called out, sharply.
Charlie."
"Yes, that's right. You have generally got that old six- "You heard what was said jest now. Ther fi,st one as tries
IjUt up a fight will git shot. We mean busi?:!css!"
shooter cf yours loaded with powder au' colored fire an' sich terClfeyenne
Charlie could wait no longer.
like, an' when it goes off it sartinly does attract some attenbutt of his rifle went to his shoulder and his keen
tion. Tl:en when you git in a funny mood an' set off a firc- eyeThe
glanced along the barrel.
cracl,cr or two, there's a mighty loud noise. But that's all
Crang!
right sometimes. Jest now we don't want nothin' lilrn that.
As the report rang out the villain who was pointing the
I want tor find out if them three galoots means ter rob them
revolver at the old man uttered a howl of pain and ,ct it drop
fellers in ther camp down there."
from his hand.
It was not long before the scout found out what they were
"Go ahead an' git your rifle, stranger!" Charlie called out,
up to, for suddenly the three men. began creeping rapidly to- loudly, as he waved his hand below. "Clean 'em out! They're
ward the camp, takin g care to conceal themselves from view ncthin' but sneakin' skunks. I've been watchin' 'em for more
as much :=ts po~sible behind the rocks and bushes.
than fl ve minutes, an' waitin' for 'cm ter open up their game."
"I s'pcse if Wild was here he would tell me not ter kill
With startled cries on their lips, the three villains turned
any of ·cm. •· tbc scout muttered, ha,lf to himself. "Well, maybe and fled for cover, while those gathered about the camp-fire
I had better uot shoot ter kill. I never want ter do anything stood still and blinked like so many owls who had suddenly
tha l Wild don't like."
been brought into the sunlight.
"Lat light, ·Misler Charlie. Misler Wild no likee kill someNo doubt it was such a surprise to them that they could
body when Jey no fightee him," the Chinaman said, in a not realize exactly what was taking place.
whisper.
,
"Hip hi! hoolay!" shouted the clever Chinee, and then a
''Who said anything ter you?" Cheyenne Charlie retorted, movement from him caused the trunk of the tree to become
half nµgri!y. ·'I was t2.lkin' to myself then, you yaller hea- dislodged and down it went, carrying him and the scout with
th en."
it.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Me thlinkce you talkee to me,
"-You yaller fool, you!" cried Che yenne Charlie, as he manso be."
aged to catch hold of a bush with one hand, while he clung
Mean·while, the three villains, for no doubt they were such, to his riile with the other. "What did yer do that for?"
had r eached a point that was within nfteen or twenty yards
But Hop could not answer, for he . was sliding on down with
of the camp.
the log and in danger of tearing his clothing from his body.
The four hu:itern were gathered about the pot that was
But, unfortunately, he went feet first, and when he brought
hanging over the fire, and one of them was stirring the con-- up he turned a somersault and landed almost directly before
tents with a big wooden spoon.
one of the villains.
The one c;1eycnne Charlie took to be the old-timer sat on
"Whattee mattee?" he gasped, as he struggled to get to his
a roe'., near at hand and watched the others, who Eeemed to feet.
be cager for the ~ucss to begin boiling.
"It's a heathen, Jll,ck," the man cried, as he turned to run
'Ille tent that ,Yas quite new was pitched close to a perpen- off to the left.
dicular rock, and near it a brook of cle~r water flowed.
"Me allee samee velly smartee Cjlinee," was the reply, and
It wns certainly a fine spot for a small party to camp in,
and it seemed a shame that they should be disturbed when then as quick as a flash Hop pulled a hig revol ver from under
his coat and fired point-blank at the man.
they were having such a pleasant time of it.
There was a loud report, and a streak of red-fire flew from
A smile shone on the face of Cheyenne Charlie as he watched
the muzzle.
k ee.ily.
But the man did not stop running, and quickly joined the
He v.·as thi:iki;ig how surprised the hunters would be when
the three rascals showed themselves, and he also felt like other two, who had succeeded in getting oehincl a bend .
As Cheyenne Charlie started to pick his way down the bank
la1;ghing at the surprise the latter would show when ne mthe old hunter, or guide, as he must have been, ran to where
t erfered .
Thu scout':; rifle lay across the hollow of his left arm now, Hop was standing and called out, excitedly:
while his right gripped it about the stocl,, his forefinger on
"Which way did they go, heathen?"
th e trigger.
"Light over le:·e," was the reply.
"Look out for 'em'" Charlie called out, from his position on
When th,;i third man had got as far as they dared to go
withoi:t showing themselves, they paused behind a big rock the steep side of the cliff. "They might lay for yer an' pop
yer over as yer come along. You had better be a little careanrl then got their heads together and whispered .
"'ti:wt's 1 ight," the sco1~t muttered, with a nod of his head . ful, stranger."
".Test settic on what you're goin' ter do, an' then start in.
"l r eckon you're right," was the reply, a:id the man gave a
My old Remington is goin' ter speak mighty quick now. I nod and walked back to where the Chinaman stood, smiling
kin feel it in my bones ..,
blandly, and brushing the dirt from his clothing.
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The thrr>c tenderfeet now came forward , and th ey were very
much excited.
They had seen Charlie coming down the cliff, and when h e
finally roached tho bottom one of them ran to him and said:
·' "\Vhat does it all mean, anyhow, my friend? Did those
fellows really mean to rob u3?'"
"I sorter rec!:on tbcy did," the scout retorted, with a
clrnckle. '·But me an' Hop was up there watohin' 'em, an' you
kin bet your life they stood no show. I oughter have shot
ther whole three of 'em, but Young Wild West never wants
thir:gs done that way, an' I'm one of his pards, so I'Ye got ter
do as he wants me ter."
"Young vVild ·wost, yoa say!" exclaimed the old man, his
eyes lighting up. "Why, that's so! I know you. You·ro
Cheyenne Charlie."
"Well, I don't know you," and the scout shook his head.
"Probably you don't, but I've seen you two or three times.
Where is Young Wild West?"
Before the scout could make a reply a shout came from
above them.
"He!lo, Charlie!" came the call. "Whore are you?"
"That's him now!., the scout exclaimed.

CHAPTER IL
YOU!W WILD WEST AND HIS SWEETIIEART.

All eyes turned to the top of the cliff, and when a handi,ome athletic boy, attired in a fancy buckskin hunting-suit,
appe~red the old hunter exclaimed :
"That's Young Wild West, jest as sure as I am alive.
Hooray!"
At that moment a golden-haired girl car::ie through the
bushes and paused at the side of the boy.
The three tender-feet looked up at the two in amazement.
"That's all right, boys," Cheyenne Charlie said, with a grin.
"It's Young Wild West's sweetheart what's with him, that's
all. Don't yer think nothin' strange of it 'cause you see a
gal with a rifle in these part;-,. vVe've been doin' a little
buntin' for son:e game. Wild an' Arietta went one way, an'
me an' Hop come anothe r. They heard ther shot I fired, an'
probably thor yells of them three galoots, too. That's why
t.bey hurried over this way."
"I reckon it's all right, gents," spoke up the hunter, nodding
to his three companions. "We couldn't meet no better people
than Young Wild West an' bis friends, not if we was ter
tra ,;el ther world over. I feel awful glad abont it. If it hadn't
been for Cheyenne Charlie I s'pose we would have been robbed.
Them thre e rascals sartinly had ther best of us."
"Indeed they did, Sam," one of them answered. "We are
very grateful for wbat they did, too."
"Of course we arc," declared one of the others. "I don;t
know bow I can thank him for it."
"I feel the same way," the third spoke up, and then walking
toward the scout, he added:
"You have my gratitude and thanks for saving us, sir."
"Well, never mind about that," was the retort. "That was
jest a little fun for me. My! didn't ther raeasly coyotes li ght
out though! I jest clippr.cl that gun fro;n ther hand of ther
one' what had thcr old nrnn dead ter ri3:llt ·, an' no mistal,e! •·
"You sartinly did,'' the tun~er declared. "But never :iµind
about that jest now. Young Wild West an' his gal is comin'
down ther cli:Pf."
The boy and girl were not long in getting down, and they
walked toward the group that was waiting for them just as
though nothing of any great importance had just happ ened.
"Hello, Youn g Wild West!'' t~e bunter called out, as he
stepped forward and extentlcd bis hand. "Maybe you don't
know me, but I know you, all ri ght. My name is Mr. Shibley,
an' I'm a native of this part of th er country."
"Well, it strikes me that I have seen your face before,
Mr. Shibley," the boy answered, as he gave the extended h:rnd
a h ""arty shake. ·• BGt I see so many people in my travels that
it would be difficult to e"len try to rem ember them all. But
what is the trot:ble, anyl~ow?"
'·Three galoots ,~·as ~neakin' up ter rob these here fellers
when me an' Hop seen 'em,,. Charlie answered, quickly. "I
jest allowed that I'd let 'em go ther limit an' thell give 'em a
surprise. I waited till they showed thems elves, an' when one
of 'em got ther drop on ther old man I shot ther gun from
his hand. Then ther fool of a heathen had ter start a log
goin' he was settin' on at ther top of ther cliff up there, an'

,,,,

down he went with it. It's a wonder he didn't git his neck
broke, but h e's too lucky for anything like that."
"Me velly muchee lucky, so be,,. Hop Wah declared, smiling
blandly. "Me no gittee hurtee. Me gittee lillee dirt on um
clothes, lat allee."
''Which way did the thTee rascals go?" Young Wild Wost
asked . .
"That way," Sam Shibley promptly r etorted, pointing
through the gully. "Are you goin' after 'em, Young 'Wild
West?"
"No, I hardly think it's n ecessary, ·• was the reply. "So
long as they didn't rob you, or even do you any harm, I tbinl{
we had better let them arone. If we doll·t go aftar them. mcst
likely they will come after t,s , for probably they don't lilrn
it very much at the way things turned out."
This seemed to satisfy all hanC:s, and soon s~.m Shibley introduced the three tenderfeet as tho Ripley brothers, who had
engaged him to take them out on a ht,nt;n;; trip.
'fheir n:1mes were Herbert, Max and Arthur, and their ages
probably ranged from t·1·.-enty-four to thirty.
'' How 101,g have you been out, gentlemen ?" Young Wild
West as rnd, as ho nodded to the brothers, after receiving the
introduetion .
"Only three days," the elder one nnswercd. "We haven't sho t
a great deal yet, but I am sure we will harn plenty of lt:ck
before we get through. What we are anxious to get the most
is an elk or two. "
"Well, there ought to be u)enty of them in th ese parts."
"They ain't so plenty," decla!·ed the old hunter, shaking his
head, "but I'm goin' ter do my best te:· see to it that they git
one, anyhow."
"That's right, and I am pretty sure yoa will, too, for it
strikes me that you are an old hand at the ,business, Mr.
Shibley."
"Jest call me Sam, Young Wild West," the old man corrected. 1·1 ain't in ther habit of bcin' called mister by no one.
I ain't sich an awful old feller, either. I'm only around sixty."
"All right, then," and the boy laughed and gave a non.
"So you're the famous boy of the Wild West we have heard
so much about since -vrn got out here,? .. Arthur Ripley askcu.,
after he had looked the young deadshot over with an admiring gaze.
"Well, I don't know how famous I am, but I've been on the
go pretty well ever since I was ::ihle to hold a gun out straight,
and I will say that I have had picnty of fun and arlvc .. ture."
"And you're the Champion Dead shot, too?"
"Maybe I am, but I won't make any such claim. There are
those who say I am the champion . but as I haven't met all
the crack shots yet, I don't J:uow about it."
"Well, if you have defeated all comers you certainly are the
champion," Max Ripley spoke up.
"Maybe you're right, but that c!on't matter a great deal.
I am bound to have my way aboi..t things, and as I am inclined
to rough it in the mountains and follow trails over the prairie
anc1 desert, I certainly come across a gro~t deal in the way of
exciten;ent. It seems that my l wo pa!·tners and the girls we
have with us thoroughly enjoy this sort of life, so there is
never any friction in our party."
"Me al!ce samee likee, tco. Mis Ier Wild," the Chinaman
spoke up . just as though he felt injured because he had not
been mentioned.
·'Yes, you like it all r!ght, Ho11," wa3 the smiling retort, "but
I reckon you wo1tld r ufoer be in a mining camp where you can
get a chance to g;,.mble and play :,our practical jo'.,cs tl:an you
would be here in this lonesome part of the mountains."
•· Makee no diffe!ence, Misler W;!ll. Me likce Yelly muchee."
Meanwhne the glrl had l)ePn standi ns quietly by, holding
h e,· rifle at ease, with the butt "lJOU the ground .
'' I almost fcrgot that Arietta was with you, Wild," the
scout spoke up, suddenly.
"Well, I didn't forgit about it,'' declared Sam Shibley. "I've
been waitin' to be3.r her say somethin'."
·'Well, I didn't speak before because I thought it would be
better to let you all have your say first," Arietta answered,
smiling at the old bunter.
"This is M::is Arietta Murdock," our hero said, quickly. "Excuse me for not having introduced her before."
The three brothers tipped their hats and bowed, while Shibley stepped forward and shook hands with the girl.
"I believe Cheyenne Charlie said you was camped somewhere around here," Sam observed, after a pause.
"Yes, only two or three hundred yards from here,'' and the
boy jerked his thumb in the direction lhe camp lay.
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"You started out to try an' find somethin' in ther way of
game, I believe."
"Yes, but before we had time to hunt very much we heard
Charlie's rifle crack. At first we thought he bad dropped a
deer or bear. But when we heard excited shouts we knew
differently. Then we hastened this way and soon got to the
top of the cliff and saw you all down here. This seems to be
a pretty goou place to camp, but I advise you to keep a pretty
sharp watch to-night, for the three men who were so anxious
to rob you might appear again. If they do come around we
will be on the watch for them, too. But if nothing happens
during the night we will see you again to-morrow morning.
I reckon we will go on and bunt around a little, because we
need something in the way of fresh meat."
As Young Wild West said this he turned to his sweetheart
and then both nodded to the hunters and started to look for
a way to get to the top of the high bank.
Cheyenne Charlie followed them, and th.en Hop started.
" Jest keep a watch up ther gully," advised the scout, as he
waved his hand to the four. '· They won't come too close
when they know you're lookin' for 'em, but it will be jest as
well not ter git careless about it."
"You kin bet we'll keep a watch," Sam Shibley retorted.
"There ain't no thief what's goin' ter git tber drop on me
ag'in very soon. an' you kin bet your life on it."
Young Wild West is so well known to our readers that it
ts not necessary to give any further description of him.
Sufilce it to say that with bis two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, and the three girls and two Chinamen who
usually marle up the party, he had struck that part of the
country while on one of his horseback trips in search of adventure.
Waiting in the camp were Jim Dart and his sweetheart,
Eloi se Gardner, and Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie.
We must not forget to say that Wing Wah, the cook, was
there, too.
He was a brother to Hop, but was so vastly different from
him that it seemed almost impossible, though the two looked
ver y much alike:
But Hop was a very clever magician, and one who loved
fun, and that was where the difference came in.
Wing was just a plain, ordinary Chinaman, and believed in
nttending strictly to his business and getting all the sleep he
could.
Young Wild West and his sweetheart promptly struck out
In the direction they had teen heading when the shot was
fired , while ~he scout and llop proceeded along close to the
top of the cllff.
Our hero and his sweetheart had not gone more than half
n mile before they struck a path that led down the hill.
The fresh tracks of a deer showed, and as the young dead11ho~
knelt and made an examination he gave a nod of satisfactwu
"Et ,;
id h " 1
th .
t b
h
" , sa
e, .. r~c1rnn . eie m~s . e a poo I somew ere
below here, and a5 it is gettmg toward_ mght, probably a buck
has gone down that way to get a drmk. There are lots of
t:acks here, but th:e f;esb o~es show ~hat ;t ~as not long
s'.nce one p~ssed this way. N~"'.· then, it isn t llkely that we
" ill find _him, be~ause Charlie s shot . ~ust cert~inly have
startled him, but if you d?n't mind_ waitmg a while we will
go down and sit there until somethmg for us to shoot at appears."
,. 1 d 't
· d wai't'mg, W'ld,,
. 1 answere d. "You
on mm
i , t!!l e gir
know that quite waol enough."
"Yes, I reckon I do. But r couldn't help speaking that way,
for it seems to be natural for me to do so."
The two went on, following the deer path through the woods
and bushes.
Tt wound tb is way and that, but kept going downward all
the time.
At length they came in sicrht of a little glen where a tiny
waterfall could be seen.
"'
'
At the foo.t of It was quite a pool, and from this a brook
ran, winding its way among the rocks until it was lost to
view.
Into the glen the two made their way, stepping from one
stone to another, unless they found quite a comfortable seat,
where they might be shielded from view in case an animal
cam e that way to drink.
When they had waited there in silence for fifteen minutes
they heard a shot fireu half a mile away.
"I reckon Charlie has struck something," the boy whispared.
His sweetheart gave a nod.
MHe's generally pretty lucky, anyhow, Wild. I wouldn't

bE' surprised if it is a bear he has got. Charlie always seems
to favor bear meat."
"Yes, he really likes it better than venison Well, it is all
right for a change, so if he has shot a bear we will have
broiled steaks for breakfast."
The conversation was carried on in very low tones, for tho
two knew quite well that if they spoke loud enough to be
heard it would be impossible for a deer to come down to drink.
It was a tedious wait that followed.
They heard no more shots, and only the sounds made by the
twittering of the birds in the foliage could be beard.
The sun had disapp ea red behind the towering cliffs before
them by this time, but ft was still quite light.
But fift€en minutes later twilight began to fall, and then
they knew that if they were going to get a shot it must come
quickly, for it would not he a great while now before darkness would set in.
With their Remington rifles ready, the boy and girl patiently sat behind the rocks.
Just as it was beginn-ing to grow a little dark a doe, with
a fawn at her side, timidly approached and raised her nose
in the air.
But l_t happened that the wind was blowing the wrong way
for her to scent clanger, and after waiting a few seconds she
approached the pool and began to drink, the fawn following
her.
Young Vlild ,vest and his sweetheart looked at the two animals, but made no move to shoot them.
They could easily have done it, since they were less than
twenty yards from them.
Both remained silent until the doe and her fawn had finished drinking.
Then the young-deadshot nodded to his fair companion and
said:
"Now, then, let them go on about their business, Et. We
don't shoot a doe who has a fawn fo!lowing her, not even if
we are very hungry."
"That's right, Wild," the girl answered. "I would no more
think of taking a shot at either of them than I would of fly.
ing."
As low as they spoke, the sounds reached the doe, and
pricldng up her ears she gave a snort and then bound ed up
the path, the fawn following close at her heels.
"Well, that means that we have made a failure of it Et "
the young deadshot said as he arose to bis feet. "The chanc~s
are that if there is a b~ck anywhere around he will hear the
doe and the fawn as they go crashing through the bushes. He
won't come here to get a drink now. We may as well go on
back to the camp."
The girl gave a nod, and then followed tho young deadshot
from the glen.
They stepped from on e rock to a notb er un t'l
i th ey reac h e d
the path, and tbeu started for the camp.
It was growing darker all the time, especially as the trees
were very thick and the frowning cliffs reared themselves
on almost every hand.
·
When about half the distance to the camp had been made
the boy and girl were suddenly confront ed by three roughlooking men who were mounted and leading a
1_
1 b _
hind them. '
pac c mu e e
It must have been that they were at a halt
d h d t ·t d
.
.
, _an
a s ai e
that
very
mstant,
for
neither
Wild
nor
Anetta
had heard
any sounds
·
Though th ey _were not a little s:irprlsed at seeing the trio
so suddenly, neither were much <11stu rbecl.
"How are you, strangers:." Wild said, in th e cool and easy
way he was famous for.
Look.lug for a place to camp for
the night, I supp~se."
.
"That's right, Ind," one of them answered, while he winked
at. his companions in a knowing sort of way. "But what in
thunder are you an' ther gal doin' here? It will soon be da rk.
Maybe you're lost."
"Oh, no, we are not lost. Our camp is only a short distance
from here."
"Down in a holler over to ther right, I s'pose?"
"No, that's where you make a mistake. It is off this way,"
and the boy pointed in the proper direction. "Probably you
are thinking of the camp you visited not long ago."
The boy was quite certain that the three were the villains
who had tried to rob the bunter and his three companions,
and he did not hesitate to speak that way.
He found he was right, too, for they all started violently and
looked to be quite uneasy.
"What are you talkin' about, kid?" the one who appeared
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But they rode on, thei r horses at a walk, one of them leading
to lJe the leader raid, [truffly, as soon as he hacl recovered himthe pack-mule.
seif.
Neither Wild nor Arietta once tock their eyes from them
"Jvst v,hat I sa id," was th e cool retort. "I have an idea
th at yo 11 fel! O\\'S are simply going on around so you will get I and in this way they kept them 0 oing until the camp wa~
to 1.he other s ichi oC the ca :up in the hollow. Then you prob-I reached.
"Hello!" exclaimed a voice, and then Ch eyenne Charlie r an
atly :11fan,, to sn qa k up ani.l have another try at ro\Jbing the
out from behind a clump of rocks and stood looking at the
fou r men.
··You don't mean Ler GUV that we're robbers, do yer?" the , three prisoners. "What do yer call this Wild? W hy it's ther
'
n~an ast ed, l:n:tting his brows and acting in a threatening three galoots what tried ter rob ther h~nters."
"I know it, Charlie," was the cool reply. "They tried to rob
n:a nn er.
.. Well . you !ook tho.t way, and since you have already tried us, too, but they made a little mistake. I thought I bad better
bring them back here and keep them awhile. It .might be a
to rob th e [our, you certainly must be robb ers."
"All r ig~t. tbe!l 1 ·, exclaimecl the leader of the trio, sud- little interesting to have a ta1lr with them."
"See here," the le~der spoke up in a pleading sort of way
deal y. "lf we've got the r name, we may as well have thcr
r;a P. w. Hold up yo ur hands, kid, or I'll shoot yer straight "I know we ain't got no show with you fellers but what's the;
use of pilin' it on ter us? Let us go on abo'ut our business.
thro ugh thc r heart!·•
Th e villa;n enrlcavored to point a revolver at the boy, but I'll guarantee you that we'll git away from h~re as soon as
he was not quick enough, for Young ·wild West had divined his we kin . We'll camp somewhere, an' as soon as daylight comes
in t e11 ~'on , a ncl alr eady a gun was in his ha:id and the muzzle in the mornin' we'll light out. Jest 'cause we was tempted
ter steal what money them hunters had don't say that we
pcintt. d st1 ait ht toward the speaker's breast.
oughtcr be treatt!d th is way. A man will do an awful lot when
he's tempted, you know, but when he finds out that he's made
a mistake it's different. We made a mistake, an' we're willin'
ter go on an' not interfere with any one ag'in."
CHAPTER III.
"Velly nicee Melican men, so be," observed Hop Wah, as
he appeared in view. "Me li kee velly muchec."
TIIE TRIO OF YILLAINS.
Then Jim Dart came fr om behind the roclrs, :ollowed by
It was evident that the three men had not expected any Eloise and Anna.
They were all not a little surprised to see the three prisonsuch act ion from the boy.
The leader turned slightl y pale, but did not offer to raise ers, but since Cheyenne Charlie had told them what hacl hap.
pened in the hollow, they r eadily understood.
the weapon he had in his hand.
When he had forced the three men to dismount ::.nd walk
The others had r ea ched for their guns, but their hands reinto the camp and s it down, Young Wild West nodded to the
nrn.ined at their sides.
There was a smile on the face of Young Wild West as he scout and said:
"Well, what di,d you shoot, Charlie?"
looked at them, and Arietta now calmly turned her rifle to"Nothin' but a half-grown black bear, Wild,"' was the reply.
ward the trio.
"So if I don't hold up my hands I am to be shot through the " I skinned him, an' then me an' Hop brought ther haunches
heart, am I?" the boy said, coolly. "Well, I reckon I will in. There they hang to th at t ree over there. I reckon we' ll
have some broiled steaks for breakfast."
have to be shot, then. Go ahead and shoot, stranger."
"Good! We were not very lucky. We didn't see anything
"You have got ther drop on me, kid," was the mumbling
retort, and then the villain dropped the gun back into the but a doe and a fawn, and, of course, we didn' t t hink of shooting them . As we were coming back we met these thrce fe lholster.
'·Well, I reckon I have. It surprises me to think th at you lows, and here they are. I suppose you can call that somehad an idea that you were going to get the best of us_ But thing in the ·way of game. But it is two-legged game."
"And brought in without a shot being fi red, too," Arletta
since you have admitted that you are scounclrels, just tell me
added, with a laugh.
your names. I may want them fo.r future reference."
"Say," the leader of the trio spoke up, nervously, "ain't
·' It ain't none of your business what our names is," the
,
lcacler answered, doggedly. "You have got ther drop on us, an' you goin' ter let us go, Young 'Wild West?"
"Let me see," the boy answered, as though he had forgotten
that's enough. We don't want no more trouble, so jest go on
something, "what did you say your name was? ''
your way an' we'll go ours."
"I didn't tell yer my name, but I will do it now, if that will
"Well, you can't go on your way until I get ready t o let
you. Now, then, just turn your horses around and proceed help our case any."
"Well, it might, though I won't promise that it wi ll."
straight ahead, and a little to the right. We will take you to
"Well, I go by ther name of Dan Pedro. My two pa:-ds is
our camp and k eep you there a little while."
"vVe won't go," one of the others spoke up, in an angry to ne. called Soppy an' Smooth Jim."
"Ah! I can readily understand which is Smooth J im. Th at
of voice. "You ain't got no right ter do anything like this,
kid. J est , 'cac.se you have got ther drop on us you're gain' is he sitting on your left, I suppose?"
·' That's right," the man referred to answered, qt:ickly.
t cr make us do anything you like."
"Well, you look to be a pretty smooth customer. though
"You have got that exactly right. I certain:ly am going to
nia'.rn you do anythin g l like. What I like just now is t o your clothing is somewhat rough. Those whiskers of ,-oi;rs
take you to our camp, and then after giving you something are certainly straight, and have the appearance of being
in the way of a lesson in honesty, I may Jet you go. I don't combed quite often. Then, again, your face is a little cleaner
know whether you have ever h eard of me or not, but I am than those of your companions. I think if you ·w ere to do the
proper sort of attire, you might pass cff for a domine."
Young Wil<l West."
'I'he three villains exchanged glances, and it was quite evi- . "I've done that more tha~ once,·· and th_e man spoke as
though he was proud of makmg the declarat10n .
dent that th ey had heard of the boy.
"I see. You were once a clever gambler who made pienty
They now became very meek, too, and as the young deadshot motionecl the::n to turn their horses, they lost n o time in of money by posing as an innocent, but you have graclua1ly
fallen until you have come down to the rank of a co:nmon
doing so.
'· You have got quite an outfit," Wilcl observed, in his cool scoundrel. That's it, isn't it?"
"Yes , I may as well admit it. You !lave got that jn~t righ;,,
and easy way. "That mule is pretty well loaded. It looks as
though you mean to stay away from town quite a little while. Young Wild \Vest. You certainly can stu,ly human Il'.ltt1rc,
But never mind about that. Jt~si ride straight on, and if any all right. I alli a little surprised at it, toe-, since yo,: a re so
of you feel as though you would like to take a sly shot at rue, young."
"Well, I may be rather young in years, but I am old i;i exjust try it. "
"We don ·t want te r shoot at you, nor nobody else," came perience. It seems that a great many find fault with me bet he reply from th;i leader. "I wouldn't have acted ther way I cause I am only a boy. I can't quite understand it, bi.:t still
did if you hadn't made me mad when you said we was rob- I am very glad I am a boy. Some of these days I w;!I be a
bers. I didn't know but what you rn.ight be one of them kind man and then there is no t:?llirg what I might be ab:e to do."
"I reckon yon kin do enough now, Wild, .. the sco,; t ~'.J-) 1:c
of fellers yourrnlf. •·
· "Oh, yes, I sup pcsn you thotight I looked something lilce a up, with a grin . "But what a rc yer go:n' te:· do with t lleof:I
three galoots, anyhow? Don't you i.hinl<: it would h0 a good
roblJ er or an outlaw, " and the boy laughe\i lightly.
Ariett a joined in, and this see::ned to discomfit th e villains idea ter bang 'em? There's a mighty good, strong limb :·Ight
over there, an' I ma, a:a well git three ll\ri&ts an' go ahead
not a little.
0
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with tbcr job. Sich galoots as them hadn't oughter be al- J The young deadshot recognized it instantly as belonging
1 to Sam Shibley, the hunter.
lowed ter live, yer know."
"Hello, Sam!" he answered. "So you thought you would
Charlie did not mean a word of this, but simply spoke to
come over and pay us a call, eh?"
fri ghten the trio.
"Yes, we're all here, an' if you ain't got no objections; we
IIe certainly did this, too, for Smooth Jim began trembling
viclently, while his companions shrank baclc and looked want ter stop with yer till to-morrow mornin'."
"All here, eh? Do you mean to say that you broke camp
around for some avenue of esca]Je.
But with the party standing around them, each one with and have come up nere?"
'' That's jest ther size of it," said tile old hunter, as he apthe r evolve r or rifle ready to stop them, there was nothing
peared in the darkness, followed by his three companions.
in the way of a chance.
All four were mounted, and a couple of burros carried their
'·You-you-don't mean to say that you-you're going to
take the law in your hands and-and hang us, do you, Young outfit.
"It's this way, Young Wild Wee\ .. ~-: ' the hunter, as though
Wild West?" Smooth Jim asked, in a voice that told how
he felt he must make an apology, .. ther boys got it in their
much his fear was.
'' I didn't say anyth ing of the kind, did I?" was the smiling heads ter come over here an' stop with yer. I told 'em everyr etort. "But to ease your mind I will tell you that I don't thing would lie all right ter stay where we was. But they
believe in any such thing as that. Cheyenne Charlie only didn't seem ter think that way, so, of course, I h ad ter give in
spoke that way to frighten you. ·we certainly are not going ter 'em . They're payin' me, an' there's some things I've got
to hang you. But I won't promise you that we won't shoot ter do when they tell me ter, you know."
'·Well, it's ull right. I was going to ask you to move your
you if we run across you again and catch you trying to comcamp up here, but I thought you would be all right where
mit a crime."
"Wild, " said Arietta, stepping up and speaking in a whis- yon were. An yb ow, you are welcome." .
The three brothers dismounted and looked rather sheepish,
per, "if you mean to let the scoundrels go, why not do it
until Arietta called them to come fon,ard.
ri ght now? Supper is waiting for us, and I am hungry."
'I'hen she introducoo them to .Jim, Eloise and Anna, and a
·'All right, Et,•· was the reply. ··r will soon dispose of
conversalion at once started.
them. But before I do so I want to teach them a lesson."
It was a snug place that Young Wild West had chosen for
Then he turn ed to the three prisoners and said:
his cam1).
"Get up! "
nut the boy always made it a point to look for such snug
They quickly obeyed.
It was now quite dark, but still light enough for the young places, so there was nothing surprising in it.
Water and grass for the horses was thero in abundance, and
deads.hot to see sufficiently to t<J.ke a shot or two.
soon the hunters were busy putting up their tent a short dis"Get on you r horses."
Eagerly the villains did as they were told.
1 tance [rom the two that belonged to our fri ends.
This had just about been completed when a rifle shot
'·Now, then, when I count three I want you to light out as
fa st as you can make that old mule cover the ground. I will sounded, and Young Wild West heard the hum of a bullet
allow a little on account of him, because I know he can't travel as it sped above his head.
"Look out, boys!" he exclaimed. "I reckon I was a little
as fast r.s your horses, or wouldn't if he could."
T aking the rifle from th e hand of his sweetheart, Young mistaken in those three scounllrels . They have come back to
look for r evenge. Well, we will give them all they want.
Wild \vest dropped his revolver back into the holster.
Just keep your eyes and ears open and we will attend strictly
"One! " he called out.
The three men looked over their shoulders in a frightened to business.
way.
''T wo!"

They gripped their bridle-reins.
CHAPTER IV.
"Three!"
HOP MAKES A. Ll'l''l'LE FUN.
Then two of them made a dart forward .
But the third was hampered because the mule did not start
Wild had spoken in a loud, clear voice, not so :m;;ch to make
right away.
his companions hear and understand him, but so that the vilBut this made no difference to Young Wild West.
, lain who had fired the shot wonk hear him as well.
Crang! crang!
The moment h e heard the bullot whizz past bis ears the boy
Two r eports rang o ut, and two hats d1 opped to the ground.
The man behind yelied in fear, and when he got his horse made up his mind to go and find the one who had sent it, and
started the young deadshot took another shot and relieved by shouting as he had it would seem that l::e meant to lie in
wait and keep a watch.
him of his hat.
When h e saw that all hands hau ta\en refuge behind the
Then away they went, the clatter of hoofs echoing from the
rock<;; and whatever else was convenient, the· young deadshot
cliffs .
"Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie, who was so de- motioned with his hand for them to be sil:mt, and then, withligh ted that h e could not help it. "What cowards ther most out a word, he stepped off into the bushes.
It was difficult to tell just what d.irection the shot ha,l b~c n
of men are. But I don't blame 'em much, 'cause when they
found out they stood no chance there was nothin 'else ter do. fired from.
But Wild possessed a well-tested sense of accuracy, and he
You kin bet they'll try an' git square with us, Wild."
''Oh, certainly, Charlie. There is one man among them judr,ed it had come from somewhere to the left of t'.1e camEl.
The 1Jullet might have passed close to the side of his head
who is very clever. I refer to the fellow called Smooth Jim.
He is not of the type of the other two. He is capable of doing or behind it, or in front of it.
It happened so suddenly that he had no way of judging it
all sorts of scheming. Dan Pedro, who seems to be the leader,
ls a real brute, and he would think no more of kllllng a person accurately, so he went according to what he thought.
Stepping swiftly along, for the way was rocky and uneven,
for a smsill sum of money than he would of eating his breakfast. Soppy is about the same, though I hardly think he he gradually approached a ro cky eminence.
Beh ind this th ere was a coruparatlvcly level stretch, and
would put up a fight even though he had a square show. But
never mini! what they are. We will let them go for the pres- though it was not a \"\"agon trail it might easily have been
used for such, as it wound on up the side of the mountain.
ent. I am quite hungry, and I know Et is, too. "
When he had gone a few steps our hero was confident that
"I surely am, Wild," Arietta answered. "The odor of the
bacon and eggs Wing has been frying has punished me greatly. he was heading in the right clil·ection, for it occurred to him
lt almost caused me to lose interest in what was going on just then that there was no other way that the villains might
approach without running the risk o! making a noise by climbhere. "
None of them had eaten yet, for they always made it a rule ing over the rocks and other obstn:et!ons that would be sure
to im pede their way.
to wait i:ntil all hands were ready.
"I'll bet the sneaking coyote Is behind that big rock," he
Wing, the cook, nodded in a pleased way when Wild had
thought, and then he kept close i:i tbe shadow cif the side of
washed his hands and took his place for the supper.
They all felt that there was little danger of the three com- the cliff and moved on, being careful not to press his feet hard
ing back just then, so they took their time in t?;ating the meal, upon the ground until h o wa2 sure he was not stepping upon
something that might glve forth a sound.
just as th ough nothing had happened.
It did not take him very long to get to the pla~e, and tb en,
It was not long after they hau finished when a voice called
much to his satisfaction, ho heard some one speaking in a
out through the darkness:
whi.Bper within a few feet of him.
"Hello, Young Wild West!"
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He paused and listened, and then a light footfall came to I ho w he felt, and it was jhst as h e started to leave that I ma t1e
his ears, as though some one had just stepped dow n from my presence known . I suppose I made a mist ak e in tryin g to
abo, e.
get them that way. I should have come b-ack an d got Charlie
"Well, if yer m issed him, what are yer goin' ter do now ?" and Ji m to go with m e. Then we could easily h ave followed
them ."
a low voice said.
"Don't you think they m ust b e camping somewhere around
"I don't know. That's for you to say," was the reply.
here?,. Her bert Ripley remar ked.
"They all ran for cover jest about a second after I fired. "
1
"No, I don't th ink they h ave gone int o camp yet. If they
" It wa3 a fQolish tl ing to do, anyway, I think," a third
rnice observed, ancl Wild at once recognized it as belonging had they would not come h er e wit h their horses. They sim to the man called Smooth Jim . "lt would have been much ply rode away a short dista nce, and after waiting a w hile
better to hang around and follow them for a day or two came back to get a shot at me."
"Quite likely. That looks mor e r ea son ab le, I suppose."
than to !col~ for revenge so soo11. As far as I'm concerned,
I'm wiiling to let Young Wilcl Wesl alone. The chances are
"We allee samee ketchee urn thlee bad Melican m en tothe hunters won't remain with him very long, and since we rnollow, so be,,. Hop Wah spoke up just then.
happen to know (hat they have a big sum cf money with them
"Do you think you kin do much t oward gitti n' 'em, h eathen?"
it will be wise for us to wait until they are vlone again. the old hunter asl,ed . looking at the Chi n aman and grinning.
"Mc Yelly smartee · Chince," was the quick r eply. " Me
Then it would be very easy to clean them out. Yon fellows
can do as you like, but I am going to get my horse and light ketchee allee Jigh t."
out right away. ·•
"Kin you run fast? "
"Velly muchee fast , so be."
"You are a very sensible sort of a scoundrel!" cried Wild,
"An' kin you shoot?"
in a ringing tone of voice. "But you had bett<~r stay right
here now, unless you want to drop dead in your tracks. I have
"Allee samce velly muchee stlaight, so be."
"Firecrackers, he means, ·• spoke up t h e scout, a broad
got you all covered. "
Probably the boy made a slight mistake in acting this way, grin on his face. '' Tllat·s what he shoots off ther most, Sa m. "
"Firecrackers!" the old man echoed, looking surpr ised.
for it was so dark that he could not. much more than distinguish the three forms a3 they started to move from the spot. "Doc-s he carry sich things around with him? "
"He's always got a dozen o r more with him."
Instead of obeying him, the villain known as Smooth Jim
"Well, I declare '. "
br oke into a run and quickly dirnppeared behind a rock.
The others started, too, and while Wild coulcl easily have
The four had already been told that H op was a very clever
magician, and, unlike Sam, the three brothers were n ot at
shot one or beth of them . he refrained from doing so.
He lmew that he would have a better chance when the:v all surprised when they heard that he was in th e h a bit of
r eached the level ground, a few yards distant, so he broke into carrying firecrackers about his person.
a run after them, at the same time calling out:
Such a fellow as he would be likely to have alm ost anything, they thought.
"Stop, or I will shoot'."
"Urn bad Melkan men n o cornee back, so me showee you
J3ut they ran right on, and as our hero bounded after them
his toe struck the root of a tree and he was pitched to the vclly nicee lillee tlick," Hop remarked, as he looked .at Wild,
as though expecting the boy's approval.
ground, his gun flying from his hand.
"Go ahead, Hop, •· the youn g dca dshot said. " Show them
Crack! crack!
Two shols were fired through the darkness, but the bullets something really good. J im and I w ill k eep a watch so wo
won't be caught n app ing again. "
both went o ver his head.
Jim picked up his rifle and followed the boy toward the
He afterwards thought it was a good thing he had stumbled,
fo r n o doubt he was in plain view of the fleeing scmmdrcls, lcYel ground, over which the three had made their escape.
Charlie gave a nod and seemed to be satisfied.
an d one of the sho ts at least might have founcl its mark.
Usua lly he accompanied W ild on such errands, but he
Young Wild West got upon his feet quickly, and feeling
upon the ground, found his revolver.
~cemed t o be in the humor to watch and list en to Hop just
But the villains must have had their h orses pretty close by, then.
He !mew very well that Sam Shibley was a m an w ho had
for as he again started on a run after them the clatter of
hoofs soun ded.
not seen a great deal outside of the wilderness, and if H op
"Too bad!" he m uttered, shaking his head . "They are could only do something mystifying and, at t h e sam e time,
going to get away. Well, there is no use in trying to follow play a joke on him, Charlie wo ul d be more t han pleased.
"Show Sam your triclr, Hop. I r eckon he a in't never seen
t hem o n foot, and I don 't see where I would gain much if I
got my horse, for it is so dark up here that they could easily much in ther way of magic. "
'·Oh, yes, I have! " the old man spoke up, quickly. "I've
k eep out of my way."
'· Are yer there, W ild?" the Yoice of Cheyenne Charlie called been to as many as four theaters in m y time, an' I r emember
one time of seeln' a feller with a long, black coat an ' white
out, j ust then .
shirt, and a big black mustache, do some very cur ious t hings.
"Yes, Charlie, " was the reply.
He pu!Ied more tl!an a bushel of differ ent t h ings out of a
"Was it you what shot?"
"No. I had a good chance t o shoot, but I didn't do it, plug hat he borrowed from somebody what had paid ter come
Ch arlie, because I wanted to catch the scoundrels and take in. I'll never forg it t hat, ttough it's a good many yea rs ago
t hem alive. I was unlucky enough to stumble over some- si-nce I seen it. "
'· Well, if you have got a plug hat m ost likely Hop kin do
th ing right here, and by the time I got on my feet again I
heard them r iuin ..; nway. on their horses. lt's tco bad, bGt ther same thing."
" I don't happen ter own one of them t hings. I n ever did
we'll get t h em after a while, for I am now satisfied that they
meant to keep after us. I oYc:-heard a 1:ttle conve;·s::i.tion. and own cr.e, either. This old soft hat is good enough for me.
it seems that two of them are very a1,xious to :,hoot me. The I've had it goin' on seven years now, an' though there's two
other, who is t h e fellow call~d Smooth Jim, is ar,ainst that. or three holes wcarin' through ther cr own, it will last me for
What he wants to do is to l,eep after the hunters until they a little while longer. Bl:t if thcr heathen wants it h e kin
get t h e money t h ey have wit:1 them . "
ha Ye ther hat."
·' i',fo no wan tee you hat, Misler Sam , " Hop declar ed, with a
"Ther sncakin' galoots!" exclaimed t~c scout, angrily.
" Don't you think we've got a chance of gitt.i.:i' 'cm if we glt smik
Then he suddenly looted at the ,,ell-worn coat th e hunter
ou r horses right after 'err.?·•
"Not in the darlc, Charlie. You k now as well as I do that had on and added:
'
"'\Vbattea yo,1 got in you pockee?"
they couid hide almost a.i.ly,vhere and we would go right on
It never oncP ocrl!nc:l 10 St:m or the three brothers t h at
past them. Anyhow, there won't be ar"y necessity for us to
follow them . They will follow us, l :1.m ct,rt:tin, C3l)ZC'i;;Jly Hep had been sta!ld:!11; J)retty close to hih1, :md that h e m igh t
after what j ust happened now. TJ1at wiil ma,rn Dan Pedro, haYe convcy°e:1 ~or~,e',h:n;; to his pocket tllat did not belong
t he leader, al! t he more bit~er againct me.,.
e1e:!·c.
But tr.is was :i fr.ct, and fo'.) clever Chinee now stepped back
'·Well, all rigb.t."
At that mCJment .Tim Dart t.ml Sam S 1 i1Jlry came 11p.
:i pore ns thc11;;b. he, w«s ""i'Y much surpr:scd at something.
"'Wi,at do yer rne'.rn? '' Sllible:, ns::cd, looking at him in
r1'hcv wc,·e soon told of what h:c!d ha;J:1en'-'ll, anti then all
hands" rctnrned to the camp.
arur:,en,e:.t. " Yon C:o:i't think I'Ye got anytting in ray rock et
·' So the s:uooth one is satiBDcd. to let yoti c.1c;' c, eh, \V:1<1? n ~,vtr1 t be ion gs to yc11. do yer? "
.. '·ie r..o undebtn.ndeo," ,lccJar,'d Hop. "You lcokee. ·•
Arietta mid. wbeu she had listened attcnLivdy to the sto:·y
"\Vr!ll, I know '.Vl:'tt I've got in beth my pockets just as
t he hoy had told.
.. Ye:;, it seen:.s t hat way, Ariella. ::.'Ic told t:icm qi.;ite pia inly v;ell as. anything. I don·t ha Ye t er look an' see. In t!'iii
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pocket I've got a pipe an' a plug of tobacker, an' ln this one man was terribly in earnest, he placed his finger to his mouth
i~ my handkerchief an' a tin box which I keep my matches in. and out came the rubber snalrn.
Of course, I've got an inside pocket to my coat, an' ther e's
"You takee, Missee Alietta,'' he said, and )le tossed it to
a few things in that. T)lere's some money there, I might say." Young Wild West's sweetheart, who deftly caught it and held
·• Me n.o knowee anythling 'boutee you inside pockee," Hop it in her hand.
declared , shaking his head. "Lat pockee velly muchee stlange,
"This thing is perfectly harmless, Mr. Shibley," she said,
so be."
,
ste11ping forward. "It is simply made of rubber, that is all."
"Well, I'll show yer what I've got in it, then, jest to please
''Well, I'll be swizzled!" cried Sam , starting back and look yer, ., ·and Hop pulled out a red cotton handkerchiet
ip.g very sheepish. ·'Fooled ag'in, as sure as I live. It's all
"You see that," he said, as he brought it out so all hands right, Hop; I'll take back what I said a minute ago. Go ahead
might observe it. "Now I'll show yer ther rest."
an' show me somethin' more. I'm an easy victim, I am."
In went his hand, and as it did so he uttered a cry of asThe Chincman was in just the humor to proceed, so he at
tonishm ent and quickly drew forth a baby's milk-bottle, the once started in and worked off three very simple tric irn , which
rubber top and nipple hanging to it.
were mystifying to Sam and amusing to the three brothers.
"Where !ou baby, Misl~r Sam?" Hop asked, innocently. . Wi_ld and Jim returned about then, satisfied that the three
"You no blmg him here with you?"
villams had gone on.
" Thun lleration!" gasped the old hunter, while the three
Then Hop proceeded, and for over an hour he kept their
bl"others broke Into a hearty laugh. "What do I know about guests very much interested.
a baby? Where did this thing come from, anyhow?"
When they were ready to turn in for the night, Sam Shibley
"You certainly had it in your pocket, Sam," Arthur Ripley insisted on taking a trick at the watching .
. said. shaking his head as though he was indeed surprised at it.
"Maybe we'll see th em three galoots ther first thlng in ther
'·Yes, it was In my pocket all right, but blamed If I put it mornin'," he said, "an' if we do, 1 think ther bes t thing will
th ere. Anyhow, where did sich a thing come from? I'll bet be ter clean 'em up. I don't feel like travelin' away back t er
there ain't sich a thing as a little baby in fifty miles of h ere." town with any prisoners. If they attack us we'll be justified
"Well, there might be some a little closer than that, Sam," in shootin' 'em in self-defense."
Ohadie said, with a grin. "Most likely ther last time you was
"That's right, Sam,·• our h ero declared. "Probably we will
around where there was one, that bottle got into your pocket remain with you until we settle accounts with them.·•
without you lmowin' It."
"No, it didn't. There wasn't no s!ch thing in my pocket
afore. dark, when I kindled ther fire ter cook our supper."
They were all laughing so heartily now that the old man
CHAPTER V.
began to tmderstand.
"Oh, I know!" he said, joining in the laugh. "Ther heathen
TROUBLE BETWEEN T1IE THREE VILLAINS .
put that thing in my pocket when I ·wasn't lookin'. Well,
that's all right. That's a putty good trick. I don't see how
The three villains did not tarry long in the vicinity of Young
he managed ter do it, 'cause I always called myself a putty Wild West's camp.
slic\;: sort of a man."
Smooth Jim and Dan Pedro urged their horses through the
"Maybe you gottee somethling more in you pockee," Hop, darkness, regardless · of th e fact that they might stumble at
s_u ggested.
any moment and throw them, while Soppy brought up the rear,
''.Ml:ybe I have. I wouldn't be surprised if there's a baby pulling hard u pon the rope that was attached to the mule.
there ter go along with t.her m ilk bottle."
When Soppy found that he was being left behind be grew
. · He felt in the pocket again, and whi le he was doing so very much frightened, and finding that he conld not force
Hop stepped around to the other side of nim and made out he the mu le to a faster pace, he let go the ,ope, and then went
was watching closely .
galloping after his companions.
~e was being watched, too, for the Ripley brothers knew
He overtook them about half a mile from the camp of our
pretty well what he was up to.
friends .
Tliey knew he put something m the other pocket, but it was
Dan Pedro and Smooth Jim had come to a halt and were
not for them to s!l.y anything, since they enjoy ed the whole waiting for him.
thing im mensely.
·"Where's ther mule, Soppy?" Pedro demanded, when he
"There ail'l't nothin' more here," Sam declared, with a grin. found that the animal was missing.
"I'm sa rtin ther other pocket is all right, too, 'cause I could
"What do yer think I am?·· was the angry reply. "Do yer
feel what was in that from ther outside."
s'pose I was goin' ter hang along behind tow in' that blamed
~-I<; thrust lli,s hand i°: that pocl~e; an~ then exclaimt;d:
mule, while you two wa,; gittin' away? r don't want to git
· ~ m w,rong. There~ ,som.ethm . ?,ele what ,v.;asn t the :e shot any more than you do. I don't care what has become or
a!oie. Its a fun ny f eelm sort of thrng, too. V, e 11 see what I ther critter. "
1t is."
. .
"It wi!l be a nice note if we lose him. Don't you know that
•
1
· H e drew forth Ills hand, and m it wai:i apparently a writmng
all our t hings is on t hat mule's bactt?" the leader demanded
rattlesnake.
savagely
'
"Wow!" criec,l the hunter, dropping it to the ground. "That's
"
· ·,
,
.
. .
what r call ther limit. How did that thing git in my pocket?
I don t care whats on lus back . I rec~on my llfe is worth
Heathen, if I thought you put it ther~ I'd fee l l!l;:e shootin' m?,re than the, m. ule an' what he's. c~rrym'. ,.
'
off your pigtail!"
Well,_ yer know~d, nughty well tna. t~ey, couldn t ketch us
"Whattec mattee ?" cried Hop, leaping for ward and picking Iver~ ?mc;c,,by comm on foot, so why d1 dn t yer hold fast to
up the rubber imitation of a snal;:e that he had owned for th e 1 iopc ·
quite a length of time. "Um snakee no bittee. Ve:ly goodee
'·Why didn't you stay back with me, then?"
,make, so be."
"Don't q~rnrrel, gentlemen," spoke up Smooth .Jim. "The
As he said this he h eld it up and moved his wrist just eno,tgh ' chances are the mule has fo llowed right on. We"ll wait h ere
to make the rubber tremble as though it was a real Jive rat- ; and see. I th!nk we can t:tkQ the chances on that. I haraly
tler..
· 1 think that You n g Wild West w m: Id attempt to follow us in
Even the Ripley brothers thought it w::is alive and when t he darl,, anylJOw. ,.
they saw the Chinaman place the hrnd in h is m~uth and to
.. ,yen, I',n \·;ii!in' t er wnit as long _as we don't hear no one
all appearances swallow the thing, they stepped back in ama ze- co:111 11' after us;• Pedro answered, with a shrug of the shoulruent.
dc;s.
Hop ,:;ave an extra gulp as the t ail of th e rattler disappea red.
The three sat tliere for two or three minutes, and then they
But it s.l mply went down under his coat, a1id then he rubbed were gratified when they heard some animal coming slowly
his ·stomach, cheerfull y, and exclaimed:
over the rocky ground .
"Velly, goodee glub, so he. Me likee snakee Yelly muchee."
"That's ther mule, all right," Soppy declared, shaking his
''Heathen," said the old ht~nter, pointing his finge;· warn- h ead . '"l' her l>lame'.1 animal would foller us, of cours e. I
tngly n,t the Chinaman, "you're a mighty smart Chineo, all mi~llt ha ve !mowed that..,
right, but Jet me tell yer one thing: Don't you n ever come
" Jell, . er can't a lways tell, either, the leade r r eto rted.
wilhjn two feet of me ag'in as long as yer live. I've seen "Ther next time yot;'re in charge of ther mule, jest see ter it
enough ter make me fe el satislled that you ain't human. Any that you hold fa st ter him. What woald we do 'if Young Wild
galoot as will swaller a Ii Ye snake ain't ter be trusted. W .1y, Wzst had caught hi m? ·why, we wouldn't have a thing ter
if you was ter take a notion you could k ill al] hands.,.
eat, nor anything ter cook anything with if we was t er shoo t
"Me no killee evelybody," Hop declared, and seeing that the somethin'."
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"Well, don 't wo rry about somethin' th at don't exist," re- t,~·o of them talki~g about it. I think it would va:r us to. lle
lo'.", for av; hilc and wait for a good chance."
torted Soppy, w!J o was still in an ill humo r .
"Tha t migh t bo a ll right if i t wasn't that thero was r eThe mule, fo r such It was, came s lowly on, and soon stopped
venge ter be got," retorted Pedro. "Do you thin k I could
within a fc71 feet of the waiting trio.
Soppy rode over to the animal ar;d seizing the r ope, which . eYc r feel satisfied over lettin' Young Wild , ver-t en' h!s JJ urd,.
ha<l been trail ing along the gro und, started on, without say- gi t away? W ell, I guess not. I ain' t built that way, Ji:::..
They've got te r go under, an' that's all th ere is t o it. Thcy· ro
ing anything to his companions.
1
"I think we ha d better fin d th e gully and stop there until ~ mighty dangerous crowd, anyhow. I'ye her.rd of thei r <loi n's
daylight, " suggested Smooth J im. " We don't k now of any lots of ti mes. Ther chances are t hat tho:r'll fa ller us, anyl. ow,
other place that would suit us h a lf as well. Just lead the wa y s o If we don 't git 'cm putty quick they'll git us."
"Well, I don't want to bo contrary, so 1f Soppy agrees with
t o it , Dan . Yo u're better posted in such things than I am.·•
"All r ight. I was thin kin' of that m yself," was the reply. yo u, I certainly will stick to you. You kn ow me w ell enough
fo:- that ."
"Come on."
''Well, I sorter agree with Dan," Soppy spoke up. I think
A mi n ute late r they swung a round to th e left, and after deth em galoots oughter be paid for what they've donG> ter us. "
scending a sho rt slope they came to a halt.
"That's ther way ter talk, Soppy! " exclaimed tlle Icade:,
"Here's abou t where we was when we seen ther smoke risi n'
from the r fi r e of t hem h unters," P edro declared. "Now, then, jubilantly. "Kow then, Jim, I reckon you h ad better not S llY
ther gully m ust be r igh t ah ead. It's to o dark for m e ter know anything more about it."
" Al! ri ght, I won't, th en. But haYe either of you t hough t
for s u re, but we' ll soon fi n d out."
H e rode on, an d a mi nute or two later he gave an exclama- what would become of the two girls and the young woman it
Young Wild West and his partners were to die suddenly?"
t!on of satisfaction .
"I never give that a thought ," answered Soppy. "But sin ce
" Herc we- a rc, boys ! " he said. "Now, then, come right on.
The re's lots of places here wher e we kin make ourselves com- you h ave s11oke about it I reckon we could manage t er take
care of 'em all right, couldn't we?"
for tablc for ther ni ght."
":\fa ybe we might."
If any one cou ld have S('en them riding along through the
" If we couldn 't, nobody could," and Dan Pcc!ro utter~d a
gully just then th ey would have wondered wh y it wa s that
ln ugh.
tlrny were a ll barebn:.ded.
" Well, since you are bent upon pu_tting Young W ild West and
Young Wild W2st had shc t t hei r hats from their heads, and,
of course, they hucl n ot even t hought of trying to r ecover Ids t wo par tners out of the way, I will have to help you , so
that's all th ere is to it. But· wh en it happens wo mu st cee to
th em .
But they had other hats in th e pack the mule was carrying, is th at the ladies are taken car e of."
"I s'pose If we didn't both of 'em would go back with thor
so they we re not much concerned about this.
It was not long befo re they select ed a spot to stop at and t wo heath ens they've got, tor some place or other," said Sop py,
t hen, d ismounti ng, they r emoved th e s addles from their horses r cilectivcly.
"Or they migh t faller us up an' shoot us," P edro a dded.
and tied them so they might nibble at whatever there was to
" You seen how on e of them gals acted, didn't ycr?"
be found t o ca t.
" Yes, I seen that well enough when we met Young W ild
The pack-m ule was r elieved of its load, an d tied in the same
Wes t an' ther yaller-halred gal. She w:i.s just ::is ready t !;lr
way.
T hen t he three villains spread their blankets unoer a big shoot as he was. She didn't seem ter 'be 0110 bi t scared, n:i'
when she pointed h er rifle at us I thought s he was goln' ter
she! ving rock and sat dow n .
" Well, " said Smooth Jim, in a matter-of-fact way, "I rather open fire r ight away,"
'" We ll, t hat m:mns tha t s he would bo a dangerous customer
think it will b sa[e to light our lantern. No one can see
the light very well, unless they get pretty close to h er e. Cer- to le t nm around loose, don't it ?"
"It cer t ainly cloes," declared Smoo th J im. " That gir l needs
t ainly Young Wild West 0 1· any one with him couldn't see it
tami ng. Sho is alto gether too wild. I think I cou lcl tnli:e he r
from above, unless t hey were peeping over t h e cliff."
·'They ain 't bothered to roller us, l 'm sa rtln," declared P edro. in hand and make someth ing out of her ."
" I was thin kin' tlie r samo thing, J im. "
"If they h ad ·we woulcl have hea rd f rom 'em afore th is. You
·· Oh, is that so? Well, we bo th couldn 't have one 6 :rl, :,ou
ki n go a head an' light t her la n tern , Jim . "
The man who clai med t o h a ve once been a polished scoundrel kn ow. •·
"Of course not. But what's ther matter with you takiu'
lost no ti me in doing this, and when the lant ern was placed
s o its light fell upon them they loolrnd a t each other in silence on e of th er others?"
"Well, if I was go ing to haYe either of tho thrc<' I slwu ld
•
for a few second 3 •
•· I recko n we need som ething on our h eads, " Soppy observed, cer tainl y choose the golden-haired one, which is no clo11bt
with a sickl y smile, as he fe lt of his ha ir, as though he thought Yo ung . Wild West's sweetheart."
.. An' I'd do thc r sa me thing, so th ere would he t r ouble right
h alf of it migh t be miss ing. " That k id sartlnl y lifted our hats
away hetween us."
in great shape. l\Iy I lmt he !-:in shoot, an' no m istake."
" Well, it was much better for him t o shoot a t our ha ts, I
'' That could be settled easy enough," and Soppy nodded as
th ink , .. Smooth J im retorted. .. Suppos<'! he had aimed at our
th ough t here would 1.J e no difficulty about It at all. "You
bench instead ?"
"we wou ldn't he here , t hen, ,. and Pedro shook his head and could chuck dice, or pull st raw s, for that matter."
"W ell, I don 't lmow as I would care to do anyth ing like
em it ted something like a growl. " nut jest wait. If r don't
fi x that boy afore I' m tw enty -fom hours older, I'll nev er taJ.c that;· and Smoot h Jim appear ed to be ver y serious. "I think
that since I have given in to you two fello,Ts , and have proma noth er drink o! wh isky as long as r live. "
.. Better let hi:n alone, " ad vised Smoot h Jim, shaking his iscd to help you put Young Wild West and his partners out or
head. "I told you that befo re. He was good enough to let us the wa y, I should ha ve the first chance, as far as t he lntlir.s
go after he had paught us and learned that we had t r ied to are concerned. "
"VVell, we ,Yon't quarrel about that-not jest now, anyhow,"
rob t he hun ters. 1 consider that a good turn done to us, and
n.s I haYe told you t wo or th r ee times, I am sa tisfied to let It declared the leader. "It's putty early, but s'pose we turn in ?
I'm a little sleepy, anyhow, an' we want ter be up a llttle
go a t t hat."
·' W ell, you can be satisfied all yer want t er be, Jim, " and afore da ylight iu ther mornin', so we kin seo where thc r gat hr leader spoke ang rily n ow. " I ain' t satisfied. l'rn one of loots go. Yer can't t ell but what th em hunters migh t b<: jest
t her so rt of men what believes in a lways gitlin' s quare. If an y abo ut scared enough now t or give up their huntin'-trip an' turn
one doc 3 yer an injury yer wa nt ter pay him hacl, , with Inter- back. If they was ter do that without us knowin' it we :ni:;h t
est. I'd like t er know if Young Wild West a n' his pards ain't not be able t er clean 'em out."
"Well, I'm not very sleepy, but I suppose I m ight :i.s ,1·Pll
done us a big injury. Why, 1t was one of h is pards what
lie down a~ to sit here, " Smooth Jim dcclaretl.
stopped us wh en we had th em huntc:·s dead t er rights. "
Then, without another word, he arranged his l1lani-:e~ on tl
"Well vo u don' t look a t it in the same light as I do," and
the sm;oth m an shook his head. "Hasn't it occurred to you threw himself upon it.
Dan P edro quickly follow ed his exarnr,lc, hut Soppy lighted
that we m igh t get an ot her chan ce ? All we hav e got to do Is
t n bide our time. You ng Wild West and his f r iends a re not a pipe and sa t smok ing for nearly half an l1onr.
Probabl y he fear ed that they might haYc hcen fo llo tn >d.
likel y to stay a round h er e yery long. The hunters will stn.y.
But after that lcmgth of tim e be bec:rn ie con YiTIC'' d th1t i;u r.11
It is easy t o guess t hat tho t hree t end erfo ot ha ve hired the
oltl man to take them out on a hunting-trip. That means tha t was not the case, ancl dmn ping the Hshos frurn h i,; :>ipc J,e
they will hang a round somewher e for a week or two. We all cxtlnguls!J.ed the lantern and lay dowu near his t,1·0 com. know that they have got s ome money with them, fo_r we heard . panions.
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Du ·ing the early part of tho night none of the vilhins slept goin' ter do what he said any more an' that he would have
tcr do what you said, all I'd have ter do would be ter say
ver y soundly.
that I agreed with you."
'Ibey awoke occasionally and listened.
"You haYc got it right, Soppy. You are certainly quite inDt:t when midnight had passed they dropped off into a ?ound
elumb0r, and day was breaking when Soppy opened his eyes telligent, after all."
"Well, if I thought that Dan meant ter skin us out of ther
and looked around him.
"Come, boys!" he exclaimed, as he struck bis to" a,:;ainst money we'll git from ther hunters I sartinly would go in with
firnco th Jim'F. feet and grasped Ped,o by th,l shouldc, o.t rer. "
"I happen to know that Dan means to do it. You can bethe same time. "It's daylight. I reckon you ha,& hed sJP.,,f
lieve rue or not, but I am sure of it."
enou gh. Git up!"
"I'll ask him about it when he comes back, blamed if I
"'l'lrnndor'." excln.imod tho lc::.de,, ,,hen ho fo1md it «.-a~
so litht. "I sa.rtinly did dc;i some sleepin' nf7e:- I i;ot ,t,.:-ted. don 't."
'' Don't do anything of the sort. If you do he would surely
Wh at are ycr blinkin' at, Jim? Dori't ycr 1-:now it's time ter
deny it. You ought to know that well enough."
git up?"
"That's so, I s'pose he would d eny it. Well, I'll tell you
'I'hc rm;ooth individual had risen to a sitting po:;tt:-o o.nd was
what I'll do, ,Jim. I'll make you leader if you' agree ter let
rubb ing his eyes, for he was not fully awake yet.
But tho words of tho leader brought him to hli:c.solf, an,: me have as much of ther money as you take yourself."
"I will surely do that, Soppy. Shake hands on it. My
he was quickly upon his feet.
·'J ,:rnnted to get up before it got daylight," he e:l:J, shak:ng word is as good as my bond."
The two gripped hands, and Soppy was won over.
h l:-, hrad. "But I suppose it's all right. E is hardly li1loly
Then the two proceeded with the work of getting the breaktl-:\y have st:nted to moYe yet. Now, then, one of US m1rn!.
f.:-d out about it. Tho thing to do is to go~ lo the top of th(' fast ready, talking the matter over in low tones.
They got a fire kindled, and the big pot was soon boiling
c!;-r-r nnd do a llttlc spying. Dan, I thinl: yo,.;'ro tho one be•t
fit tcd for that. I will help Soppy get tho lJreakfast ready .vhile over it.
Theu a frying-pan was brought to light and a rasher o!
you are doing it."
'"Do yon think we would dare ter make a Jl:"e?" Soppy a£kc<l, bacon was produced.
Thin slices were cut from this, and soon the odor of sizzling
anxio usly.
·'Well, I don't know whether we ought to do it o:- not, but meat filled the air.
Next a loaf of very stale bread was produced from a bag,
I fcr,l as though I have got to have n cup of stro n g coffee. V/o
wo11't have to keep a fire going very long, 2.nyhow. Then you and Soppy proceeded to cut it i.nto slices.
"We had some eggs when we started," the latter declared,
mu st 1:now that we are down pretty low, and that Young Wild
,.vest"s camp is 0asily half a mile from ho:-c. It is b.ardly shaking his head, sadly, "but they got smashed. I always
lil:oly they would see the smoke, for there are so 111any troes did like fried eggs with bacon."
"Almost any one likes them that way," laughed Jim. "But
tliat it would dirnppcar before it got above thcl!".. "
'"Go ahead an' make a fire, Soppy," spol;P. u:;, PeJro. "I'll what is the use. of talking about it? We haven't the eggs,
cli mb to tbcr top of thcr cliff an' work aloug till I GOJr.:c to a you know."
"An' we ain't shot a thing in ther way· of game since we
mighty tall tree that kin bo climbed easy. Then I'll go i;p ic,
1111' ~-ou kin bet it won't lakn mo lont;" te:- find out if t!le,y're started out ter rob ther hunters."
"Well, we haven't had much time to do that. I had an idea
ti.ere yet or not."
As the leader began working l:.is 'l""ay to the tup of the, clit.'. that we would get plenty of game last night when we tackled
t!1c ether two proceeded to gather some c.-:-;; tw!gn to ~:arl the them. They certainly must have some on hand. But foat talJ
man they call Cheyenne Charlie spoiled our plans. However,
firP going.
~-lmooth Jim kept watching him until he .d isn;;ipca:rcd ~ro:n I feel pretty certain that we will have plenty of fresh meat
Flg'1t, and tllcn ri sing to his feet he looked hls coropa::i'.o:::. in before the sun SPts to-night."
Jnst about the time the breakfast was ready Dan Pedro
the eo'cn and s:i.id:
'"See h ere, Soppy, h:i.s it eyer occurred to you ilie.t Dan !:w't came back.
"They're there yet, boys," he said, as he sniffed at the odor
C)."n etly ctrai1sht ~"
"Why, I don't know about that," and Soppy dropped the of the coffee and bacon. "It ain't likely they'll leave very
turndfn l of wood he w::.s holdiug and sho,vc~ surprise. '"vVhc.t soon, 'cause one of ther Chinamen has jest started a fire."
"Come on an' g it yoc1r breakfast, Dan," said Soppy, and
do ::er mean, Jim?"
"Well, you mu.st :i.dmit th:1t I am a hotter studer.t or huma1. then ha looked sharp]:,, at his companion, who gave a nod.
T,1 o minutes later the three were busily devouring what had
nature than you :ire," the smooth one obsc,v(;cl., &h<tl,ing hi!l
he:id and s:11rnng in a peculiar way. "I h:tve cowo to the con- been prepared.
As Dan was taking a drink of coffee from a tin cup, Soppy
clm,io n that Dan would throw us both aside if he got hold
r eached over and touched him on tho nrm.
of tlie money the hunters are possessed of."
·' Say, Dan," said he, ''me an' Jim has been talkin' it over
"'What makes yer think that?" and Soppy began to grow
while you wa3 away, an' I sorter think that he onghter be
Interested.
"Well, I heard him muttering to himself last night while ther one ter lead. He sartinly has got more brains than ther
you were sleeping soundly. He don't like me, because I have two of us put together."
"What's that!" cried Pedro, :rngrily, as he let some of the
opposed him in several thin;;s. I heard him say that if we
were not willing for him to have Young Wild West's sweet- coffee spill from the cup. "You don't like ther way I've been
heart after the boy and his pards had been disposed of, he doin' things, eh?"
"No, we don't, Dan," Smooth Jim retorted, quickly. "But
would cleau us out before we knew anything about it. He
was muttering such stuff as that for over five minutes, and he don't get angry about it. I feel as though I can carry this
was half a~leep at the time. But I was wide awake, and I thing through better than you can. Soppy agrees with me,
t ook it, all in. I also heard him say that most likely there so really you have nothing to say. I assure you that I will do
wouldn't be enough booty to bo got from the hunters to be nothing but the right thing, so the easiest way for you to do
is to submit."
divi ded , and that ho thought it should all be his."
"I never submitted ter another yet, an' I ain't goin' ter do it
"That's wh;:,,t he was mutterin', oh?., and Soppy's eyes
flashed. "Well, I can·t say as l ever knowed there was any- now!" cried Pedro, his eyes flashing. "If you have got it in
thing very crooked about Dan, though I do happen ter know your head that you want ter boss me, why jest step out here
an' we'll fight it out. If you drop me you'll sartinly be ther
that he always wants ter ha-ve things his own way."
'"Well, what's the use of lotting him dictate to us any longer, boss, an' if I drop you, why, I'll be ther boss."
"We will do nothing of the kind, Dan," and as Smooth Jim
then?"
'"How are we gain' ter stop it?" and Soppy s~ook his head, spoke a revolver apneared in his hand and the muzzle was
pointed straigilt at Pedro's heart.
·
d ubiously.
'"Hold on, don't shoot!" came the cry from the astounded
"Why, that is easy enough. ·we are two and he is only one.
Suppose I make the su;;ge;,tion that he be deposed as le?.der." villain.
"If you don't agree that I shall be the leader I certainly will
"What do yo;· mean by deposed?" the other asked, innoshoot you!" was tbe exclamation, while a dangerous glitter
cently.
'"Well, to b e more pb.in, suppose I tt;:l him that I think I appeared in the man's eyes.
"You had better agree, Dan," Soppy advised, shrugging his
am better fitted to run things than be is. '
shoulders.
"Oh! You want ter be ther leader, then ?"
There was a short silence, and then realizing that he stood
" Yes, that's it."
" I understand now. If you was ter tell him that you wasn't no chance, Dan Pedro nodded his head and mumbled:
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"All right. You 're ther boss, Jim. I s'pose I'll have ter
do as you say."
"Good! Now, then, we are going to divide whatever money
we get hold of quickly, and I am going to have the goldenhaired girl. You and Soppy can settle it between yourselves
as to the other two."
Dan reached over and fill ed his cup with coffee, and for the
time being the argument was settled.

CHAPTER VI.
HOP DISAPPEARS .

Beyond the occasional shriek of a catamount or wildcat,
noth ing disturb ed the peace of Young Wild West and his
friends during the night.
It was shortly after daylight that they were all up and stirring.
Wild and Charlie took a walk around the vicinity of the
camp, an d satisfying themselves that the villains bad not remained anywhere n ear, they soon came back and waited for
Wing to get the breakfast ready.
The Ripley brothel's did not seem to be in very good spirits,
and shortly before the morning meal was in readiness, Wild
walked over to them and sai d:
"Well, what appears to be the trouble with you fellows this
morning? You act as though you haven't slept well."
"I didn't sleep very well. for one," the eldest declared, shaking his head. "I have been thinking that we are going to
have a lot of trouble before our hunting trip is over. It is
too bad that the three scoundrels had to Interfere with us."
"Well, if that's what is worrying you, just dismiss it from
your mind right away. I believe I told you last night that we
would stick to you until accounts were settled with those villains. I am p:·etty certain that they mean to rob you if they
can, and I am also quite sure that two of them at least are
more than anxious to kill me. I heard them say as much, so
there is no doubt about it. Well, that means that we are
going to keep after them, and If they try their game again we
wi!l either have to wipe them out or take them prisoners.
'I'hat all depends upon what the situation is. If they should
o;ien fire on us unexpededly we will have to shoot them down.
But if wo get them before they have had a chance to do any
harm, we will take them prisoners. Now, then, you fellow s
just make up your minds that you are going to have a good
time hunting, an d that you will get plenty of game, too. I
know quite ,vell that Sam Shibley will be able to take you
where ther,, ls plenty to be shot. Yon won't have to go very
far from here, either. It happens that we are In no particular
hurry to get away, so we will do a little hunting, too. We
heanl you say that you were anxiot~s to get an elk or two.
Well. we will clo a llttlc elk hunting. too."
"That's ther way ter tak, Young W ild West," Shibley spoke
ur>, wit 1 a nod. "I've to 1 d 'em two or three timeR since they've
been up that t.here ain't no use in won·yin' a~iout things. Ther
fact is that they've got more ::noney with 'em than they should
have brought along. Maybe them three galoots know it, an'
trat they 've follcred us. I'm putty sartin I seen ther feller
what calls himself Da~1 Pedro hangin' around ther minin'
camp we sto pped at ther day afore yisterday."
"I think I saw all three of them there," spoke up Arthur,
the youngest of the brothers.
"Is that so?" our hero asked, looking at him curiously.
"Why didn't you speak about that before? If you bad told ·
rne that yesterday afternoon I might have questioned them
when we had them and learned all about It."
"V/ell, I guess I must havo been too much excited to think of
telling you," the young man declared, shaking his head. "But
It makes little difference, anyhow. 'I'hey tried to rob us, and
you know that, Young Wild West."
"Oh, yes, I know that all right. They tried to rob yon
fellows, and they tried to kill me. But they didn't succeed in
doing either."
The boy laughed lightly, and the tenderfeet looked a.t him,
admiringly.
No doubt they marveled at his wonderful coolness.
They were in no particular hurry to leave, so Wing took his
time and prepared an excellent breakfast.
The old hunter wanted to kindle another fire and cook for
himself and party, but our friends would not hear to this.
However, some of the venison the hunters had on hand was
used and with some bear steaks, hot muffins and coffee, they
aureh had a fine breakfast.
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"Which way do you think we had better go, Young Wild
West?" Sam Shibley asked, when he had lighted his pipe
after rising from the meal.
'
"You ought to know better about that yourself, Sam,"
was the reply. "You are used to hunting in this part of the
country."
"Well, I was thinkin' of goin' a little to ther north. I'Ye
been headin' that way ever since I met ther brothers at ther
railroad station."
"V/ell, go that way, then, Sam. There ought to ne p:enty
of elk up there."
"Well, there ain't no doubt about tb2.t. But ther thing of
it is ter git a shot at 'em. An elk is a putty foxy critter, you
know."
"Yes, I know that."
"They say they arc dangerous if you happen to wound
them," spoke up Max Ripley.
'
"vVell, I reckon if you wound a stag and get him in a corner
he will show fight all right," and the young deadshot smiled.
"Could he h1.1rt one much?'' Arthur asked.
"Could he? vllell, I think he cculd about clean up an ordinary man in a hurry if he got at him and got his antlers into
play. But of course you wouldn't allow a stag to tackle you
in that way. What would you have a rifle for?"
"That's true enough, hut I hope I don 't get into such a fix.
But you a1e going to have quite a little time in getti.ng a good
shot at an elk. The cbances are you will land one or tv:o,
though, for Sam knows his business. ,,
"If they don't it sartinly won't be my fault, Young Wild
West," the old hunter declared, shal Ing bis head.
"Well, we will stay with you a day or two, anyhow, and
maybe we will be able to help you out. The hirrgcr the party;
is the more chance there is of driving game down the mountain. We may fix it so the Ripleys could be stationed at the
foot of a rirnway and then when anything came down they
would have a good chance to shoot."
'·That would be mighty easy, if you was willin' ter help me
do ther drivln'," Sa:n declared.
"Oh, we will help you, all right, if it happens that there is no
other way to get an elk. Eut while you are getting ready to
move I will take a 1Yalk around and sec where the three scoun drels are. I am satisfied that they didn't go a great di stance
away last night."
Picking up his rifle. our hero walked away from the camp.
It was quite natural that he should head toward the cliff that
overlooked tho place where the hunters had been camping the
day befoi-e.
As he reached it he too 1, a 1001, ever and he was not much
surprised whe;1 he saw three horsemen riding through the
gully.
Th-:iy were P edro, Gop:;iy and Smooth Jim, as might be
supposed.
The boy smiled a3 he stepped back behind a tree arrcl
watched them.
"I reckon they expe~t the hunters to go in this way, which
is ri ght," he muttered. ·'They will probably come out of the
gully and dismo~mt a mil2 or so below here. ·well. we will
let them go on. I could easily get the whole three of them now
if I wanted to. But I aru not going to do ,ny shooting vnlcss
they start up the game. I wonder if they wonld take a chat
at me if I were to show myself."
The thought was plcr,sing to Wild, and he quickly decided
to let them see him.
Stepping from behind the tr ee, he walked to a big rnck
and climbing it. stood there in bold relief, so th:it he might be
seen plainly by those below.
But they were not looking up just then, so he called ont:
"Hell.a, you scoundrels! Which way nre you heading now? ''
The villains acted ac; though they had been sl!ot aL, nnd
promptly brought their horses to a halt.
Wild held his rifle in his hand, but made no mOY(.) to p:ace
it to his shoulder.
"Why don't you take a shot at me?" he cried, taking ofl' his
hat and waving it.
He saw th e three get their heads together, and knew that
they were talking excitedly .
But neither of them attempted to raise a rifle.
"We will meet a little later," he shouted and then he jumped
down from the rock and got behind the t ree again.
But though he waited fully five minutes the trio did not
move.
"I wonder if I couldn't start them going," he muttered as
he looked around for a stone that would suit him to thj'ow
down at the men.
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Just then footsteps were heard near him and looking around
he ~:tw Cheyenne Ch1r!ie and Hop Wah approaching.
'·Eop wanted to co:ne along after yer so I thought I had
better come along with him, Wild," the scout said, apologeticall y.
"Good! I am glad you came. The three scoundrels are
ri ght below. I just got up on that rock over there and showed
myself, and askerl them if they didn't want to take a shot at
me. But they didn't seem to want to do it, and I have been
waiting ever since to see them ride on. I was just going to
throw a stone down at them and start them up a little."
.. Me fixee, Misler Wild! " the clever Chinee exclaimed, eagerly, as he came forward.
"JuEt what I was thinking, Hop. Just take a look and sec
where they are, aud then throw a firecracker down at them.
That certainly will start them going one way or another."
There was a grin on the yellow face of the Chinaman as he
crept to the edge of the cliff and peered over.
He could see the heads of the three men, who were still in
the saddle, but partly screened behind some rocks.
The distance in a straight line below was not more than
fifty feet, but the horses and men were at least fifty feet from
the foot of the clifl:.
_Hop knew be could throw a cracker that far, however, so he
lost no time in bringing one from his pocket.
Vvild and Charlie watched hiru as he struck a match and
ap plied it to the fuse.
Then Hop hurled the cracker straight down toward the
would-be robbers.
It exploded when it was about ten feet above their heads,
and frightened cries came from their lips.
The clatter of hoofs sounded, and then the three saw them
go galloping up the gully.
·'Ha! ha! ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie. "I feel jest like
ta':!o' a shot at ther sneakin' coyotes, Wild."
·'Well, don·t do it, Charlie. You may have a chance later
on , for I a:n pretty well satisfied that they mean to stick to
us until they get their medicine."
"Well, I hope they do, then, 'cause I'm somethin' like Sam
Shibley. He thinks that it would be a lot of trouble ter take
'em prisoners ter some town. Of course, we can't take ther
law in our hands unless they attack us. Then a man's got a
rl gh t ter defend himself."
"That's what I have always told you, Charlie. We won't
look for them, but we will. Jet them look for us. Of course,
we're giving them the best end of it, but it can't be helped.
·wh!le I know at least two of them would shoot me dead if
they thought they had a good chance, I can't bring myself to
shoot at them unless there is compulsion about it."
"Well, .. and the scout shrugged his shoulers, "it seems ter
rne that if I knowed for sart!n that a galoot was goin' ter plug
me with a bullet tiler first time he got a chance, that I oughter
be justified in shootin' him ther minute I sot eyes on him.
But it's all right, Wild. You know what's beEt. I was brought
up in 011 Cheyenne, in ther time when a man was always ready
tcr shoot an enemy at sight. That's why I don't look at things
ther s:::.me as you do."
The three scoundrels had disappeared from view by this
time, so Wild and Charlie and Hop retraced their steps to the
camp.
They found the horses all saddled, and everything in readin ess to proceed .
.. I recko:i yer found 'em," the old hunter said, aE he nodded
his bead, approvingly. "One of 'em had a shotgun, too, didn't
b e? We h eard it go off."
"No, none of the::n have a shotgun, Sam," Wild answered,
with a smile. "The report you heard was made by a big
fir ecracker that Hop threw down on them. You should have
seen how they acted when it went off."
'I'h o boy then quickly related all that had happened, and
thr, e was a h earty laugh, in which the three young men took
pn.rt.
S:nce eating their breakfast they seemed to be well satisfie r! that they need not fear any danger from the three scoundrels who had attempted to rob them.
"They're going in the same direction that we are," Wild
said, as he mounted his sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and rode
to the side of his sweetheart. "That means that it won't be
Jong before we see them again. But if they are wise they will
not atte!'npt to ambush us, for there are only three of them,
and they can't expect to drop us all before we can retaliate."
"Well, Wild," Arietta answered, shaking her head, "I have
covored those men once in my life, and the next time I do it
I c<::rtainly mean to fire."
"That's the way to talk, Et! You can put up as good a fight

as any of us, lJut since we only have 1"lne 0 to take c:tro of,
I reckon we will get along all right without your afSiGtance."
Th0y rode on over the I ough mountains ide for the greater
part of the mornir:g, and j,!Gt as they were thinking cf co11ing t0 a halt nnd !> •trh:ng th eir ca:11p to remain there for a day
or two, a big buck of tho Roc!cy Mo untain species, was s~en
leaping over the crest of a hill a hundred yards distant.
It happen ed that Arietta saw it first, and r,s quick as a flash
she threw her I ifl.e to her shoulder :md, talcir.r; a quiclc aim ,
pulled th o trigger.
Crang!
As the report rang out, th e buck reared higt in the air and
then came rolling down the hill.
.. Jumpin' catarnounts ! " exclaimed Sam Shlbl~y. "\\'hat do
yer think of that shot, boys?"
The Ripley brctll ers were amazed, but they quietly gave
vent to exclamations of admiration.
Cheyenne Charlie at once dismounted, and Hop follo1vcd
his example.
Then the two made their way to the spot wh ere the bi;ck
had fallen.
The rest did not bother to go down the descent, for it was
too low for their horses.
As Charlie was in the act of cuttin~ the animal's throat to
let the blood from it a man suddenly sprang from bt'hind a
rock and throw a rope over Hop's head and shoulders.
There was a quick jerk, and the next minute the Chinaman
was dragged out of sight.
''Hip hi! Help! help!" he yelled.
The scout turned as quick as a flash, but could see nothing
of him.
CHAPTER VII.
THE SEW LEADER SHOWS WHAT TIE CAX !JO.

Dan Pedro was silent as preparations were made to leave
the camping place in the gully.
Smooth Jim and Soppy were full of talk, however, and it
all appeared to be on the success they were bound to meet
with if they proceeded in their efforts to rob the hunters and
get revenge upon Young Wild West.
Occasionally the new leader shot a glance at Pedro, which
told plainly that he knew pretty well what he was thinking of.
"Come, Dan," he said, as Soppy was loading the pack-mule,
"lend a hand. Don't be cranlcy just because I have taken your
place as leader. You will lose nothing by it, I am sure. As
far as that is concerned, I won't call myself a leader. The
three of us can agree, I think, since we are all bent upon
doing the one thing now."
"I don't care nothln' about bein' leader, anyhow," Dan
grunted, as he walked over and proceeded to assist Soppy.
"I'll admit that probably you have got more brains than me,
an' most likely you went ter school ten times as much as I
did. But when we first struck up a partnership you was ther
one as proposed that I should be ther head of ther business."
"That's right enough, Dan," Soppy spoke up. "But it sorter
seems as though you ain't swift enough. It takes you too Jong
ter think. Then, again, you want ter do things that hadn't
oughter be done. I !mowed putty well that it was a, bad piece
of business tor sneak back on Young Wild West's camp last
night an' fire a shot. We're mighty lucky that we didn't git
riddled wHh bullets for tryin' sich a thing."
"All right. I didn't think you would go back on me,
though," and the deposed leader shook his head so1TO\\'fully.
Satisfied that it would be some little time before Young Wild
West and the others would leave their camp, Smooth Jim had
waited until he thought it was about time to moYe on.
It happened that they did this just in time for the young
deadshot to see them from the top of the cliff a little further
on.
·what happened then has already been described.
Even the new leader was very angry at it, and when he
declared that he n.o longer would have any misgivings about
shooting Young Wild West and his partners, Pedro noddeu
and retorted:
"I thought you would come ter my way of thinkin' after
awhile. Seems ter me that I !mowed what I was doin', after
all."
"Maybe you did, Dan. But never mind. You ju::it leave this
thing to me and I will figure out the best thing to do."
"Vil""hat was it that busted in ther air right over our heads,
anyhow?" Soppy asked, _after they had galloped along for a
distance 9f half a mile.
'
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be here after it. Now, then, if we can catch the boy we wo:1Jd
"Haven't you any Idea?" Jim asked, with a smile.
"Wcll, I did think some one shot off a gun right under us." be all right. With him as a prisoner I rather think we could
"Nothing of the sort. It was merely a big cracker that ex- dictate our own terms. Just gi ve me a rope, Sopp y.··
"What are yer goin' ter do with it?" Soppy asked, looking
ploded. Some one threw it down from the top of the cliff, o'.i
course. It seems that they are trying to have fun with us. somewhat surprised.
"Never mind. Give it to me, and then I want the pair of
They don't r ealize that we arc desperate men. But we will
show them. You just let me have time to think and if I don't you to be ready to lend me a ltand."
find a way to make it very warm for that kid and his friends 1 The rope was quickly given to him, and then Smooth Jim
started forward, stepping cautiously.
I am not Smooth Jim, that's all."
At that moment a clattering of stones sounded near them,
"Well, I've got somcthln' of an idea what we oughter do,
but I ain't goln' t er say a word till I have heard what you and then they heard some one coming down the slopl'-.
The next minute they saw Cheyenne Charlie and Hop Wah.
think about it," Pedro declared.
"Shoot 'em!" exclaimed Pedro, under his breath.
"That's it, Dan," observed Soppy. "You keep your idea to
"No, no!" was the reply. "You just leave this to me. We
yourself. It's Jim as is goin' ter run things, an' he'll do it
will catch one of them, though, and then when the others
in ther right way, an' don't ycr forgit it!"
Dan shot a glance at him which told about how he felt, come to look for him we may be able to do something. Stand
ready now to help me, so we can get away in a hurry. I wlJl
but Soppy did not appear to notice it.
They rode on until th e gully ended upon a wide tract that throw a rope around the Chinama n, for he will be the easiest
one to tackle. If the other fellow runs after us, and comes too
form ed the mouth of a big ravine.
The ground was pretty level, though rocks and clumps of close, you can let him have it at short range. There are
plenty of places to hide near at hand, so we won't go very
shnibbcry were abundantly spread about.
The cliffs no longer showed themselves on either side, but far with the horses. I noticed a big cave about a hundred
·
the ground sloped gradually upward to the higher parts of the feet back. Probably you saw it, too."
"I seen it," Soppy answered, while Pedro remained silent.
range.
The smooth villain was certainly rather cool when he made
All three kept a watch to the left, for they knew that if
they caught sight of Young W1ld West and his party it would up his mincl to be.
He stepped forward noiselessly and managed to throw the
probably be from that direction.
Smooth Jim seemed t9 be confident that they would pro- rop e about Hop's head and shoulders.
It was a noo se, and a quick j erk pinned the Chinaman's
cced in that direction, and they kept on until about an hour
·
arms to his sides.
before noon.
Then Smooth Jim darted away, dragging him behind a
They had struck a very wild part of the mountains by this
clump of bushes.
time, and the traveling was rather rough.
Soppy was right there, and he quickly grabbed the surprised
"See here," said Pedro, suddenly, as he rode along behind
the other two, leading the pack-mule, "how do we know that heathen by the arms, whlle the leader seized his ankles.
Back they ran to where the horses were, Pedro leading the
we're headin' ther right way? This ain't ther way I'd have
way.
don e it if I'd been boss in' ther job."
Upon the back of the mule Hop was flung, while he yelled .
"That's all right, Dan," Jim answered, with a smile. "You
just lea ve it to me. I! I had come out hunting I surely would and kicked in vain.
A couple of turns of the rope and he was made fast, so he
have headed in this direction, because the further we go the
rougher and wilder the country is. That is where game is could not get himself free quickly.
"Now, then, hurry up for the cave, " the leader whispered,
to be found, you know."
,
as he watch ed to see if any one was coming.
··well, I ain't seen none of it yet. ·'
But he saw no one, and awa y tl.Jey went, the horEes at a
"We haven't been looking for it. You just come on. W e are
going to get on a little higher ground. Now and then maybe gallop, the mule being forced along by Jim.
It was quite a large cave that had been noticed by the new
W3 will see something."
It seemed as though the villain knew just what he was leader, and as they rode inside of it and dismounted he gave
talking about, for as they reached the top of a rocky elevation a nod of satisfaction.
"Let them come now, if they like.•· he clcclared. •· Boys, just
and came to a halt the clatter of hoofs sounded in the dissee to it that the Chinaman don't get away. While I don't
tanc e to the left.
"What did I tell you!" Smooth Jim exclaimed, exultantly. think he is ver y dangerous, he might make a whole lo t, of
·'Now, then, let's move over that way and maybe we will be trouble."
able to see them as they come up."
But Soppy was already in charge of Hop, who had by this
"If we see 'cm we don't want ter let 'em go by, do we?"
.
time quite recovered from his fright.
Soppy spoke up.
It was not the first time that he had been caught by villains,
"Oh, yes! There would be no chance for the three of us to
and though he made out he was terribly frightcncrl, he i-cally
clean out that party. You can rest assured that the hunters was
figuring on a way to make his escape.
t
He had been warned by Soppy to cease yelling, and thin,dng
arc with Young Wild WcS ."
it best to obey, he was silent.
"What makes yer think that?" Dan asked.
"Well, I can't exactly say what makes me think that, but
But when he was pulled from the back of the mule he looked
sec if 1 am not right. You just come on."
and shaking his head, exclaimed:
Dan appeared to be rather sulky, but he said no more and at the three villains,
me."
"Whattee mattee? Me poor Chinee. No hurtee
"If you don't do exactly as you are told I wil l kill you,''
let his horse walk forward, whi 1e he jerked savagely upon
smooth Jim said, trying to be as fierce as he could.
the rope that was tied to th e mule.
Tliey struck a small cut that ran between two rocky mounds,
"Me no wan tee di e. Me allee Eamee. goodee Chinee ..,
and
low
hung
which
vines
the
through
way
their
and forcing
"He must have a gun," said Soppy, as he felt over ·Hop's
almost touched the ground, they presently came to an open
person, after having pushed him so he stood against t'.rn rocky
spot.
th e cave.
It was just then that the sounds of voices as well as hoof- side of
"Me givee you my gun, so be," Hop declared , as thoc"gh he
beats came to their ears.
felt that by doing so his chances would be better.
Whoever it was approaching had their horses at a walk.
Then he reached under bis loose-fitting blon Ee a:id drew
"They' ll soon be here, ·• Soppy declared, as he tried to look
forth the old-fashioned six-shooter h e ha,d carried eve1: since
through th e bushes in the direction the sounds came from.
he had been traveling about with Young Wild iVcst and his
But just then the voices ceased and all was still.
Smooth Jim dismounted and made his c9mpanions do like- friend s.
As he handed the weapon to Soppy it was discharged in
wise.
'
When they were upon the ground he started to make his some manner not quite plain to the three v!llains.
The report rang out loud and clear, and a stream of rc:!-fi,:i
way through the bushes.
It was just then that the crack of a rifle sounded, and the !llumined the dark cave.
"What in thunder is ther mat ter ?" c1ied Dan Pc.lo. r,n;n -; ly.
three Yillains turn ed deathly pale.
Ther e was the sou nd of some body falling down the steep "What did yer let ther h eath en shoot ther gun ofJ' fc,·:· ··
"Me no shootee. Um gun a!lee camee go off it'.'elf," rl.edescent near the11, and th e n ext thing they knew the body
of a stag landed upon the ground within a few yards of them. clared Hop. ''Vell y stlangc. Me no touchee um Wgger. :• e"It was an accident, Dan," said Smooth .Jim. qnit:J,;y ,
The leader's face brightened instantly.
"Kecp still,'' 118 wl1ispered, raising his hand. "Young Wilrl covering him~ elf. "You stay ri g!, t there by the n· o;,th cf th,1
West or some one else in the party shot the deer. They will cave. and if any · one shows up command him to h~:lt. lf tlwv
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don't obey, you can shoot. That is your part of the business
just now."
''All right," was the grumbling retort. "I'll do as yer say,
but I think this is a fool piece of business. There'll be a whole
cro,,•d here in a minute, an' then we'll git our medicine."
Soppy was very much frightened, and he was holding Hop's
bi g revolver ralhe,· gingerly .
.. I felt ther heat of ther powder on my leg," he declared, a:!
he brushed his torn trousers. "But I don't see where any
bullet hit ther ground."
,
- ''No bullet in um gun," declared Hop. "Me no wantee killee Meli can man. Me velly goodee Chinee. "
'' Oh, you just carry it around to make a noise, I see,"
Smooth Jim spoke up, the pallor leaving his face and a smile
showing.
"Lat light. You knowee velly muchee goodee, .so be. "
"You had some red-fire in the weapon, didn't you?"
"Lat light. Me allee samee velly smartse Chinee. Me
shootee off bigee fireclacker, too."
"Oh! So you were the · one who gave us the fright this
morning, then? Well, you certainly are a very smart Chinee.
1 am very glad we got hold of you."
·'Me wantee go back to Young Wild West," and as he said
this Hop made a move to walk out of the cave.
"Stay right where you are!" commanded Soppy, as he
pressed the muzzle of a revolver against the Chinaman's forehead.
"Allee light, me no go outtee, len, '' and Hop sank to the
ground, where he squatted, as though he was resigned to his
fate.
·
"Keep him right there. Don't let him get out at any cost,''
whispered Smooth Jim, as be turned toward the mouth of the
cave, where P edro was crouching, rifle in hand.
"Did you hear anything yet?" he asked, as he got beside
the villain.
"No," was the reply. "But that don't mean that they ain' t
sneakin' up here. Young Wild West ain't fool enough ter
come rushin' here in a hurry so we kin pop him over. We'll
see 'em puty soon, though, you kin bet. "
"Well, I hope we see him before he sees us, that's all. If
we do I will show you how soon we will be in possession
of a whole lot of money. I would like to get hold of the kid
alive. He may be very brave and dashing, but I rather think
when it comes to the point h e will be willing enough to buy
his freedom."
"Buy his fr eedom!" echoed Dan, looking amazed. "You
don't mean ter say you would let him go if he paid money
for it?"
"Never mind what I mean to say. You ju st talk a little
lower. "
"What difference does it make?" growled Dan. "They
heard that blamed old gun go off, an' they kno w j est where
,ve are."
"Well, that's all right. You. do as I say. "
'· Well, I'Il tell yer what I'm goin' ter do. If I hap11en ter
see Young Wild West 01· any of ther rest of 'em creepin' up
{bis way I'm goin' ter sh0ot 'em dead in thei r tracks."
"If you do that I'll shoot you!" and to show that h e meant
what he said, Smooth Jim pointed his revolver at Dan.
"All right, then, I won't do nothin'. You go ahead an'
watch. I'll git back in ther cave an' wait till it comes my
turn ter git ketched an' hanged. That's what will happen
ter us if we don't git shot."
He turned to go back to where · Soppy was guarding Hop,
but Smooth Jim caught him by th e arm, and pressing the
muzzle of his r eYolver close to his face, exclaimed:
·
"You stay right here. You seem to forget that I am the
leader."
J ust then a crashing sound came from the right of the
cave's opening.
The villains stepped apart and crouched low, holding their
rifles in readiness.
CHAPTER VI II.
SllIOOTII JlJ\I AND SOPPY ARE CAPTURED.

Hop Wah, sitting upon the ground of the cave, saw everything the villains at the opening did, and heard most of what
they said, too.
But he did not let on that he did so, and acted ver y meek.
Soppy squatted down before him, and just then the erashf)ll~ so und outside the cave came to their ears.

"Maybe Young Wild West aliee samee comee,'' Hop observed,
sm iling blandly at his guard.
"Maybe he is," v;as the r eply. "You seem ter be feelin'
putty good a ll at once."
"Me no 'fl aid," ancl the clever Chinee shook his head. "Me
likee havee lill ee smokee, so be."
"Well, go ahead an' smoke, if you have got a pipe_ I reckon
I won't let yer have mine,'' Soppy answered, and then he
look ed toward his two companions, apprehensively.
They were now crouching and held their rifles leveled, as
though they meant to shoot down the first person who came
before them.
Hop was p<!rfectly at his ease now, and he decided that the
time had about a ;-rived when he shoulu attempt to make his
escape.
"Me gottee cigar, so be," he observed, smilingly. "You gottee matchee?"
"Yes, I've got matches. I re ckon you ain't so much afraid
as yer made out at first. An y one as feels like smokin' can't
be a whole lot afraid. You don:t seem to know that yer ain't
goin' ter live very long, heathen."
"He livee allee samea velly long time, so be," declared Hop,
and then he coolly produced a cigar from one of his pockets.
He bit the end from it and placed it in his mouth, and then
held out his hand and said :
'' Giv ee me matchee, so be.•·
"Well, I reckon you're gittin' bolder all ther time, heathen,
but if yer think a puff or two on that cigar w ill do yer any
good, why, go ahea d an' have your own way about it. Here's
a match."
He handed Hop one, who quickly struck it and lighted the
cigar.
'· Now me feel allee li ght," the Chinaman declared, as he
!.ea,ned back as though to take it easy. ·' Pletty soonee Young
Wild West comee, and len Jere be velly hot timee. Me lmowee
'at pletty well."
"Well, let him come," Soppy retcried, his brow darkening.
' He'll never git in here, that's sartin. Don't yer see my two
iards waitin' for him?"
· At that moment there was another crash outside.
It was louder than the previovs one, and Hop imagined
. ight away that some one had roll ed a boulder down the bank
for the purpose of disconcerting the villains.
Whi!e Soppy was looking toward th e entrance of the cave
he quickly drew a big fire cracke r from under his coat.
Unobserved by the villain, he applied the fuse to the lighted
end of his cigar and then rolled it on the ground, behind his
guard.
At the rnme instant he drew his feet under him so he could
get up and run in a hurry.
Thc;-e war, a sha rp, hissing sound, and h earing it, Soppy
gave a Yiolcnt start and looked around.
Bang!
Tho cracker exploded with a report that almost deafened
Hop himself.
But h e lost no time, however, and made a bolt to get out
of the cave.
The smolrn that came from the explosion concealed him sufficiently to enable him to rush past Pedro and Smooth Jim
without being seen.
The no ise Soppy made by yeiling and scrambling about kept
the two at the ,,ntrance from hearing him, too, so they were
' not aware that the Chinaman had got out.
.
They were p retty well demoralized, too, for the sudden report was quite enough to jar them.
·
" "What's the matter in there, anyhow, Soppy?" Smooth Jim
called out as soon as he could find th e use of his tongue.
"You have let the Chinaman play some more of his tricks."
" I didn't see him do nothin', Jim," came the reply, and
then Soppy came forward through the smoke, holding h is
hands over his eyes.
In th eir excitement all three of the villains seemed to forget all about the danger that might come from the outside.
Before they were aware of it, three forms dashed into the
cave, and then they found themselves covered by revolvers .
Young Wild West and his two partners had reached the
scene.
The fact was that they had been hiding close t o t he cave
for quite a length of time.
·
When Charlie heard the cry of Hop as he disappeared from
view he drew h is gun and started to r u n in that direction.
But a sharp cry from Wild caused him to stop.
"Don't be in a hurry, Charlie," the boy said, as he hurried
down into the hollow where the dead stag lay_ "Th ey are
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simply tryi:, g to play a trick on us. We will have to be a
little cau tious."
"All right , Wild," was the reply, ancl after all hands had
been rr,ade acq::ainted with what had happened, Wild set
aboa t to r::-sci;e the Chinaman and capture the three scoundrels at th e same time.
He told Sam Shible:; to go around to th e left, while he led
the way to the right, followed by his two partners.
The rest re:na ined close to where the stag lay.
It was not long before the young deadshot got near enough
to see the mouth of the cave, and when he beheld the two
crouching fon!ls there he was compelled to restrain the scout
from opening fi:e on them.
"Just wait a little while, Charlie," h e advised. "We can
shoot them all right, but since they are not fighting us just
now we won't do it. Wait till Shibley gets on the hill up
there, and then we'll see if we can't do something to fetch
them out."
It was not long before the old hunter app eared almost directly oYer the cave.
Wild stepped out behlnd some rocks, and attracting the attention of the man, he motioned for hi m to hurl a rock down,
so it might draw the attentio n of the villains.
Sam understood thoroughly, and he did so.
But the ru se failed to work, so after waiting awhile he
tried it again, this time pushing a good-sized boulder over
the bank.
Then it was that Hop's cracker exploded in the cave, and the
next instant Wild and his partners saw him run out of the
cave.
"Come on, boys," the young deadshot said, "we haven't a second to lose."
Th ey sprang from beh ind the ro cks and rushed down into
the hollow below, and then into the cave, surprising the three
scoundrels completely,
"Hold up your hands!" was the command our hero gave,
while at the same time he seized Smooth Jim by the collar of
his shirt.
Charlie made a grab for Soppy and succeeded in catching
him, but Dan Pedro was a little too quick for Jim, and uttcrln·g a shout of defiance, he dove between the boy's legs
and sent him rolling upon the ground.
Then away he dashed, getting around a projection of rock
in a twinkling.
Wild felt that he dared not lose Smooth Jim and start in
pursuit, so he called out, quickly:
"Hurry up, Jim, ge t your man."
Dart got upon his feet as quickly as he could and started
in pursuit, while our hero and th e scout quickly disarmed the
other two villains and Jed them out of the cave.
"Come down here, Sam and take charge of these two fellows," th e young deadshot called out, cooll y. "Fetch some
one with you . We have got to go and help Jim find the other
fellow. rt is Dan Pedro, the leader, who has got away."
'· All right," came the reply, and then it was not long before
hu rried footsteps sounded and the old hunter came down fol'
lowed by the th ree tenderfeet.
They quickly took charge of Smooth Jim and Soppy, and
while they were binding them with strong cords our hero and
th e scout set out in the direction the Chinaman had taken.
They hurried along as fast as they could go along the rocky
ground. and in about five minutes they came upon Dart, who
stood looking around in a puzzled way.
"What's the matter, Jim?" Wild said, with a smile. "Did he
get away from you?"
"I reckon he did, Wild," was the r eply, "I could hear his
· footsteps plainly enough until I got h ere, and then they suddenly died out. I don't see any place where he could have
crawl ed in to hide, though."
We will
"Well, you can bet he's around here somewhere.
make a sea rch."
'The three th en undertook the chance of finding the villain.
There was a crevice in the grou nd near at hand, and after
they had made a thorough search of the premises, they were
for ced to co;n e to the conclusion that P edro must have jumped
do wn into it.
But if be had it seemed as though he must h ave met with
certain death, for the opening in the ground appeared to extend to a dep th of fifty feet or more.
·'Well," said Wild, shaking his head, "if he went down there,
which I think must be the case, i t is hard,y likely we will ever
see anything of h!m again. We may as well go back now and
i,ee how the other two feel. They certainly played, a pretty
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good trick when they got Hop. It is too bad the other fellow
got away, for all three of them should be taken to the nearest
town and locked up."
"Maybe you're right, Wild," the scout answered, a grim
smile on his face. "But I reckon they would be a whole lot
better off dead than in jail. If they was sent ter jail they
would git out ag'in some time, an' it ain't likely they would
be r eformed, either."
Wh.e n they reach ed the spot where the stag had fallen they
found that Hop, assisted by Arietta, h ad finished r emoving
the skin.
The two prisoners were sitting upon the ground, guarded
by the three tenderfeet.
They looked disconsolate enough, but neither spoke a word
when the young deadshot paused before them.
"Well, what do you think about it now?" the boy asked, as
he nodded to them.
"It's all up, I r eckon." Soppy answered, mournfully.
"Well, it's al] up with your leade r, too, I reckon. He fell
through a crevic~ over there, and as it's fif ty or sixty feet in
depth, the chan ces are that his brains were dashed out when
he struck the bottom."
"He wasn't our leader no more, Young Wild West," Soppy
declared, shaking his head. "We chucked him out of that job
this mornin', early."
"Oh, you did, eh?"
"That's right."
"I suppose ,his fellow took his place, then, " and Wild nodded
to Smooth Jim.
"Yes, that's right. He's a whole lot smarter than me an'
Dan wa s, anyhow."
"I don't k now that a leader was required, Young Wild West,"
Smooth Jim spoke up, quite calmly, as h e raised his eyes· and
looked at the boy. "But it seemed to me that Dan Pedro is
altogeth er too hasty. I didn't want to bother you folks one
bit, but he seemed possessed to get revenge. That is one
r eason wh y we had a falling out, and I too k his place as a sort
of leader."
"I believe you," Wild answered, with a nod. "I happened
to hear your conversation last night. Bnt that don't make
you r case one bit better, Mr. Smooth Jim. Just because you
didn't want to kill me don't say that you are not a scoundrel.
You were quite willing to rob the hunters, were you not?"
"Yes, I will admit that," was the bold retort.
"Well, that's quite enough, then."
"But see her e, Young Wild West," and Smooth Jim aded
as though h e wanted to put up an argum ent, "since I didn' L
rob any one, what's the use of you holding me a prisoner?
Dan Pedro and Soppy wanted to kill you and your partners.
But I was opposed to it."
This remark angered Soppy somewhat, and turning to his
companion in misery he retorted:
" 'I'ryin' ter throw most of it on me, are yer, Jim? Wei!, you
know mighty well ther thing what made you an' Dan quarrel
ther most was about ther gal. Yer both wanted ther yaller·
haired gal."
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild, nodding his h ead. " I reckon we'll
k now all about it pretty soon. You are a splendid indi vidual
to ask for mercy, Smooth Jim. So you wanted my sweetheart,
did you?"
"Well, don't you think the girl would have been much better off in my hands than in the power of such a scoundrel ae
Dan Pedro?" the villain asked, boldly.
"No, I don't. The only difference between you and Pedro is
that you are more clever than he. H e was an ignorant villain,
and you a re an educated one. Of the two, I consider you the
worst. You have got to take your medicine, and that's all
there is to it."
"An' how about me, Young Wild West?" Soppy asked, turning an appealing glance toward the boy.
"Well, I reckon you will take your dose, too.·•
Soppy began to plead, but Wild advised him to shut up, and
when Charlie stepped for ward and made a threatening motion
as though to kick him, he quickly subsided.
"Gentlemen," said our h ero, turning to the Ripley brothers,
"I reckon this is taking up a lot of valuable time. You are
anxious to shoot an elk, so I propose that we find a good place
to camp somewhere close at hand, and after we have eaten
dinner we will start in hunting for fair. We will keep the
two prisoner s until we get through with the hunt, and then
we will take them to the nearest town and see to it that they
are properly attended to. Come on, everybody."
'l'he velt of the slain animal was turned over to Sam Shib-
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! the prisoners while you are doing other things. I am going to
i take my rifle and see if I can't get a shot at something. I
think is will not be very long before something will be started
from the side of the mountain. I should very much like t o get
a good shot at an elk. It is a long time since I had the satisfaction of bringing one down."
.. Maybe Wild wouldn't like it if you were to leave here,"
CHAPTER IX.
Anna said, shaking her head.
S OPl'Y OROI'S OU'l'.
'' Oh, I don't think he would min cl in the least," was the
Wh::e ou r fri ends did no t like lo be bothered with vrisoners, reply. "Anyhow, I am going. I won't ask either of you to go
they saw 1,0 other wa y out of it, so Smooth Jim and Soppy with me, because I know you are not extra fond of hunting
were ti ed to a tree with a lariat, so it would be impossible for such ill animal as a stag. You stay right here and keep your
eyes open. The prisoners can't possibly get away, you know."
th:• rn to es~ape without the assistance of some one.
Eloise remonstrated a little, but she knew it was of no avail,
But th ere wo uld be small cl.lance of this happening, since
Wild did not intend that the camp should be left alone a for when Arletta once made up her mind to do a thing, she
a lways had her own way.
single minute.
Shortly after the noonday meal was over the boy announced
Young Wild West's sweetheart picked up her rifle, and after
that he was r eady to go out and try and find an elk.
examining It to see that the magazine was loaded, she waved
""fhere ought to be some of them around these parts,'' he de- her hand to her companions , and then started from the camp.
Barely ten minutes had passed when a shot sounded from
c'.ared, staking his head, as he looked over the broad expanse
of mountain that r eared itself before him. "The best way to below the camp.
go at it is for some of us to climb up pretty well and then
'·I wonder if it was Arietta who fired," Anna said, turning
beat the bush. If anything starts out it will run down the to Eloise.
m01,:;tainside, and probably follow a gully or- ravine. The
''She went that way," was the reply.
Ri11lc ;s ca n be s tationed where th ey will be likely to have a
The next minute a shout was heard, and it was easy for the
gooJ !'liance. You can remain n ear them, if you like, Sam, or two girls to Imagine that some one was frightenccl.
.
you can help beat the bushes and start the game."
But It was the voice of a man, so they judged it must be one
'· I I eckon it's my business ter start ther game," was the of the Ripley brothers.
reply, "so that's what I'll do."
Smooth Jim and Soppy listened to all this, too, but there
Well, come on, then, and we will soon station them where was little interest in it for them.
we think best. Then we will go -qp on the mountain and in an
They saw that the attention of the two girls and Hop was
hour or two we ought to start something coming down."
directed the way the sounds had come from, and then they
It took nearly an hour to find suitable places to station the began desperately trying to break their bonds.
three brothers, and after telling them that they must be very
It was while they were thus engaged that a low voice from
patient and wait all the afternoon, if necessity demanded it, behind them called out:
Wild and his partners set out with the old hunter and began
"Keep still, Soppy, an' I'll set yer free."
tbe tedious ascent of the mountainside.
'fhe villains started violently, for they recognized the voice
This left the camp in charge of Arietta, for when Young as belonging to Dan Pedro.
Wild West ancl his partners were away she was always look ed
'fhey turned their heads and looked behind the tree and,
upon as the adviser.
sure enough, there was the villain crouching upon the ground,
Anna and Eloise were not as much accustomed to such a a hunting-knife in his hand.
duty as this, anyhow, and as far as the two Chi namen were
'·Hurry up, Dan!" whispered Smooth Jim. "They are not
concerned they amounted to little in that respect.
It was not long after the camp had been vacated by the male looking this way now so you have got a good chance."
"All right, I'll hurry," was the reply, and then the villain
members of the party, save Hop and Wing, that Smooth Ji:n
crept a little closer and severed the rope that bound Soppy to
and Soppy began to plead to be r eleased.
nut they might just as well have talked to the wind, for the the tree.
Cheyenne Charlie had seen to it that the villains were tied
girls were in no mood to listen to them.
"You take my ar'vice and k eep silent,·• Arietta said, half separately, so it was an easy matter to liberate one and let
angrily, when she tad listened to them a while in disgust, the other remain in the same helpless condition.
"Come, Soppy," Dan said, shooting a malignant look at the
"You are not bettering your case one bit by talking in that
way. You don't think for an instant that we would let you go, other villain. "I'm goin' ter save you, but Smooth Jim kin
stay right where he is. Here's where I'm gittin' square with
do you?"
'·Well, there should be more pity in you than in the male him."
The villain gave a low chuckle.
sex," Smooth Jim argued.
Soppy hesitated, but finding himself loose, he decided that
"Pro?ably t_here. shou_ld, _but in your case it is different.
There is nothrng like pity lll us, not for you and your com- it was a great deal better to get away and leave his companion
there than to raise any objections.
panion ..,
'·T~ere ain't no us~ talkin' a~y _n;or e, Jim,'' declared Sopp~, j .. You surely are not going to let m e stay here, are you?"
s~al~mg, his ~iead, deJect~dly .. ·we ve g~t ter tak~ 01;1r med1- . Smooth Jim said, in a hoarse whisper.
by the arm, he
h.
"C m Soppy .. said Dan and e· ·
cme, an thats all there is ter it. One thing about it, it makes
s izmg im
'
•
me feel good ter think that Dan tumbl ed into a hole an' killed 1 , _? d e~wa
Y•
rnr, ie
hiwself. He wasn't much good, anyhow ..,
Then S~1ooth Jim let out a _yell, which instantly attracted
.. Well, let him rest, if he's dead," was the retort. '·When you
come to think of it we are a whole lot l,etter off i.han he is. the attent10n of Anna and Eloise and Hop.
"Dan Pedro is ii:Hve and he jus_t cut Soppy loose," he called
It may be that w~ will be put in jail, and it may not. I
think that Young Wild West will change his mind, especially out. •· G~t after him and shoot him.".
The girls saw that one of the pnsoners were missing, so
if he has pretty goocl luck in hunting to-day. He may take us
to a town and he may not. I am goino- to live in hopes any- they knew he spoke the truth.
Anna quickly grabbed her rifle and ran a short distance
'
b
hO'; "
Tl~c two then remained silPut for the best part of an hour. from the camp.
~ut_ by ~~is ti1:ie the two villains were out of sifbt, and not
It was rather tedious for the girls to remain there in camp,
thrnkmg 1c advisable to follow them, she reluccantly came
especially to Arietta.
She was very fond of hunting, herself, and as Wild had not back.
"Lis velly muchee bad, so be,·• declared Hop, shaking his
asked her to take part in the elk hunt she felt a little nettled.
She kn ew very well that one of the tenderfeet had been head. "Me go and findee where ley go to."
"Hurry. Hop!" Anna urged, and without waiting another
stationed less than a quarter cf a mile fr o!TI the camp.
It was near the foot of a srna!l runway that led to a valley minute, the clever Chinee started off in pursuit.
He was well accustomed to that sort of thing, so he had ~o
below, a.nd the girl somehow got it in her head that if an elk
difficulty in finding the trail of the two men.
was started it would come that- way.
Hop !mew very well that the only way he could get the
After waiting about fifteen minutes longer the girl turned
best of them would be by strategy.
to Anna and Eloise and said:
But he was bent upon preventing them from making the!r
"Well, girls, I think you can take care of the camp, all
right. You have Hop and Wing here. Wing is asleep, I will escape.
admit, but Hop will certainly keep awake and he can watch . On he went, quickening his pace when the way was clear,

ley, and then with what meat they cared to take with them
th ey return ed to thei r ho rses.
Fifteen minu tes later they found a spot that just suited them
fer a campin g purpose, and it was not long before a fire had
been s tarted and 'iVing Wah was preparing ll1 e noonday meal.
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and pushing his way cautiously through the bushes when he
CHAPTER X.
was forced to.
As the horses and pack-mule belonging to the three men
"TITE DEST SHO'r OF ALL."
hacl been taken to the camp, there was no chance for them to
rid e away,
" This is what I call mighty tough work climbin' up this hera
This mpant that they would have to continue on foot, and
it occurred to Hop as he kept along the trail that they would mountainside, " Cheyenn e Charli e observed, as he paused long
be apt to find a hiding-place somewhere, so they might watch enough to mop t he perspiration from his brow. "But I s'pose
it's all right. We want ter give th em tenderfeet a little exfor a chance to get their horses.
He was right in this, for he had not gone more than half a citement. ".
"That's right, Charlie," Young Wild West answered, with a
mile when, as he peeped around a corner o! rock he saw the
two sitting und er a ledge of rock that hung pretty close to nod, .;We'll keep on this way until we get about a mile from
here, and then by turning over to the right, I think we ought
the ground.
.. Lat allee light," the clever Chi nee muttered, and then he to start something going before we get very far on the downfelt in his pocket and drew forth a hank of strong cord. "Me ward track."
•·we sartin ly oughter do that," Sam Shibley declared. "But
takee !is and tie lem pletty soonee. But me gottee ketch<)e
afore ·you fellers start ter go down you had better wait tlll T
first."
Hop was very resourceful, and it did not take him lo ng to I git over about a mile."
''We'll do that, Sam. Go ahead."
fi gure on .a way of catching the scoundrels.
The old hunter struck out at a faster pace, a nd soon he harl
He knew quite well that if he fai led in his attempt he would
stanrl a poor show, for he did not pride himself on being a left Young- Wild West and his partners behind.
'l'he latter lcept on, taking it a little easier, until they were
fighter.
His big revolver, which had been recovered when Soppy and about at a spot where Wild thought would be a goorl place to
start from .
Smooth Jim were captured, was in his possessio n now.
Then after waiting about ten minues, s o Shibley wou ld have
.. He tlecided that he had better load the chambers with bu!lets, and if it came to the point he would shoot at close range a chance to start even with them, they began coming down
the steep side of the mou ntain.
and kill them.
It was thickly wooded there, and the underbrush was plenti,
When he had finished the loading of the weapon he looked to
the right and left, and then choosing the latter direction, he' ful.
In less than ten minutes of zigzagging back and forth, th ey
crept softly around, and was soon at the foot of the steep
bank, near where the two were hiding under the overhanging started a big elk.
'·There be goes, Wild!" Jim Dart exclaimed, for he was
ledge.
When be was within about thirty feet of mem he paused , the first to catch sight of the animal. "He is a fine stag,
behind a convenient boulder and made a noose in the cord he · too."
'·Well, don't shoot, Jim," was the reply. "We want to
intended to use to capture them with.
If there had been but one of them it might be compa ratively let the tenderfeet do that."
It was not long before they caught sight of another elk
easy for him to get the noose over his head and choke him into
going in about the same dire ction.
insensibility.
This one had, no doubt, been started by Sam Shibley.
Dul there were t.wo, an d this made it a difficult task.
"'I'hey'll get all the shooting they want if they are on the
Ilnt nothing dauntPd, he now crept along without making
the least sound, and in a few seconds he was within six feet watch," our hero declared. '' Anyhow, they ought to hear
them coming, for the leaves are pretty dry. Now, then, we
of them.
There was an angle of rock right there, and all he had to will get down there as soon as possible and see how they
make out."
'do now was to spring arou nd it antl use his noose.
They stn~ck a _clear space a littl~ further on and made rapid
The two men were talking in low tones, but Hop did not
h eadway, smce 1t was all down hill and pretty steep at that,
r.ay attention to what they were saying.
He could readily guess that th ey were plann ing to get their in most places.
Meanwhile, we hatl better turn our attention t o Arietta, who
h ~rses and possibly carry out their original purpose of robhad left the camp for the purpose of getting a shot at an elk.
bing the hunters.
The girl had got about half-way to the nearest of the young
· He took the risk of peering around the corner, and then he
gave a satisfied nod for the men had their h eads very close men who had been stationed at different places so they might
get a shot, when the report of a rifle rang out.
'
togeth er.
Hop measured the distance carefully, and then he leaped I She guessed right away that an elk or deer had appeared,
and that one of the brothers had fired at It.
forward and threw the noose over their heads.
He gave a jerk with all his might and found he had them. I Rifle in hand, she hurried along in the direction the shot
"Hip hi! " he yelled, and then be began winding the rope I ca~e fro~, and then a startled cry ~ounded:
What 1_s t~e mat~er, I wonder? the girl asked, as she
tightly about their necks, regardless of the fact that he might I
held her rifle ID readrness to shoot.
choke them to death .
Suddenly she saw _Arth~1: Ripley running through the woods.
'l'he surprised villains tried to cry out, but could no t, for
He wa~ not _commg ~nectl:i: toward ~er, so the girl ran
th e cord cut into their necks and choked them.
.
.·
.
Hop did not stop until he was sure there was no chance or I down a IIttle hill and .~ned to mtercept_ him.
them getting loose, and then he mad e the cord fast and : . The tenderfoot car11ed the stock from_ a broken nfle m
th his hand ~ncl appeared to be very muc~ frightened.
watched them as they lurched about and finally fell
'"What 1s the matter?" called out Anetta.
e
upon
round
·'A big thing with awful big horns is chasing me!" came
.
.
·
g
. More ~orcl was then produced, and he soon bad their hands , the reply. '"Loot out for him. He will surely kill you. I shot
I him, but the bullet didn't hurt him a bit, and he jumJ?ed at
.
.
ti~d bchrnd then~.
I'hen after t_alung their weapons from them he removed the . me and I hit him over the head with my rifle. I broke the
·
barrel off. Look out, Miss Arietta, look out! "
.
cord from the!r necks.
Then he dropped what he was ca rr ying within a few paces
Soppy r.ommnecl perfectly mot10nless, but Pedro rolled over
of the girl and sped on.
and breatned hard .
Arietta did not attempt to follow h im, for she could hear
"Lat too bad," said the Chinaman, shaking his head. "Me
a crashing in the bushes that told her plainly that some anlkillee Soppy, so lie. Me no wantee do lat.•·
mal was in hot pursuit of the man.
Sure enough. the man he spoke of was dead.
Sure enough, a big elk appeared, snorting and bellowing.
The cords had pressed so hard upon his throat that the
He was so close to her that the girl could see blood trickling
life had been choked from him.
Pedro had escaped, since the back of his neck got the most from a wound in his breast.
Arietta was perfectly cool, and stepping to the left, she
or the strain.
After m:;i.king sure that Soppy was not playing possum, H op raised her rifle to her shoulder, so she might send a bullet
where it w011ld do the most good.
fo rced the other villain to rise to his fee t.
Bl'.t nnfortmrntely her foot trod upon a stone that slipped
Jt was with no little diffi culty that Pedro got up.
'' Me ketchee you allee light, ., Hop declared, with a grin. under it, and the next thing she k new she was rolling down
a slight declivity.
"Now. !en, yon con1 ee with me . .,
Her rifie fell from her grasp as she wildly clutched at someWithout any hesitation the prisoner walked along with the
• thing tQ stop her descent.
Chinaman, and they promptly h eaded for t he camp.
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The wounded stag stopped within a few fe et of her and bcl-1 " No," was the reply. "Tbcy fired twice at him, but he got
lowed and pawed at the dirt, preparatory t0 making a charge. away. It ain't my fault, 'cause I had ther ell, runnin' ther
Arietta realized her danger, and quickly scrambled to her right way."
feet, at the same tim e picking up the stock of the broken
"Better luck ne xt time,., saic: the scout, w ith a grin.
rifle, which was the only thing within her reach that might
As they were ready to returu to the camp, Arthur Ripley
be used to defend herself.
came along rather timidly.
The brave girl kn ew she had li ttle chance, and when she
When the entrails had been re movf'd fro m the s lain animal
flashed a glance around her and saw that there was not a tree a rope was fasten ed to it a nd they started to drag it to the
that she could climb to save herself she was forced to utter camp, where they arrived just in time to be treated to a
a Cl'Y for help.
'
great surprise.
,
'·Wild! Wild!" she shouted, at the top of her voice.
Hop Wah had just returned with his prisoner.
The elk bellowed as though in reply, and stamped hard
The Chinaman's face was the picture of supreme delight, for
upon the dirt, sending stones flying in every direction.
he ce rtainly considered himself something above the ordinary
But Arietta's cry did not go unheeded.
heathen.
It happened that Young Wild West irnd his partners had
''What does all this mean?"' Wild asked, as he turned to
about reached the foot of the descent after starting one of Anna and Eloise. "Here is only one of the prisoners here,
the animals in that direction.
and here comes Hop with the man we thought to be dead."
·'I'm coming!" a voice called out, and recognizing it as beBoth tried to explain, but Hop was a little too quicl, for
longing to her young lover, the girl too k courage and brand- them, and he got in his say, rattling it off in his own peculiar
1shed the rifle-stock at the infuriated animal.
fashion.
Down went the head, the huge antlers looking more dangerIt certainly was a remarkable story, but the evidence ot
· ous than ever to the girl.
their eyesight convinced tberu th at it was all true.
But hurried foot. steps could be heard, and looking over her
"So the fellow called Soppy is dead, eh, Hop? "
shoulder Arietta saw Young Wild West a,nd his par tners run"Lat light, Misler Wild, " the clever Chinee a'l swered. "Me
ning that way.
no wantee killee, but um lope git.tee velly tight and chokee
H er young lover was in the lead, too, and she turned and him."
started to run toward him.
"Well, you didn't intend to do it, of course, but it's all right,
But a fier ce bellow called her attention to the elk again, an yhow."
whi ch was coming after her, pawing savagely at the ground,
"You k in bet your life it is. It would have been a good
making read y for a charge.
thing if ther other galoot got choked ter death, too," the
.. Step a little to the left, Et," our hero called out.
scout spoke up.
He was running swiftly, so he might get a good chance to
" That's my opinion," said Sam Shibley, shrugging his shoulshoot.
ders .
Between Arietta's narrow escape and what had happened at
Just as the elk charged on Arietta, Wild raised his Remington and fired.
the camp, there was enough to talk about for the next twenty
It was the best shot of all, for it sayed his sweetheart's life. minutes.
The animal fell dead.
But Wild did not neglect to have Dan Pedro tied securely
Arietta was nearly overcome by the excitement, for she fully to a tree near the other _prisoner.
When it had been hashed over several times, and Arietta had
realized that the remarkable shot her young lover had made
came in just the right time.
again r elated her story, our hero turned his attention to the
If she had turned to flee she would have been caught upon two prisoners.
"Now, then,., said he, "from what I can unde rstand , you
the cruel antlers inside the space of a second, and what that
two fellows are enemies. If you are allowed to go the chances
meant she kne wouly too well.
.
"Well, little girl," the young dcadshot said, as he ran to are that you wouldn't lose much time in fighting it out, I
her s ide, th e smoking rifle in his hands, '"l reckon I have made suppose."
·' I'd shoot tiler galoot the,· minute I could git a gun in my
many shots in my time, but that was the best one of all. I
ne ver stopped running while I was taking aim , and when I band, " declared Dan Pedro.
"If I would let you, you mean, Dan," Smooth Jim r etorted,
pulled the trigger I was just as certain of sending the bullet
Into the stag's brain as I was that I was living. You see I cool!y.
·•I'd take my chances on it, an yhow."
wasn't mistaken."
'
"Let 'em loose an' see 'em fight it out," suggested Sam
Crang! crang!
Shibley.
Two shots sounded fu rt her aw ay.
"No, I i·eckon
"I reckon they're sheeting at the other one, hors." our h ero "We'll keep them we had better not do that," ·wild retorted.
till to-morrow. and then if you will tell us
1aid . as Charlie and Jim slopped near the fallen anima l.
th e way to the nearest camp ,ve will take them over and leave
"Well, if they got it the ·'11 find out that tbey ain't got one them
there."
as big as this feller," the scout retorted. "My: but he sar·'Well , jest as you l'aY, Young Wild "\Vest. "
tlnly is a hummer! There's many a man what would li ke
Our hero and
friends kne w it would be doubtful if anter have them horns mounted an' hung up somewhere in his other elk would his
be found in the vicini ty in several days.
home."
But he decided to remain in camp there until the next day,
"No doubt of it, Charlie, " the young deadshot replied, as he ullybow.
.
led his sweetheart to the carcass. " But let Arietta tell how
This plan was, adhered lo, the prisoners being kept under a
lt happened."
close watc h meanwhile.
The girl quickly explained how she had met the tenderfoot
When th e time came to part company with the hunters,
running at full speed, and bow he had dropped the rifle-stock Wild turned oYer the elk he had shot to them, sayin g as he
ns be sped by her.
did so :
When she told how she had slipped and lost possession of
·'I r eckon you can take this head home with you after you
ber rifle, Young Wild West shook his head and said :
have had it mounted. You may not get another this trip."
"The next time anything like that takes place, be sure and
They nere profuse in tl\eir thanks, and though they shot
bold fast to your rifle, Et."
plenty of small gflr.Je, they did not get an elk at all, as our
He picked up the weapon and handed it to her.
friends learned later.
Charlie then proceeded to ci;t the dead animal's throat, to
When Wild and his companions teak the prisoners to the
permit it to bleed, and then they waited for some one to nearest town, all they h '.ld to do was to make a charge against
come Ul).
them of having tried to murder the young deadshot.
It was fully half an hour before the rest got there, and when
But th ey told the full story about th e three, and how the
they did so they were much surprised to see the elk lying dead other had been k illed, un intentionally, by the clever Chinee.
on the ground.
The result was that Smooth Jim and Dan Pedro were placed
"Who shot it?" Herbert Ripley asked.
in the calaboose, with the prom ise of a speedy trial.
"Well, your younger brother wounded it first, but I put the
That ended this particular adventure of Young Wild West
finishing touch," Wild answered.
and his friends, but it is safe to say that none of them would
He then rel a ted how, what be considered to be his best shot soon fo~get how the young deadshot bad _rescued his sweetof all, he had saved Arietta's life, and the hunters were h eart with what he considered his best shot of all.
amazed.
1
"Did you get the other one?" Jim Dart asked, looking at
Next wee 1,'s is Rue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
Sam Sh ibley.
FOILING THE RAIDERS; OR, TAKING A LONG CHANCE. "
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CURRE NT NEWS
News h as jus t renPhe,l J ackso n, Ky., thnt the maii being
tal,eu from ih ero to Hana:·d, Ky., hail been robbed. Th irty-two
r egiste r ed letters arc gone and checks aggregating S36,000 were
found on the roadside , near the empty pouches. Y\l'illlam Marshall,
ass istant carrier, is missing.
Thirty go ld nuggets, so:1!e as large as peas, were taken from
th e c laws of s ix ge ese raised by l\lrs. Israe l Altshul, of Santa BarLara, Cal., last week. Nci<1hbors began working pans in the vicinity and found sev era l sma ll nuggets. The gold probably was
washed from the mountains y ea rs ago.
Albert Edwards, of Elwood, Ind ., r ecen tly le!t tor Little Roel{,
Ark . He expects to visit eve ry State capital within three years.
He must wa.!li ancl push a wheelbarrow t h e full route. He has be n
forty days on his trip and visited three capitals. If he returns to
the starting poi n t within the t im e given he will receive $10,000.
Tb e cruiser Yahagl, th e newest addition to the Japanese navy,
has just been launched. The vessel is of 4,991 tons and was
laid do wn in 1910. Witll the Hirado and th e Shikuma, of similar
typ e, th e Yahagi w ill be completed in 1912. The three are scout
cruisers or th e T one class, improved and increased in displacem ent.

Marino Bellini shot and killed Angus t in e Menna and Augustine
Pascarello and serious ly injured Frank Menna at P erth Amboy, on
November 7, iu a dream. So he said on the witness stand at
New Brunswick, N. J., r ecently. In his vision h e saw the men
coming after him to shoot him down, and h e shot to defend himself. It was not until th e next day, when the events of the
"dream" came to his mind, tbat h e r ea lized what he had don e.
Bellini said he was subject to dreams and convul s ions. He attributed his menta l condition to an attack of typhoid fever which
he had years ago.
A sixty-pound sea turtle was captured at Ocean View, N. Y .,
r ecently, with a common spot hook and a silk fishing line by J.
B. Macon. Mr. Macon threw his baited line overboard and it
struck one of the fore fins of the turtle. He played with it ro,
some time, pulling the turtle to the top of the water three times.
Finally one c f tee (}thers in the boat threw anoth er line over board
anc! the hook sank into another fin. They pull ed together lightly
and when the top of the water was r each ed th e turtle was sudden ly throwa on its back and was land ed in the boat and brough t
ashore. According to Mr. Macon, the fi sh ermen came near turning
the boat over in capturing the turtle.

Th ere was a r earrangement in both line and baclc field at the
Naval Academy football practice, indi cating that the coacheo do
not think that they have yet struck the right combination. Brown,
who played such a great game at guard last season, but ha s b een
p laying right tackle, was sh ifted to th e left side o! the line and
Davis, substitute tackle last year, was put at left tackle. Howe
and Elmer we re a ri ght and left guard. Rodes, fullback, was sent
to r ight half, and Collins, a n ew m an, went to fullba ck, Captain
A conver s ation ov er 6,000 miles of ocean Is reported by news Dalton resting. This change seem~d to wor k well, although there
despatch from San Francisco, , ecently, between the San Francisco was not enough time for a r eal test in the period allotted for pracoperator in the United Wirel ess station at Hill Cre s t and the Jap- tice b etween dr ill and darkness.
anese operator in Joe station, on the island of Hokushu, the most
northern wire less station in Japan. After fifteen minutes' "talk "
The largest quantity of trees ever set out by the Government
the sound ceased, and it was impossible to get into communica- In this for est di s trict will be planted by the Federal forest service in Atlanta, Fla., imme diate ly after the next rain. More than
tion again.
60,000 euca lyptu s trees will be placed along the foothills back of
Th e Postmaster at East Berlin, Conn. , has reported that his re- San Bernardino and San Fernando, Cal., and preparations are under
ceipts in the l ast year were $n99 . If he had s pent a dollar for way fo r th e planting of 40,000 coni fe r pin es in the Santa Anna
stamps, his rer.e ipts wou ld have been $1,000, the minimum allow- river water shed near Seven Oaks. This is a new nursery set aside
able if hi s ofl\ce was to continue in the third-class. But the dol- for that purpose by the Government this year and Is to be known
l a r was not sp en t !or stamps, and so the Postmaster-General, un - as the Con erse Flats forest. Cultivation of virgin timber has been
der the law , must, he said, put East Berl/n back into the fourth- practiced by the for est service in this section only a few years,
class. Th at cuts off the annual allowance of $700 for rent, fu el although experiments have been in progress for a decade.
and clerk hire.
"There are still great numbers of bears about my place In the
is down
Pl ead in g guilty to swearing at his wire In sign language, August swamp, said Monro Phillips, on Tuesday, whose plantation
years Mr. PhilCarrado, a deaf mute of St. Joseph, Mo., has rec en tly been fined the riv er, only a few miles below Macon, Ga. For infest
his place.
$10 in the police court. He was charged with using "loud and lips has been trying to get rid of the bears that
made an offer
profa ne" larl guage , but when haled into court it was learned he He has organized bands of hunte rs and 11.t one time
but
purpose,
the
for
there
oop
tr
a
send
to
War
of
Secretary
cou ld not h ea r or speak. The word " loud" was stricken from to the
more than 200
the information, and h e pleaded guil t y in writing to the charge a ll to no purpose. It is estimated that there are
off pigs
of using "profane language" toward his wife, who is also a mute. bears in the locality and they are constantly carrying
and raiding the cornfields. Many of them have been caught in
When h e wrote the word "guilty" he wept.
they
all
traps, but they now pay no attention to traps, getting
of bait.
Mrs. H a nna h Johnson, of No. 104 Van Nostrand avenue, Jersey can eat without risking thell' lives for the sake
City, almost fainted last :.1onday, when she found an eight-foot snake
Four of th" eight cadets of the U. S. Military Academy who were
coil ed around the hot water-pipe in the bathroom. She ran to th e
police station, and Patrolman McConnell went back home with recently court-martialed were ordered dismissed by the President,
h e r. H e tied a string to I.he snake's tail and dragged It to the and the sentences of four o( them were commuted to conl'lnement
station whe r e it was put in a barrel. Mrs. Johnson has lived ir, in the barracks, area of barracks and gymnasium until May 31,
th e ho~se three weeks. The previous tenant was William Ulrich, 1912, and during that period to serve punishment tours cvorr
who was a snake fanci er. It is be lieved one of his pets escaped, ,vednesday and Saturday at the usual prescribed hours. Cade t
Glen R. Butler, whose sentence was commuted, tendered his reshid in the cellar and was driven upward by the chill weather.
ignation, and it was accepted by the President. The cadets whose
Ralph
Oran ges and l emons of exce il en t quality have recently reach ed sentence of dismissal was confirmed by the President were Freethis co untry from Rhodes ia. The introduction of both these fruits I. Sasse, 3d Class; Tattnall D. Simkins, 3d Class; Ellicott H. aside
Those
Olasa.
Hh
Christian,
D.
James
in t o Europe i~ more r ece nt than many suppose. A native of India, land, 3d Class, and
the orange rame to us by way of western Asia, the bitter orange from Butler whose sentences were commuted were Edward S.
be ing brought in by r eturning Crusaders and the sweet variety Moala, Joseph D. Arthur, jr., and Thomas E. Bass, jr.
not coming until the fifteenth centurf, when Genoese traders inTrees are now being used for telephone poles. Ranger Footer
trodu ce d the tree in to Italy. The l emon was brought into Spain
by the Ara bs in the twelfth century. According to the .experts Smith and his crew reported to the Deer Lodge forest reserve offlcie
recently the completion of the telephone line from the Basin Creek
there are forty-seven varie ties of lemons and eighty of oranges.
reservoir, southwest of Butte, to the top of Red Mountain, in t he
A silver dollar which was stamped, addressed and malled in the Highlands, a distance of almost exactly ten mlles. A ranger is
Lafayette , Po st -Offic e, Co lo., lately, was sent by the dubiou s stationed every day on this peak of the Highl and Mountains, ancl
postmaster to the federa l authorities in Denver , held by the as- from there can survey a large stretch of territory. At night h e
sistants to be improper matter for the mails and finally approved makes camp at the foot of the slope, less than an hour's walk
by United States Attorney Ward, arrived at Its destination in from the summit. The cost of the line is about $30 a mile. The
Boulder, Colo., last w eek. It was sent by J . 0. V. Wise of rangers say that these lines serve with little repair all summer,
Canfield to County Clerk Agnes O'Day in payment for the filing or and by being repaired in the fall last well through the winter
a warranty deed. '£he coin bore a one-cent postage stamp on on e without more attention. They are used throughout the year, but
aide and a circular piece of paper on the other, with the type- of course are of most benefit during the coming dry season, when
forest l'lres threaten.
written address.

Because George Crump and Thomas Wright of Oklahoma w ere
thirty miuutes late in r eaching court bonds totalling $10,000 which
had been given for the m en's appearance were dec lared forfeited
recently. The men were charged with t he forge ry of deeds of Po t tawatomie county lane! and wer e convicted and se ntenc ed to s even
years in th e penit entiary.
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THE BOY T EAMST ER
OR,

THE YOUNG HERO OF TH E GREAT FLOOD
By PAUL BRADDON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VIII. (continued)
The men pulled with a will.
Hut during the time that elapsed since he was left
bound in the woods by Rickaby ancl Foghorn what has
befallen old Pardley?
As night came on the old man was despairing.
He suffered from cold, and the cords with which he
was bound to the log were painful.
The time went by.
At last the rising water .reached the miserable caplive.
He felt the flood rising about him.
T hen he screamed again madly.
At that moment, miser though he was, he would have
given all his worshiped gold for escape- for rescue.
But only the echo of his own voice answered him .
T he flood rose higher and higher. The log with old
P ardley bound to ii was lifted up and drifted away.
The old man was buffeted by the waves and \\·ell nigh
drowned.
Finally he lost consciousness.
In an insensible state he was cast up with his log upon
a bank above the flood . 'rhe log became wedged between
t wo trees and it did not drift forth . The float had reached
a haven. Its living did not stir. Had old Pardley's spirit
t oo reached its haven in the other world?
Some time elapsed.
Then through the woods along the flooded nlley drawing nearer and nearer to the spot where Parc1lcy lay a wildeyed 1roman with her hair streaming clown her back in disorder and clad in a gray robe with a black stripe down the
back, which looked like the regulation costume of some
prison or "house of cletcntion 1' of some kind, came stealing.
~he acted like a hunted creature fcarfnl of pursuit; and
cYrr :1nd anon she glanced behind her anc;l paused to listen.
'' .\.h, at last I am free. At last Heaven has hrarcl my
prnyer, and I am beyond the wdls of the prison where I
lt'.l\·c been held a captiYe all these years. The_v say I am
rn:ccl, b11t I am sane. I am the victim of a great wrong,
ancl now i.hat I have my libertv, let the rnan who shut
rne up' in the mad-house ·beware.' If I am not recaptured
l ll'ill cxpo"c his villainy to the world, and he shall be
punishccl. He ~hall learn that Yictoria Vrmtain can hate
i!S well n,; love'.-''
Thus muttcrccl the ,rorn!ln in monologue.
Then she wen l on.
Present!:· she lliscovcn•d the old man bound lo the log.
'l'he moon gaYc her Jig]:~ to sec his face. She bent over

him and looked earne3lJy. Then a haU stifled cry escaped
her lips. She rcclccl back against a tree and gasped in
thrilling tones :
"He is_ Ralph Parclley! After years we thus strangely
meet agam, and-and-oh, heawr.s, I fear he is dead!"
Then quickly she unbound the victim of the brulal rob- '
·
bers and she detected signs of life.
She cliafed his wrists, and \Yorkecl to bring him to his
senses, muttering the while in a strange, excited way.
After a while Pardley came to his senses. Then he
recognized the woman who had saved him. They had not
1M2t in years, but Pardley recognized Victoria Vantain as
the only woman he had ever loved .
She was the woman Snedeker feared . She told Pardlev
a thrilling story of her life since they last met, and the;
Parclley said with inten se carncstnc~,;:
"Trust in me. You shall be sa vcd from your foe ~."

CHAPTER IX.
OX TlJE HOO.I,' O.F TUE DIUF'l'IXG COTTAGE.

J1nt on the r~of of i.hc drifting cottage of Mise~· Parcllcy
the most thrilling scene of our narrative was yet in
progress.
We left Paul Manville :inll 1fay 1\'orrcll at the moment
~.-hen Ike Rickaby came through the door in the roof and
was stealing forward to pnsh Paul of!' ini.o the flood.
The backs of the boy teamster and the young girl who
was the companion of his peril rcmainecl turned to the
arch rascal.
Intent upon pointing ont a distant object to the girl,
the boy did not sec Ricknb_y.
The fellow crept forward silently as a serpent.
Tiay was payin~ attention to what the lad was saying,
and /;he, too, was ignorant of the danger that was creeping
up behind her.
Nearer and nearer came Rickahy ,
The doom he had planned for Paul seemed about to be
consnrnmatccl, as the wretrh out!-tretched his hands to push
the boy off ihc roof.
Tfot at ]a$t Hickaby's foot slipped on tl1 c smootl1 shimdc
'
and he made a slight sou)](I.
thinkand
waf:.
it
ai;
faint
noisP,
the
heard
Ray
Pnul ancl
ing of their C'Jwrnics they tnnlC'cl like a flash .
They saw Ridrnby regain his footing- on tbP. l'()Of. and
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- t>t'. C'cecdrn;.; 1wi-.1wnt
--- -· he c:,mc at Panl, Ju;smg
· · throl1gh. i me an d compel
· Id t o his W1B
. h es, " she add ed,
the
me to yie
hi,, yellm,· fan·~-li]·r frdl 1:
.
_' .
af~:r npause.
H
" \-ou \ e ~ot 1r•r ,.;; i L off thr ro n f, me lrn1: Drownm 1_s a
"Ha vc_ you any plans f ~r the future, _Ray ~
('a,,: \\"av trr die, vc ]u:mr! '' a h id t•ous snule thstortcd th e
No, srnce I have no fne1:d? _or r elatives.1
rq,.t:J,i,:c, foiiu rc·~;· of tlic r illa in as he ilrns spoke.
Paul felt a grea~ r esponsibility as he underst ~d t hat
it
upon him
l
l'n ;t! 1rn~ unarmr, .
l depended
·11 .
d" alone to save the orphan grrl from
Ji ~t·n11wc1 tlid l1r- conl<l lie no match for the burly icr v1 amous gubar ian. d h . 1
b
d h d"d
t
. ·m ,,·1:o 12:c:11: t to Jrnrl b1111
· fr·. orn tlic 1.oo.f. 1·r 'l,.,
But
e 1 no
Yil!u
, 1vy came,
. he was a rave an c 1va rous oy, an
shrmk from the task.
1'
to a 'trn1,.<.de.
He meant to shield and protect Ray to the last, come
Gi ring Ua'. ·s h:md a reassuring press ure as she uttered
·
·
what might.
a crv of terror at (hr sight of the wretch, Paul, with the
The house drifted on.
crlc~i tv of thcu~M, placccl her on the other side of the
The time seemed long to Paul and Ruth. They were
chimn~'Y, and tJ ihe same the poor girl clung desperate- chilled and suffering er e long. But :finally the cottage
ly.
drifted shoreward.
Hickabv was now about to seize Paul.
At last it grounded, and Paul assisted Ray, and both
Bnt J il~e a fla sh, so swift was the act accomplished, he gained dry land. It was a singular and pel'haps a fatetore a bri ck from the chimnry and hurled it at th e head ful circumstance, but t hey had landed near the very spot
of the viilain.
where the poor old miser had drifted ashore bound to
The brick stru ck Tiickaby. Th ere wa s a dull thud, and the log.
the rascal reeled hackward and rolled from the roof. Into
Paul and Ray started through the woods as soon as they
the waler he fell with a lou d splash, and the waves closed gained the land, but t hey had not gone many paces when
over him.
three men, following a huge, savage-looking bloodh9und,
"Sa-.·ra i-, uttrrccl Uny, in tones of gratilndc:
came upon them .
But at lhat moment 1.he othrr r obber-Jed Foghorn"Ilcllo, young folks ! Runnin' away from the flood, eh! "
showed his head through ihc door in the roof.
cried the leader of t he party, and before Paul could make
One bound anJ ho was crouching on the ridge-pole.
answer, he added:
Rut at th at instnnt the cottage was struck by a great
"Have you seen anything of a woman hereabouts with
wave, and it i;nvc a sudden siclc lurch, and Foghorn loSt a gray robe on with a black stripe down the back ? We are
his hold on lh c roof and went down into the darkness and from Dr. Amherst's Asylum, and we fll'e lookin' for an
the flood uttering an awful yell of t error .
insane woman who escaped from the madhouse. "
The drifting cabin quickly righlcd itself, a nd Paul and
"We have seen no one," replied Paul.
Ray were alone on its roof.
"Then she's gone further down country. Come on,
Thcv were clear of their foes for the time at least, and hoy," said the man, and he and his comrades passed on
they c~ngratulatcd themselves on this circumstance.
wiLh the dog.
The fortun es of ihc night had changed in their favor.
Then P au l bethought himself of the miser's treasure,
Agai n they had hope.
which Rickaby and his "pal" had come to secure, and -he .
Ii the cottage only kept afloat, they thought, when dawn determined t o save it. Ray approved of his plan, and
came some one might come to the rescue in a boat.
he returned to the cottage and brought to land a bag conThe house continued to drift. Tt did not sink further, taining the money t he robbers had taken from the old
and Paul soon felt convinced that it would not sink any mi ser's safe.
deeper.
He sought to reassure Ray by so assuring her. Then
when he had to some ext,ent calmed her fears, they con,erscd abo ut their own futme and the past as well.
Ruy r ela ted all that had happened at the ~epot in PleasantviJlc, telling how she had heard that wluch caused her
to run u"·ay, and Paul made some further explanations for
his past, until each fully understood the 9ircumstances of
the other.
" Oun you imagine v.hy your step-father wants to-toget rid of you?" Bay final ly asked .
"No.

'l'hat point is as yet a complete mystery to me.

Paul thol1ght it best to conceal the money for the time,
and so he buried it under an old tree, and having carefully marked the place so he could find it again, he and
Ray pressed on, hoping to come to a house wher e they
conld get shelter.
Th ey hnd not gone more than a quarter of a mile when
they heard voic_es again.
Pan l gave a quick start and drew Ray down into a clump
of bushes. He had recognized the voice of one of two persons who were approaching, and heard his own name prononnced.
In a moment, under the moonlight, Dan Becker, t he con-

It is a secret which Silas Snedeker closely guards, but I stable and another man came in sight.
mean to find it out yet," ~a.i d Paul.
"I hope you may," Ray responded earnestly.
"I am sure Sanford and Snedeker are prompted by
mercenary motives in th eir plot against me," continued
Paul.
" No clonbt of 1.liat," nPscntccl Tiay.
"I fear Sanford will make desperate efforts to capture

"Yes," Becker was saying, "it's twenty dollars to me,
'cordin' to Kirk Sanford's pr omise, if I arrest Paul Manville and bring back the gal."
"Well, here's tracks, an' they are the footprints of a
boy and gal," said the other man, catching sight of impressions t he young fugitives' feet had made in the soft
soiL
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Ere long the boy teamster discerned a smoke ahead.
To this he called Ray's attention, saying :
"Yonder smoke indicates a house, the occupant of the
J .A.KE SNEIDER.
dwelling is a friend of mine."
"Shall we go there? I am very tired, Paul."
Paul and Ray were breathless with excitement and
"Yes. We will go to the house, my friend Jake Sneider
suspense, when they knew that Becker, the constable from is an honest Dutchman, and I can depend on him."
Pleasantville, und the man who had accompanied him,
"I am so glad. We need fri ends very badly, Paul."
had discovered their footprints.
.
"Jake is a frieml in deed, because he is a friend in
Their perturbati<JD. was increased as they saw the two need."
men advancing. Her discomposure caused Bay to trem"Has he a family?"
ble from head · to foot, and Paul's trepidation wa.ci shown in
"He lives alone with his widowed mother. Jake used
his face.
·
to be employed at the mill for which I have driven teams .
The boy certainly had grave reason for his agitation. He saved his money and bought a little farm of Miser
He understood from the remark of the sheriff that he was Pardley."
regarded as a fugitive from justice, that the officer was
While they thus conver~ed the boy and girl pressed on.
empowered to arrest him and convey him to prison, and
They presently reached an isolated farmhouse .
that Kirk Sanford wa.ci the instigator of all this.
"Here we are," said Paul, pausing at the gate, and as
y ct even at that moment of peril and excitem t Pa 1 he spoke a watch-dog set up a loud barking, which brought
did not experience a single regret for his condu~~ T~~ Jake Sneider him self to the door.
consciousness tbat he had but performed his duty in aid- !I Then Paul made him self known, and he and Ray were
ing and abetting Ray's escape from her faithless guardian cordially welcomed b_v the hospitable Gorman, and ushered
gave Paul strength and all his courage returned' in a mo-1 into his house forthwith .
ment and he faced the situation calmly.
1'.Ieanwhile, as the chances of the night decreed, Miwr
To be captured was a calamity against which he set · Pardley and the woman, Vie:toria Vantain, who had
himself to guard. To retreat, to conceal himself further escaped from "Dr. Amherst's Private Asylum," had
and elude the sheriff was now the course Paul discerned reached the house of Jake Sneicler some two hours prcindicated.
viously.
But he was almost discovered. A delay would prove
Pardley was Jake Sncider's creditor.
fatal. In a moment it seemed the sheri~ must pnrt the
'Tho honef't Dutchman ha~l not entirely pairl for his
branches that. concealed h1m and Ray and discern their farm vet, and when Pan1Jev came to his house Jake's first
presence in the thicket.
thought was that tbe misc~· lrnc1 come to dun him.
Paul acted with a promptitude which was ever his good
'l'h(' fact was Jake har1 fo llcn l,chin c1h:mc1 in the paygenius. He grasped Bay's hand and drew her back into ment of the purchaf'e money of the farm owin~ to failure
the cover.
of his crops. .Juke could not sec hi s way clear to the final
Stealthily then, hand in hand, P aul and Ray crept disrhargc of hi s inrlrbterlnof's, ancl lie was much troubled.
through the thicket. They heard the sheriff traversing I "HrnY ?()LL ,os, :.fot0r PanT!ey? Gome in mit mine
the way behind . They knew he was beating the thicket, h011~0 right avay qnickne,c~," said Jake, rather more warmbut' they were now on rocky and dry ground. No Jon1ser ly than he felt. ,.vhen he beheld Parcllcy at the door.
did_they fear that a trail would be left behind to indicate i "Thnnk ~:on, .Tr.kc: T c,aYC' your h0°,pital ity i'or myself
their course.
•
.
.
Iand tl1e la(lv,. ., repli('(l foe miser, in a t<,nc of .voice a.nu
Once beyond the confines or the tlncket wl11ch served wjth an mbanity of manner ihat rp1itc ,nrpri Red Jake.
conceal them the young fngitivcs sped forwardly swift- , Pirnlley strppecl acrof'~ the thrrsholcl ancl revealed the
··
nre sence of }frs. Vanbm. Jake 11;111 Dot until then obThey heard Becker, ihc sheriff, vowing that he v,as sure ; ~eneL1 that Pardlev harl a companion.
youn,f "ja~l-bir~". :as near concea_led s~mcw_h~r,~ and
He was sm.·pris;d at the prrscm·c of t~e bely, but he
tL ~ h<:_ ';asn t a-0° 111 ,.., to be beat b_\ no you:1l,e1. . .
fancied that both P arr1lcy anJ his comparnon had become
l,ut i>a111 knew Dan Becker and he had no high oprn1on, fogitivcs of the flood .
oi' his perspicuity as an officer, and he hoped he might
·
.
,·
..
.a 1 G .
t
d h'
·th t tl
l ·1 ·t·
r
,e1man woman-J ake
Call mg l.rn mother-a sto 1!CL o.d
.
c:,;i t mne o eYa c 1m w1 ou · 1e ex 1w1 1011 oi remar 1c/!f!Ye the larl_v mio her c:1rc, for he saw tliat she was soreable :1stutrncse.
ly in ner<l of a change of raiment, and the attendance oE
T\cckcr, howc1-cr, as Paul wa,: aware, was a hrutal fellow, one of h er sex.
and if the boy believed he must surrender himself to some
Left alone with Jake by the departure of !lfrs. Vantain,
ofliceT he ,rnuld have chosen any one rather than Dan
Pa rdley said:
Decker.
'
".Jake, the larly whom I have brought here if'. a friend of
Paul believed that Sid Biabley had prompted Kirk
mine who has been mnde the victim of a cruel wrong. She
Sanford, and he knew that his boyish ~nemy would score
has this ~ight csc::ipecl, and I am pledged to protect her.
a rare virtcry if he could sec his rival consig:iccl to jail.
Will you consent to receive her as a boarder here for a
"I'll defeat my enemies and save Ray yet if honest efshort time, and let no one know she is here?"
fort can accomplish my purp-e.." thought Paul, bravely
(To be continued)
as he and Ray fled on a.ud. ~

CHAPTER X.
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THE CAMPING=OUT CLUB
OR.

NEW YORI< BOYS IN THE WILD WOODS
By COL. RALPH FENTON
_(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER X. (continued)
"Right you are, lad. But come along. Follow my example. 'l'read in my tracks. Try to see how still you
can go. I'll teach you the way the redskins of the North
Woods go on the trail of an enemy. It is Injun nature
to do it, and they don't need any trainin'. It comes
natural to 'em. It ain't the same with white nature. We
have to learn how to still hunt."
While the guide was speaking in low tones, Gardeau and
the Indian disappeared among the trees in the direction
whence they had come, and Rumbolt proceeded to lead the
way forward cautiously.
Jack followed.
He was mindful of the advice of his experienced leader,
and his footsteps were almost as noiseless as those of the
wild woods veteran, though the latter _had the advantage
of wearing soft-soled moccasins made of moose hide, while
Jack wore high hunting shoes.
Humboldt did not speak again for some time, and Jack
was rqually silent.
When they came to the place where the free hunters
disappeared in the woods, the guide found their almost
invisible trail.
And he went forward l-i,pon it, with Jack close at his
heels. The trail led westward.
For a distance of several miles the guide and his companion continued on the trail.
Then they came to a place where the earth was almost
nude for a considerable space, and all the bushes and
small saplings had been eaten off or broken down.
There Olcl Rumbolt paused, and, of course, Jack also
came to a halt as the guide said :
"This here is the site of a moose camp or pack. Here
~ herd of moose camped last winter, accordin' to the habits
o' those animals. Here they stamped the snow and earth
all winier, and chrwed down every bush and small tree.
As each fall of snow came the moose stamped it down,
until I reckon they had a high wall of it around their
camp. There was plenty of birch and other trees whose
twigs are moose 'fodder,' hercalJonts, when the moose made
,
their camp."
Jack looked wonderingly at the evidence of the singular
intelligence of the animals that had left t he place where
they J,acl wintered.
And almost at once Hnmbolt went forward on the trail
agam.
'l'hey proceeded for a few miles further. Then, as thry
reached the edge of a small valley, thro11gh which one of
the numerous streams of the N ori.h ,Y cocls found its ,ray,

the guide suddenly halted and dropped down into a clump
of bushes.
Jack also sank to the earth in the dense cover, and he
divined that his companion had discovered something.
Such was indeed the fact.
"We've tracked the rascals to their camp. As I reached
these bushes, I caught a glimpse of a brush lodge, built in
the Injun style, in the valley, and I saw Gardeau and
Red Fox before it," whispered Rumbolt, at once.
He cautiously parted the foliage before him and peered
forward.
Jack eagerly looked over his shoulder, and he, too, then
saw the brush lodge, which the other had first sighted.
Gardeau and the Indian were seated before the rude
structure.
But he looked in vain for Latour Barbole.
"Perhaps the dishonest clerk is in the lodge," he
whispered to Humbolt.
"It may be so. We'll watch an' see. I reckon Ba.rbole
wouldn't undertake to go alone to the haunts of Red Fox's
tribe in the Canadian forest. He 7s somewhere hereabouts,
I reckon," answered the other.
The little valley was pretty open. The trees grew far
apart in it, and there were few bushes between them.
"I don't think I'll risk tryin' to get any nearer the
rascals now, though I'd like to hear what they say," remarked Humbolt, as he surveyed the landscape ahead, and
noted the difficulties in the way of making an undetected
approach nearer the brush lodge.
"Ha!" exclaimed Jack at that instant, and in a startled
voice so loud that the guide grasped his arm and looked at
him reprovingly.
"What is it, boy? Don't forgit the injun has ears iui
keen as any wild critter of the woods," he said.
"Look! I,ook yonclcr! A man is coming through the
woods, almost in the same direction whence we came, and
I think he is Barbole!"
Old ITumboH glanced quickly through the bushes as
Jack pointed.
He saw a man moving among the timber.
Presently he came into an open space, and then the
guide and the lncl both obtained a distinct view of him.
"Ho's JJ::nhole sure enough ! He's going to the lodge in
the Yalle_,·, He seems in great haste, and yet he is ,rnry.
H e looked hither and yon. Ile nets as if he was a little
afrai,1 someone he didn·t want to see him might catch
sight of him . I wonder what it means?" said Ilumbolt,
half to himself.
And u sli 6 ht i.l'oublc look came upon his bronzed face.
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I3nrbole carried a rifle, and his belt supported the additional weapons of the wood rovers-knife and revolver.
H0 clescended into the vallev swiftly, and then he made
haste to approach the brush lodge.
As he came up to Gardeau and Red Fox, the guide and
.fa<'k saw that he spoke to them, and as if they were startled by what he said, the :Frenchman and the Indian instantly sprang to their feet and grasped their rifles.
The three men then talked, evidently with great excitement. Then they all set off in a direction opposite the
cover occupied by Jack and Rumbolt.
"Quick, lad! We have got to take the back track, and
if ;re reach our camp in safety, I shall be mighty thankful, particnlarly on your account, for I feel I'm responsible for you," said Rumbolt, and he immediately started
to retrace his way.
"What do you mean?" asked the lad. "Those men have
gone uway to the westward on the other side of the valley.
So it seems we have nothing to fear from them."
"There's where you're wrong. Barbole saw us on the
trail of his friends. He told them. They went west to
They'll make a detour under
throw us off our guard.
cover, and try to ambush us, and cut us off before we
reach camp, or I'm no prophet."
"Why do you think so?" asked Jack, as he followed the
·
speaker.
"Barbole's manner made me suspect he had seen us.
When he spoke to his comrades they showed surprise and
alarm. 'l'hey looked this way and clutched their rifles. All
this makes my conclusion almost a dead certainty to me."
"I think you're right," assented Jack.
The guide turned and looked at him keenly, but he saw
no trace of fear in the lad's face or manner.
"You'll do, I reckon, if it comes to a brush with the
rascals," muttered Rumbolt.
"We must take care that they don't shoot us down from
an ambush, so now we'll break away from the trail which
we followed in coming from the camp at the lake side.
They'll look for us to follow our trail back, and that's
where I hope to fool 'em," he added.
Then he turned aside from the trail, and closely followed by Jack, he proceeded in a course, which, if he
held to it, woulcl finally bring him to the lake at some
clistance south of the camp of the Outing Club. The wild
woods seemed strangely silent, but all at once the stillness was rudely broken by a rifle shot.

CHAPTER XI.
HUNTED IN THE WOODS llY DEADLY FOES.

The rifle shot was discharged from a point near by.
The bullet sung above the heads of Jack and the old
moose hunter.
The latter sprang behind the great trunk of a huge
tree, ancl the lad follow·ed him.
Peering cautiously from the shelter, they saw a faint
blue smoke curling up from above a clump of bushes ahead
of them.
"The rascals are there. They are mighty cunning. I

reckon they found wh0re we left our olrl trail and struck
on ahead on our new cour,c," said IIumbolt.
''"\Yh:.:.t'f: to be done now?'' asked ,Jnck.
His eyes were flashing, and he held hi s riAc in readiness
.for a shot.
""We've got to doclgc 'cm in Injun fashion an' make a
running fight of it, if they arc bound to have it that way;
but we must not lead to our camp, if we can help it.
There is some chance that they haven't found it yet, and
of course ,rn don't want 'cm to locate it."
"Certain] y not."
"Kow, then, bend low just as you see me do, so that
the varmints can't sec us a1ovc the Lushes. Wc'll make
for the big trees yonckr, an' then dodge along, from one
tree to the other, all the time shaping our course for the
lake, away south of our camp."
"All right. l'll follow you."
Old Humbolt then bent loll", and trailing his long rifle
he went fonvarcl sl'; iftly, and Jack followed in his footsteps, imitating his manner of proceeding.
In that way they reached the trees, which the old hunter bad alluded to.
And their concealed enemies did not fire at them, while
they were making the forward transit.
But, just as they gained the trees, Jack stumuled over
a. log, and in regaining his feet he showed his h ea d above
the bushes.·
Two rifl es cracked sirnultonconsly in the ambush of the
free hunters, aucl Jack sprang behind a tree trunk, turning pale as one of the bullets wliizzecl by close to his head.
At almost the same instant the veteran hunter fired a.
shot into the thicket wl1ich concealed the cowardly enemy.
Then he ancl .Jack dodged along swiftly from tree to
tree, constantly shaping their course for the lake.
Jack trembled a liltle at first. He experienced the
feeling of a soldier who is under fire for the first time.
But this was no discredit, and it did not reflect upon his
courage. The braYcst spirit must feel terror in the first
experience of battle, in the irritatory moments of a combat when he knows he is a target for cleadly bullets.
The rustling of the bushes in the rear of them soon
conYinced the hunter and the lad, that the enemy was
trailing them in the hop0 of getting an effcctu.11 shot.
"Ah, yonder is Wild Cat led.gr. Xow I think of a way
to baffle the varmints, throw them off our trail, you understand. You ju t keep cl0,·0 to me, an' you'll sec how it's
done," Olcl Rumbolt said, in low tones, anon.
In a few moments they reached a ledge of barren rocks
on the side oE a ridge.
Down the rocks clamberecl Old IIumbolt as snre footed
as a chamoise hunter of the Alps, and Jack made the
descent, steep though it was, in safety.
At the foot of the declivity a fringe of stunted bushes
grew close to the ledge, and llumbolt crept in among
them.
Following him, Jack saw his leader disapp ear through
the entrance of a case. It was but a narrow rift in the
rocks.
Unhesitatingly the lad cnter011 tlic cave.
All was darknoss in the 8pace uncler the ledge, but the
youth felt Old Humbolt at his side.
"The varmints can't find our trucks on the rocks under
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the ledge, an' if they don't know about this cave, which a scout to the lodge of the free hunters, with whom Barchance I'm figurin' on, we're likely to give 'em the slip bole has joined. I'm goin' try to git the money."
right here," said the hunter.
"It's a dangerous thing to do."
They crouched si de by side :i.t the entrance of the cave,
"Yes. But danger an' I are ol.d acquaintances."
and they both held their rifles so as to cover the opening.
"Do you mean to go alone?"
Presently they caught the sound of stealthy footsteps on
"Yes. It's my game to steal money from the thief on
the rocks; and then they heard the enemy searching for the sly. There would be no chance fer me to git it openly,
their trail under the ledge.
of course."
The free hunters went backward and forward, passing
"No."
and repassing before the narrow mouth of the miniature
"Now, don't say anything about this to the other boys,
cave.
until I'm gone too long, anyhow. I'm gain' to steal away
But the dense bushes guarded its secret.
quietly. If I'm not back by daylight, you kin make up
At length the hidden pair heard the receding footsteps your mind the free hunters have either done for me, or
of their enemies.
taken me prisoner. In that case you want to hasten to
Finally those sounds died away in the direction of the the lumber camp and send the game wardens on my trail."
valley in which Gardeau and his companions had made
"I'll do it. But I do hope you'll get back all safe."
their camp.
A little later, while darkness reigned in the forest, and
"They have gone! Thry have given up trying to trail mo.st of the boys of the Camping Out Club slept, Old
us further, so now we'll go on to our camp," Rumbolt Hurnholt. silently crept away, and directed his course over
th en said.
the route which he and Jack had followed by daylight.
They crept out of the cave and proceeded in a direct
The ensuing hours of the night passed slowly for Jack.
cour~e for the encampment by the ln.ke. In due time they
Though he did not have to act as a sentinel, he saw that
reached their destination, and they met with no further the boys, whose turn it was to stand guard, were wide
awake and vigilant. The lad found it impossible to sleep,
nchenh.rc on the wav there.
Some of the members of th e Camping Out Club were on account .of his anxiety in Old Humbolt's behalf.
absent when Old Ilumbolt and Jack arrived at the camp,
He welcomed the coming of dawn, and he was very glad
but when they had all come in the hunter told them about that the night had passed without an alarm. Jack was
the free hunters, and related the particulars of the en- astir as soon as it was light enough to see.
counter with them.
And he looked eagerly for the return of the old moose
"K 0,1·, then, young fellers," finally said he, "we have hunter.
got ~o keep a sharp lookout for the varmints, or they'll
'l'he sun soon came above the eastern horizon, and the
inake us trouble. On no account clon't any of you go out lad was beginning to fear the moose hunter had fallen
hunting or fishing alone."
.
into the power of the enemy, when to his great delight
"Golly, I wish this coon was safe back in New York, he saw the object of his solicitude approaching the camp.
where c1ar ain't no Jnjuns, 'sceptin' de wooden ones front
Old Rumbolt soon joined Jack. The other boys were
of c1c cigar stores," said Jeff Davis, the darky cook, show- then astir. The hunter related his experiences of the
ing the whites of his eyes, and looking about as if he half night that had just passed to them all, and they listened
expected to see an Indian near by.
,'vith intense interest.
"Go 'long. You'sc black trash ain't got no sense, nohow. You'se too fat fur In,iun meat. Yah, yah, yah!"
laug-herl the tall, lean mulatto, who rejoiced in the name
CHAPTER XII.
of the immortal George Washington.
"Go 'long yNsclf, you coffee-colored nigger! You'se
JACK C.A.UGHT IN A BEAR TRAP.
ain't neitber color! You'se ain't brack or white! You'se
:i mongrel, dat's what you is, an' you'se ain't got 'nu:ff fat
on yer bones tcr make soap grease. Yon'se so skeered of
"After I left our camp last night I went straight to the
Injuns dat dcm long legs of yourn am shaldn' like pipe · little valley, where I located the lodge of the free hunters
stems. Yah, yah, yah!" retorted Jeff, who was sensitive! ancl the ongrateful rascal, Latour Barbole, durin' the day,
regarding his fat.
as you know," began Rumbolt.
"Comin' to the edge of the valley, in course I looken
. "D_oan yeT call m~ :v;ller nigg~r! I'se got a heap ?b
uon m my blood, an I se bad w1d de razor when I g1ts · forrad, expcctin' to see a camp fire. But no! There was
started; bear dat in mind, you'se black no-account coon!" no fire there. The valley was dark. I began to smell a
cried George Washington.
mice, as the sayin' goes, an' I went down to the brush
"Come, come, no quarreling. That's against orders, you lodge mighty still. I crept up close to it. Not a souncl
did I hear. 'The birds have flown,' said I.
know," admonished Jack, while all hancls laughed.
Then the boys promi~ec1 Old Rumbolt they would be
"To make an end of the story, let me say I soon found
out that was the truth. The varmints had left the lodge.
very cautious and look out closely for enemies.
That evening the veteran hunter took Jack aside, and They had gone for good, I knew, fer they had left nothing
said :
behind, except this, which I found in the branch of a
"My lad, ever since I first heard that Latour Barbole \ bush beside the lodge cloor v.·hen I'd lighted a torch and
.
had 1:1ade off wi~h Mr. Bayard's mo~ey, I've had the idea looked about."
in mmd to get 1t back. Now, to-mght I mean to make
_(To be contmued),
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Spanish coins ancl jewelry upon which a valuati on of
$20,000 was placed by the men who took posocssion were
dug from under an old Spanish fort at Anahuac, a small
NEW YORK, DECEMBER 8, 1911.
settlement in Double Eayou, which empties into the upper
Galveston Bay, Texas. Three men appeared some days
ago and announcing themselves as oil prospectors sank sevTERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
eral holes with drills, then began digging under the ruins
of the old fort. Thev found and removecl a metal chest
.05 Cents
Slnitle Coples .. .. ...... ...........•............... .'. ...... . ..
about three feet long ~nd eighteen inches deep, whicl1 they
.6,s Cents
One Copy l)hree Months...................................
One Copy Six Months........................... .... ....... $1 .:15
said when about to be arrested was the property of the
One Copy One Year........................................ . $:a.50
father of one of the men in the party. He procluccc1 a
Postage Free.
crudely drawn chart showing the fort and cleRignating the
tlOW TO SBND MONBY-At our risk send P . 0. Money Order, Cheolt,
or Registered L.ltter; remittances in any other way are at your risk.
burying place of the chest. The stranger said his grandWhen ~ending silver
We accept Postage Stamps the oame ae cash.
wrap the <.Join in a. separate piece of paper to avoid cuttmg the envel·
father and others buried the treasure when prc~sed by
ope. Write 11ou1• name and address plainl11. Add1·ess lettt1·s to
8Ut'0L.US ToussT, Preside».&
Frank Tousey , Publisher Mexicans back in the early '40s. Th ey were permi1ted to
N . H1o.n·1Noa, 1Te~urer
leave with the valuables. An oak trrr. n ear the fort bears
OJUI. E. NTL.un;nu•,. 8ocreW7
:.a.c Union Sq., New York
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· ! two crosses and the figures 575 cut deep into the trunk.
IA gold cross four inches long and studded with precious
GOOD CUltREN'I' NEWS AH1'1CLE~
stones is among the collection of jewelry.
I
A wireless telegraph station is soon to be built at Con- i
(HH~S A:\ H f HU( 'f(l, ES
stantinople. This will have a capacity of twenty kilowatts,
and a radius of six hundred miles. In connection with this
station, eleven Turkish warships will be equipped with
A canal boat captain, at n town. sent his boy out for a
apparatus covering a radius of four hundred miles, and dollar's worth of provisions. The boy brought back ninetyseven others will be equipped with less powerful apparatus.
five cents' worth of whi~kv and a five-cent loaf of bread.
"Heavens!" exclaimed th; captain. "What are we. going
The family of Dr. Thomas A. Per:rin, a physician of San to do with that bread?"
Jose, Cal., according to word just received from Brantford,
Ontario, has established claim to $4,500,000 in the Bank
"My dear sir: I am much flattered by your staying to
of England, which has been lying idle for more than two hear the remainder of my story when alJ the other passenhundred years. The fo.rtune will be divided among nine gers ran away at the sound of the dinner bell," said the
heirs, including Dr. Perrin and two brothers in Brantford. ocean-going pest to his sole remaining auditor. "What,
A sister, Mrs. A. Craig, of North Dakota, get a ninth has the dinner bell rung?" replied the slightly deaf lisshare, and two nephews and three cousins, if found, will tener, and he went below in a hurry.
get $500,000 each.
"Little boy," said the old gentleman, "why are you car"They have struck a gusher, mom; we're rich," shouted rying that big umbrella ovei· your head. Don't you see it
"I know it ain't." "And the sun isn't
Mrs. J\Iay Wilson Bush's seventeen-year-old son the other isn't raining?"
night as he dashed into the house, where his mother was shining." "I know it ain 't." "Then why do you carry
wearily rubuing at a washboard. Mrs. Bush, who since it?" "Well, when it rains, pa wants it, and when the sun
her husb,md's death four years ago has eked out a scanty is hot ma wants it, and ibis is the only kind of weather
living for her herself and three small children at Canons- that I can get the use of the umbrella at all."
burg, Pa., almost collapsed when, following the boy out to
•where an oil rwell was being drilled in the back yard of
The friends of a man arrested for murder bribed a juryli er little property, she saw a great, greenish gold stream man with $100 to hang out for a verdict of manslaughter.
pouring into the tank. The flow during the first twenty- rrhe jury was out for a long time, and finally came into
four hours was 300 barrels.
court with a verdict of manslaughter. ""\Ve are very much
obliged to you," said the prisoner's friends. "Did you
Otnkar Gregor, a young violinist who has returned from have a hard time?" "I should say I had," replied the jurya long concert tour, lost a $1,000 violin in a recent fire man. "The other eleven wanted to acquit him."
\\'hich swept through the apartments of his parents on the
A few months ago my husband and I were ,isiting ~ew
£rst floor of No. 487 East One Hundred and Seventy-fifth
street, Bronx, New York. The building is a two-story York and went into a cafe on Broadway. An extremely
frame stru<'.!ture and the interior was almost completely raw waiter came to take our order, and on the bill of fare
bmned out before the firemen checked the flames . The were both turkey hash and chicken hash on toast. My hus!Jlazc was started by the overturning of an oil stove. Young band ordered turkey hash on toast. 1 ordered chicken li:~sh
Gregor had just left the house with his father, Ludwig. on toast. The waiter brought the ord er, nnd the di shes
~Irs. Gregor called after them that the house was on fire, looked so much alike that I askcil the waiter which w:i the
but by the time they got back the front room, in which turkey hash. His am:"·cr was: ''SurP, 1rn1dam, 1 don't
the precious violin was, was sheeted in flames. A valu- know-there isn·t much of aithcr in it, for they both came
out of the same pot, and it's all veal and mntt~n ."
able piano was also destroyed.
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"Why," he assured me with t ears in his eyes, "there
wasn't a happier family in T empleton than mine. I loved
my wif e an d t wo dead children as fondly as it is p ossible
By J ohn Sherman.
fo r a man to love, and the rem arks that have been passed
that I caused t heir deaths are heartless and cruel. Gr ea t
The ways of criminals, as every det ective knows, are as HeaYon !" he exclaimed, as t ears coursed down his bronzed
myster ious as the ways of Providence, b ut every detective cheeks, "to t hink that I should b e accused of such a foul
knows equ ally well , that unlike the ways of Providence, crime! Why, sir, it's m on str ous !"
they are not always past finding out .
"Of course," I said, as h e became a little calmer, "you
In my exper ien ce as a detective, I have always foum1 have some theory as t o the cause of their death, h ave you
that behind ever y crime was a motive, either special, pe- not?"
cun iary, or r evengeful, and that when once i.hat motive
"Yes, " he answer ed, " but it is so slight that I attach
was discover ed, t he find ing of the criminal was ::m easy J no importance t o it, ::rnc1 my own conscien ce chides m e for
entertaining such an idea."
m atter .
H owever, the old saying that t here is an exception to
"Tell ~e," I sai d, " what are you ideas on the matter?
every rule, h olds good in the present case, as the following Surely," I went on, " nobody underst an ds your family afs tory which I am about to prove will amply show.
fai rs as well as you do, and your suspicions should be as
W h en I was a young man and, as the term goes, "green" near correct as anybody's."
in my profession, I first met with a case which, lo all in"Well, to tell you t h e t rut h," h e answered, "I don' t like
t ents and purposes, had no motive behincl it.
to tell you upon whom my suspicions r est, for in so doing
It was a piece of prcsnmpiion en my part to undertake I may ba wronging a person f or whom. I have always had
to rnlve it, :rncl my only reason for doing so was the fact the greatest respect."
that a number of expnrienaccl detectives hacl worked on it
Assuring him that all con:ficlence r eposed in me would
and been obliged io giYe it np, confessing that its in- be as inviolable as t he grave, he at length decided to tell
tricacies baftlecl all their po11·crs of detection.
me his suspicions.
,
"I have hau," he said, "in my employ for the past six
LiYing with me in the small village of •remplcton, Ohio,
where I first Lrgan my career as a clctective, was a 1,calthy years a governess, t h e daughter of a dead br ot her of whom
family mimed Forre&l.
I was very fond . She has always been look ed upon as one
1\Iy first acquaini.ancc ~rith 1\fr. rarest was made shortly of the family, no t as a menial; of lat e sh e has appeared
aHer the anriouncornent of the sudden death of his wife, sullen and morose, ancl occas10nally a little eccentric.
a lady" idely known and esteemed all 0\"Cr that section of Xow," he continued, "I have thoug ht it just possible that
country.
she may have hacl something t o do with t he death of the
Her death, which occurred yery sudcJeuly, am] unc~er pc- rnrmber.3 of my fam ily, that she may have poisoned them.."
culiar circumstance;.:, crcai.ccl a g;-c;:;t clcal of gos:-ip, ancl
""\rbat motiYe clo you imagine she could have for so
gave rise to i:iuny conj(!Ctures v:l11ch reflected Ycry serious- doing?" I asked .
ly on her hu.,bancl's c:rnrader.
That's what baffics me," he answered. "I can't for the
So pointed were ;:orne of the opinions regarding tho life of me devise any r eason to account for her crimes, if
cause of lier death, t!1:1t ).Ir. ForrcJt ,ms o1ligccl for his she is guilty. She has always professed the gr eatest love
own vi1;chcai.ion i.o institnio n invcstigatiou, v:hich he <lid for my wife and chilclren, and t hey the same for her, and
by employing a con1,ln or well-known llete>ctiYcs from Chi- why she sbonld wan t t o do them an injury is more than I
cago, wlvi, aftcl' a short ti,nc on the case gave it up, asrnr- can Jivino ."
ing }Ir. 1'onr,,,t that they helie,-e<l all su~1,icions of foul
"Hut she is undoubtedly t he criminal all t he same," I
plu,1 "'Ne ;.:;rrin1d], ·':'. }Ii. Forrest 1rt,s fcn·(·1l to be con- replied, ,rith profeB:,ioual intuition .
"Do you i.hink so?" he a31:cd, eagerly. " And why? "
t ent with t'wir (;Oncl us ions, hi:; oYm ro:1,;c iencc i.Jeini clear
0£ any guili in c,mncdic<1 ,rith the matter .
l replied that I could give no sub:;tantia.l reason for my
Hardly J,acl the excii:r.•nHmt conct'"'l!inr his ,rifl,'., <1< :1th opinion, but assured him that if he wculd give me the
sub:,ir1cJ in tl1<c vii !n?'-', w11en the bngi,c.; ol' Uw gJ· ,i~'.: lil,cd,v o_f hi:; home for a few days I would uncloubt edly
were again ,;d a-w:1_!::·r.;ing hy the i11t;)1ligl)1,cc ihat ],i, <!'dcst p-o\·c the hnth of my belief.
claughto1·, n loYely young lady of about ciglti.cen ycnr,·, ;i..:d
"l liate-lfoavcn ki,ows I do," he replied, "to think
been stidt1cnly taken ill wi.th i.lic same symptoP."'s n::; li:ir tht :Fanny woul<l be guilty of such a fou l wrong; yet, if
mother, and, like her, liad pt:,;sell as qnickly :rn;.i:,-.
proved that she is, I would want to see her punished as
lIC'r funeral \n1S J:anlly oYer when a 1-ou o[ ~lr. Forn' st l·C\'Ncly «~ U,c next one. . :-\.ncl yet," he went on, " I can' t
was 8triekc-11 dc,.-.-n in the ,amc y,ay, arnl ,;1ccm111Jed ,:::; Lc-licYo tlut slw is guilty. SJ1e has always been so kind,
q11ickly to the J:1y::tcrious rnalr.c1y as had his rnotlwr :wJ ,2·en.lk, rnci loving that it clon·t seem 1:ro$sible that sh e could
sister.
hn trar.sformel1 i;1to snch a fiend, and for no reason at all.
Matters were in i.hi,, date, ,rhen }Ir. l'orrcst cuilcd d Xo. sir,'' he :::cMccl, with e,10rgy, "I don't believe she is the
my office, and askccl n:e to dear «p lhc mystery.
gtdt:s,· 'i;cr3on."
The closest questioning on my purt foi.cd to elicit :my"\Yell," I replied, "with all due deference to your fe elt hing ,rhich would lead me to smpcct tha.t ~Ir. Fone:;t ing, :\lr. Forrest, I do, and, as I rnicl before, if you will
was other wise than truthful in his as~crtion::;, th:1t he knc,1· allow me i.he liberty of your house for a few days, I think
absolu t ely nothing about the causes -,d1ich hau stricken I will pro,;e myself right in this matter. You must bear
down the three m embers of h is family.
L.11 mind th:::t your own character is at stake in this af-
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fair, that some very hard things have been said against
Unwil1ing to rndcly (li~tmb the one Urns cn~arccl , I
you, and that your own character should be vindicated, no stoppecl still and lictcnecl at.tcntivcly.
matter who else is compromised."
I recognized th e Yoicr us that of Fann~, Went rnrth.
Thia reference to his own position awakened him to the
B:v inclining rn:v hc8cl fonrn rd heyoncl tho partiti0n
necessity for some action, even though his niece was in- which sh nt out the stn irs from lhe silting-room I could
ju:red by it.
see that she was starn1 i1 1g leaning on a stancl before the
"Very well, then," he said. "I want you to go to work winclow.
on this mystery at once and clear it up. If Fanny is guilty,
H er attituclo was anything but (lovotional, and in inthe sooner she is found out and put out 0£ the way the clining my hoau further forwaru to sec if I eou l<l c,,tch
better.
something oJ' what Rhe was saying, I observed a piocP of
It was arranged that on the following day I should white paper <:J ri tho stancl before her, on which was a liltle
{po:esent myself at his house as a friend from the East, pile of white powder.
come to pay Mr. Forrest a week's visit, and that as su-::h
AR I stood looking intentlv at this preparation, she gave
he would give me ample opportunity to prosecute my in- one look at i_t, and then she burst forth into the following
vestigation.
sentence:
In accordance with this arrangement, the next day
"Oh, thou mysterious power, I bless thee for th e
found me at Mr. Forrest's door, valise in hand, as if j11st strength that thou givcst lo a poor, weak li.ttle woman li.ke
off a long journey.
With thee I have hu mbled the haughty :Mrs. Forrcd,
1 me.
Mr. Forrest received me cordially, and bringing me in, 1'vmd brushed her daughter £ram my path, and with thy,
introduced me to his niece, Miss Fanny Wentworth, whom I aid," and she looked at the mysterious powder rapturously,
I found to be a very modest and withal exceeding prepos- "I will send Ur. Forrest, strong and healthy as ho is, to
sessing young lady.
his· last account."
When in the course of my conversation with her I re1\Iy first impulse was lo bound into the room and conferred to the sad bereavements Mr. Forrest had recently front her with her guilt, but on a second thourht I deundergone, she appeared deeply affected, and expressed termined to wait until morning, ancl see what would transher sorrow in the most pathetic manner.
pire then .
However, these manifestations of grief had no effect on
I had heard enough to convince me that she meditated
· me in altering my belief as to her guilt, £or I had learned foul pln y with 1\Ir. :Forrest, and I determined to balk her
how true was the saying that "appearances are very de- in her plans, and at tho same time obtain proof of her
ceptive," and accordingly did not relax for one moment guilt.
my watch upon all her actions while in the house.
In a few moments she o:tarted back to the kitch en, and
She went about the house in the discharge of her duties taking advant(fge of her absence I made my way back to
as cheerily as if the shadow of death had not so recently my room.
fallen upon it, and in every way comported herself like one
Th e following morning I awoke, and shortly afterward,
who was incapable of doing a wrong action.
in company with 1\fr. Forrest, sat clown lo breakfast.
On the second day of my stay at the Forrest mansion I
Fanny presided at the table, and appeared to bo in exnoticed that she appeared less vivacious in her manner oellent spirits.
than was her wont.
She poured out Mr. Forrest and myself each a cup of
She seemed gloomy and depressed in spirits, and anxious coffee.
to avoid conversation with her uncle or myself.
A.-i the former raised the cup to his lips to drink I
"She's got one of her fits on no"·," said the latter to , sprang to my feet, and in the most peremptory manner
me, as he was showing me to my bedroom on the night of : forbade him to do so.
the day in question.
"And why not, pray?" he asked, in astonishment.
I bade him good-night, and sat down in the room to
".13eoau so, " I said, looking Fanny Wentworth square in
meditate.
tho face, "that woman there has put poison in it! And if
"So far," I thought, "I have discovered nothing which I you drink, li ke yam wife ancl child ren, you die '."
warrants me in belieYing Fanny Wentworth guilty of any I As I finished speaking Fann y Wentworth sank back into
crime."
her chair, tho coffee-pot falling from her ncrvelos.; grasp
I sat there for a long time _pondering over the rnysteri- to the floor.
ous affair, and was at last aroused £ram my reflections by
"Is this true, Fnnny?'' 1\1r. Forrest a~kcd scrionslv.
hearing M:r. Forrest at the foot of tho stairs which led 1 "It is, uncle," she replied . with trembling voice. ''Have
clo,.n from my room to the sitting-room bidding F anny mercy on me!" she pleaded piteou, ly. a Forgive me! I
"good-night,'' "·ith the :·ornark that she had better not know not wlint (o tlo !"
stay up much longer.
J
Mr. Forrest arose calmly from his chait· and picked up
I waited until I heard ~Ir. Forrest enter his room-nex t ; the coffee-pot.
to mine-and retire, and then stole quietl:v out of my '. "Come, 1\Ir. --," he said, adclrcsPin;z me. "I will take
room down tho Rtaiis, ,v;th the faint hope tlrnt I might · thi~ clown to Dr. ,Yillters, :rnrl have him analvzo it, and
discover :Fnnny \Ventworth in some action that would justi- 1 if he finds position in it, that woman will be in" prison befy my belief in heT guilt.
fore night"
I had a-lmost reached tho bottom of the stairs, w}1on my! In nns,rcr she on ly returned a scorn ful laugh, and doattenti on ~as arrested b:,- :t Yoico as if earnestly engaged , ficll him to do his worst.
in prayer or some sort of devotion.
l Dr. \Yintcrs analyzed the contents of the co.ffec-pot, and
1
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"But she seemed to prefer her old falher to all the
beaux, until one clay lhe horses of her carriage took fright,
and she would haYe been killed but for the prompt aicl of a
young man who caught and held them.
"He was a fiue looking young man, report said, with a
face that shmrec] he was intelligent, and his manners were
refined, bvt he seemed poor, and had stipulateJ for a cheap
room at the tavern.
"He had come to Detroit on some business he kept to
himself, and had simply said his name was Ray Field, and
he would remain for some time.
"Well, old nabob Burke, for such was the fur trader's
name, thought, as the young man was poor, he would giYe
him a lift for saving the life of his daughter Violet, so he
offered him a handsome sum of money, and it was indignantly met with a refusal.
"Then he made the offer of a clerkship, with good pay,
anc1 again was taken aback at the refusal of the young man
to receive assistance at his hands.
"Now, my grandfather was' a reader of human nature,
and boarded at the same tavern with Ray Field, and he
look the bearings at once, and saw that the stranger had
fallen in love with pretty Violet Burke, and her hand was
what he wanted as a reward.
A HU::\IAN FrnND.
"As the man was a gentleman in appearance, old Burke
could not refuse to invite him up to the mansion, and matBy Col. Ralph Fenton.
ters soon took a turn that looked as though the young lady
thought herself an appropriate reward for Ray Field saving
Our yacM lay becalmed off Thunder Bay Island, and her life.
whil e wniting for a breeze to fill her flapping sails, our
"But the trader thought different, and told the young
captain, vointing lo the shore, said :
man when he could match him dollar for dollar in wealth
"There arc c1if'ferent stories told of that island, but I'll he could have the girl for a wife.
tell you one that is looked upon as the whole truth, and
"This looked hard; but the stranger went back to his
nothing but the truth.
taYern, and while thinking the matter over in his little
"The legend I'm going to tell was when my grandfather room he heard groans.
·
was a young man, for I heard it :from his lips.
"Following the sound, he came to another room, in
"He liYcd in Detroit, which you must know was a small which a man lay dangerously ill.
place then, (hough there was a fine lot of people there, and
"Well, he did all he could for the man, who, like himamong them a rich old fur trader, who lived in style for
self, was a stranger in the town, and seemed very poor;
those days.
Field
"He had a fine old mansion, plenty of servants, all but the sick man qied, and at his own expense Ray
town.
left
after
day
the
and
him,
buried
French, though he was English, drove his coach and four,
Where he went to no one knew until long after; but he
dressed like a prince, and had two great prides besides his
was gone for months, and then he drove into Detroit one
riches.
and driver in livery, and p1Jt up
"These were a son of twenty and a daughter of fifteen, day in a handsome coach
but took the best suite of rooms in the house.
tavern,
the
at
at the time I open my story.
"All were astonished, for he was dressed in splendid
"The bov he had sent to England to be educated, but
wore diamonds, and ordered the best the town could
style,
each
her
sending
the girl he J;:ept at the coment in D etroit,
afford.
clay to her studies in a carriage, with a coachman in livery
"After a dinner, that my grandfather saw them cooking
on the box.
"Well, the son had been gone about a year, when bad for him, and which was elegant, he said, he ordered his
new s came back to the fur nabob, to the effect that his boy carriage and drove up to the trader's mansion.
"There was a dinner party there that day; but in he
had been killed in a duel.
"Of course, it was about a woman; but no matter what went, and said boldly:
"Trader Burke, I saved your daughter's life and you
was the cause, it nearly broke the aristocratic old fur
refused me because I was poor, as you believed, although
trader's heart.
"But he got over his grief after a time, though folks you knew she loved me. But you said when I could match
could see he always was sad, yet kept a lighter heart on ac- your wealth, dollar for dollar, Violet should be my wife;
count of his daughter, who had grown to be the handsom- now, sir, I can match your wealth in jewels alone, and I
est girl in Detroit, and had beaux by the hundred, from claim the fulfilment of your promise.
"Shipmates, the trader didn't back out; he kept his
stove-up old bachelors to young bloods who were putting
• word, and the lovers were married in fine style.
on airs without the capital to back them.
fonnd arsenic in sufficient qnantit:v to kill a regiment;
and Mr. Forrest made his word good in having his niece at
once arrested and lodged in jail.
\Yhcn brought to trial she was prononnced insane by the
court physicians.
The only plausilJlc theory ever o.fTcrecl in extenuation
of her crimes was that ihey were influenced by a brute
love of power.
She learned the power of arsenic-the litiJc white powders that she could buy for a -few pennies.
1\"ith them she could throw people into torments, and
ecm1 them to their last account-she, the poor, weak, littl e~ovcrn ess.
It was a great power, and its use fascinated her weak
brain until ~he used it, alas! too often and too fatally.
In consideration of her insan ity, on being found guilty
oI the murder of 1\Irs. Forrest ancl her two children, Fanny
W cntworth mrn sent to an insane nsylum for life.
And th er e she is up to the present time; shorn of all
opportunity io im·oke the fatal power by which she
wrought so much unhappiness.
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sorrow sometimes follows rapidly in the wake of five or si....: officers to appear at the palace, he was conductjoy, and a few weeks after the trader was found dead in ed into the royal prc~encc. The chief keeper of jewels
his bed, having died, they said, from apoplexy, caused by then, c.t the king's command, onlcrccl four eunuchs to
high living.
bring the jewel for his inspection.
"Some time after Ray Field sold out i.he interests of his
"'l1he Great Mogul he fomid to be of 2;ood water, and he
wife in Detroit, and they set sail for a foreign land, and it estimated the value to he
in the neighborhood of 12,000,was years before the young wife returned to her native 000 francs. vVestern
kno,dedge of the ~tone cca;;cs at
town.
this point.
'"Then she was accompanied by a youno- child, a son,
"Some think it is in tl1e .possession of one of the Hindu
rmd she was but a wreck of her former self; for she was
princes; others sunui<-c that it is amoTlg the crown jewels
thin, her face was drawn by suffering, and she seemed very
of Persia; many think it is iJcntical with the Orloff or
poor.
the Koh-i-Noor.
"She did not last long, but to the kind family who cared
"The Orlofl' is the most renowned of the crown jewels
for her, and took her boy as their own, she told h er ~t1d
of
Russia. It is now the chief ornament o.f the imperial
story; which was, that the man she married was not named
sceptre,
being placed immediately under the golden eagle,
Ray Field, but Rayford Fielding, and he it was who had
and
is
therefore
sometimes called the ';;ceptrc.' * * ,:,
killed her brother in England in a duel.
"Her brother had been his successful rival for the love It is about the size of a pigeon's egg and has a slighi.y yolof a maiden, and the duel had followed; then, cast off by low tinge .
"Wrii.ers claim that it ,ms one of the eyes of a statue
her, Rayford Fielding ·determined upon a fearful revenge,
ancl came to America, where fortune favored him in his of Brahma in a temple on the fortified island of Seringham. As the story goes, in the beginning of the eighteenth
evil course.
"He met and won the love of the sister of the man he century a soldier of the li':rench garrison in India plotted
had killed; but he was poor, until he cared for the stranger to rob the idol of his precious eyes. Pretending great zeal
in seeking a knowledge of the Hindu rclio-ion, he 1-ucceecled
who died in the tavern.
in
gaining the confidence of i he priests in charge, and
"That stranger was a diamond. merchant, and was going
by yessel from Detroit to }fackinaw, when the vessel was though the temple was jealously guarded and surrounded
by a wall four miles in circumference, he secured one of
,;1'ecked on Thunder Bay Island.
"Ile buried his treasures there until he could go after the stones * '-' * and fled with it to Madras. Arrived
them in a vessel, made his way by land baek .to Dehoit, and there, he is said to have sold it for £2,000 to a capt,ain in
foof- sick and died; but to Rayford Fielding he told his the B-ritisb navy, who carried it to London and sold it for
story, and begged him to get the treasure, take some of it, £12,000. ,:, * * In the latter part of the century a ·irnilar
stone was sold to Count Orloff for the Empress Catharine
arrd give the rest to his family in England.
"The treacherous fello11· came to yonder island, dug up of Russia for £112,000.
"Linked by tradition with the Great Mogul and the Orthe treasure, and you know how he used it; but you do not
know that he poisoned i.hc trader, and then told him who loff is the Koh-i-N oor of the British crown jewels. This
he was, and having run through with his own and his is one of the diamonds taken from Delhi by Nadir Shah
wife ·s fortune, sent her back home a beggar, ancl bearing ;hen he destroyed the kingdom of the J\'Iogul, in 1789. It
is said that Mahomet Shah wore it in his turban when
the secret of her husband's vileness."
Nadir took possession of the Mogul's city, and that the
latter, with the polite insistance of a conqueror, coI)'lpellcd
an exchange of turbans as a mark of his friendly intenCROWN JEWELS THAT WERE SECURED BY LOOT.
tions toward the victim's person."
After a precarious history the Koh-i-Noor fell into the
"Most of the :famous diamonds that are the pride of hands
of the East India Company in part payment of a
crown collections to-day have been secured. at one time or
debt due from the Lahore government, with the proviso
another by loot." This remarkA.ble statement is made by
that ~he stone sho,ulcl be presented to Qnecn Victoria.
W. 11. C::i.ttelle in a volume entitled "The Diamond." Mr.
Cattelle tells many interesting stories concerning crown
jewels of various countries, and incidentally offers some
good advice to purchasers of diamonds.
The science of compounding explosives has not advanced
"India has been the chief source of supply of large dia- very far since Nobel in 1863 soaked
gunpowder with nitromonds," the writer states, "and her powerful princes have glycerin and fired it by an ordinary
fuse. He experimentbeen careful to allow few of t.bem to escape.
ed, three years later, with the infusorial earth called
"11 he most ancient and celebrated Indian diamond is kieselguhr, which is still used in the making of the ful-·
lmo-;vn as the Great Mogul. The stone is said to have minant. Sawdust and charcoal,
cork and powdered salts,
been found in the mine of Kollur, between 1630 and 1650. that are still used as alternate ingredients,
were also used
Another tradition is that a diamond of 280 carats was in Nobel's first trials. If Prof. B. F.
B. Wright of Camowned liy Babur, founder of the Mogul dynasty, and was bridge, Mass., has really perfected
a new explosive, three
celebrated in India before 1556.
times more powerful than dynamite, and, as he reports,
"The French jeweller, Tavernier, saw it" at the palace not subject to explosion by concussion, he
has made the
of the king in Delhi on November 2, 1865. Summoned by firs t real advance over Nobel's work in
half a century.
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Dept. 2

Melrose, !IA!IS.

FALSE rnJSTACHES,

ETC.

-I can teach yon to become
VENTRILOQUISM
I
an expert.
Make from
$5.00 to
for a
minutes' performance.
$10.00

15

A<l<lress, Prof GARRY,

nox 466, Lima, Ohio.

FREE

Mostll<'hes 15e. e.acb 1 2 for ~!Sc.; tu11 beards and etcle w11lsk.ers, '?Se,
,nc-h. (\rn bo hr.cl In fivo color~-grny , red, dArk brown , Jtghtbro...-.
a nd hlat·k Name color yo u w1u1t. P('l1:1t!lgc .stamps t11.kon.

Mdrm CHAS, UNGER, 316 Union SIJ, Jorsty City, N, J.

!ry~J;_~!l~~~~.:~~;~v~
mus Post Cards FU.E.liL to i utrodu ce pou card 0ffer.
Ca1ttlta.l Card Co., Dept. ZSJ: 'l.~opcJ:;u, Kon.

paid for r are date 1853 QuartOLD ColNS-t,7,7,
ers. !,20 oo for llalf Dollars. we pay

a cash premium on hundreds o{ coins; keep all money
elated before 1~84 and scncl 10 cents_at once for our
new illustrated roin vah:e book. size 4x7;_ 1t may
mean vour fortune C F Clark & Co , Coin Dealers, Dept. 63, Le Roy, N. Y.

ClA5iSPIKS~tl~~

Will otop the m oat vtc•
1001 doa (o!' man) Wfth ..

EVfl'n' RN GUARANTEED Pa!TT.CT - MAS...,.,

CHANGING MOXEY TRICK BOX.
With thlo trick box you can
make m oney change, trom a
penny into a dln1e or vice versa.
AJso 1nake dimes appear and dis ·

-

PEATING·
RIFLE

Wizard Repeatmg

LIQUID PISTOL

GROUSE CO. NDRTll ATTLEROffO.

~

E-

Almost a:-iyone can learn it at home. Small
c ost. Send to-day 2 -cen t stamp for particulars
and proof.
O. A. SMITH, Room D ,s -823
Bli;elow St .. Peoria, 111.

appear nt your command.

Prico,

l0c. each by mall, postpaid.

You can easily rid the
barnyard of prowling
pests if you own a

out pe1·m:;i..n~11t !uJn1·y.
Perfectly aafe to carry w:lthoutda.nger
o! leakage. !"fires and recbarges oy
pulllug tpe trigger. LOD.l!s trom any Liquid No
carq·,c!gos requlrtd. Over iil.x shot~ in ono 1oadi~
A'l dealers, or by mall, liOc. Pistol With rubber covered holster, 65c. Holsters s~parate, l.Oc. Money
order or U. s. sta.mps. No coins.

~fQ.ll;llMC
.22 REPEATER

PARK En, STEAR!IS & CO .. 2i3 GEOR£1A AVE., BROOKLY", N. Y.

Its accuracy has proved
it the world's best small
game and target rifle.'
Prove this for yourself. Go
to an y R!JlnlngfQ.11;l/MC

FRA.'VK ROBINSON,
311 W. 4Hb St . . N. Y.
NOISY Il.L'i:D!{ERCHIEF.
great deal

A

may

bo

articl<'.

had

of amusement

with

Lhls

little

It h-:-iHates the blow·

Ing of the nose exactly, except
that the noise Js 1nagntfted at
least
a
dozen
times,
and
sounds like the bass-horn in a
German b:ind. This device ls
u sed by al111ply placing it hetween the tee th
and blowing. Th e harder the blow the louder
t he noise. Price, l0c. each by mall, postpaid.
WOL.FF NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N . Y.

Stem W!nd WATCmfRnm
Set
AND c&-,AIN
&.AO!l':1!11 ANO

lady's fan

llicll Gn.de .Art Po•t Cardo. Order20
a.t 1~ ~\11~

made

p&ckage1J to sc-11

or colored silk , loth.

E:!cf~~~C:!~i!!~~~-

The fan may be u•ed

and

then

shut,

is

perfect,

w111 promptly toad you
J)rel)ald the 6 ye.ar ~11ar-

and

when it opens n.g-aln,
it rans ln p~eces; shut
and open again and it
wlthont

ft&~

!Z'llTt.l ~TY&.ES

\Ve posltlvely gtve~ bei,.uti!ul st em w1nd
nd sttn11 set watch, also cha.in and r ing
aet w1tb b ri!ll!l.nt gem. t or sell1ng our

-ifIT'ict;,:- FA<'<~A

En~21~

dealer. Examine this man's
rifle built to your size. Note
its racy beauty of line, its
perfect balance, its few and
strong and simple parts, its easy
take-down. See how readily
it cleans from the breech.
Shoots .22 short, .22 long,
.22 Ieng rifle cartridges without adjustment. Solid breech,
hammerless, safe !
Write for set of free targets.

aatoed wntch, ring, eb~tn.
W.ltllll CO, , 1183 ll, 68rd Bt. , Dopt.A71 ClilCAQO

a

etgn or a breo.lt. A great surpr1se tor those
not in the tri cl,. Price, 3llc. by mall, postpaid.
M. O'NEILL, 42G W. 56th St., N . Y.
OACilOO
~

•

o:,

Rgm!!Jg./Q_ll;lfMC

SNEEZ1NG POW'DER.
The greatest 1 f un-n1alcer o{

th e1n all.

A

- the p erfect shooting combination
BemicdtonArms-Ucioo &!clallic Cartridfc Co.
299 Broadw,y, New Yor k Cily

small amount

of this powder, when blown
in a
room , will
cause
everyone to sneeze ,vithout
anyone knowing where it
comes !rom. It Is very llght, will !!oat in the
air tor some time, and penetro.te · every noolc
and co:-ner or a room. It is perfecttly harmJese.
Cachoo is put up in bottl es, and one
bottle contatn3 eno ugh to be used from 10 to
15 times. Price, by mall, 10c. each; 3 for 25c.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St .. N. Y.

THE BAD l\IOTHER-IN-LAW.
It consists of the eyes, nose
and hair to mc.ke up a funny

old woman's face, using your
hand as the medium.
The
box containing th etn has fu 11

directions for making up the
comical old mug.
Then you
use it as a subject !or ventrlloqulsm by merely altering the
tones of your voice to rnako
the funny figure appear to
t alk.
Any child can uso it
and crente more fun than an n<'tor on the
st age.
Price, 8c. each, postpaid.
()has . Unger, 810 Union St., Jersey City, N. J.

SEE-SAW PUZZLE.
The most absorb in g puzzle seen for
years.
The kind
you sit up half the
night lo do.
The
puzzle is to ge t
b oth balls, one in each pocket.
Price, 10c.; :.} for 25c. by ma.11, postpaid.
lll. O'NEILL, 42~ W. 56th St., N. Y.

L OTS OF

i

FUN

FOR

Veatriloqulsts Double Throat

A

DIME

f~!::rt'::':,;;,!':::"!;~,~.·;:~

A1Loul1b a-iJ tnJ1tlf7 your f:ie11da. N•i.gll U:e a 1:oro; wbbu Ui.• •
Jlt!'.'p1; el11g ll h • c&narr and 1mtta.l& blrd1 rrnd bet.eta ot Oelt.. t.rul
:'h,.!"01...ar. LO~DS OF F'UN .. W01:i'1~rtu:. 10,utl'}n, 'f ?l"lu"
~~Fc.n~li llflW • ..'rloe ot.ly 10r.t-:'\t11; '°' fbr :u:icHU or l !l ,,,.. 6fl,..n•11.
"\\{-(;. :)OIJ~t.!t 7HAOA .t CO, .l)EP'!'. J:: P.R.BNCil'l~Wl'f,N.,?,
4

Play Pocket Base Ball
A brand new game of sklll-excitinsc, fua ·mak ln~.
and fascinat in2' to young and old ,

Has All t he Points of Regular Base Ball.

CAMlfJ IV!
i.llAKE Put
Outs, A ssists
Ynu
U
S tri keouts. Run s
Basebits. etc.
one or an,· number can play; or o.ce team may match
(1.D othcr. Simple instructious. BECOME A CHA M·
PION. We will zrran2'C to have you or your team
matched, If y ou will Issue :L challenge.
TO INTRODUCE this fosclnatlcr ~me, we
will, for 2'>c and the names and addre~ses of two men
or boys th ., t would make: good captains of "pocket
0
0
1
~~nae:~·;
f~~
t~~t~~~

;ta~~ ~Er,D i(tocAf f\~1~i~ne';\~ 1:1!

Espe Sales Co.,

N~ahvllle, Tenn,

THE

NAnoN.ALSpORT
,
IN
,)'OUR VEST POCKET

E.1u1y break down 11.ctlon, loads nutom:ittct\lly 1 made of Polh1bed

Nickel Steel, black w11l1111t at.oclc 1 peep 11Jgh!1t, length :n h,che.a,
weight 28 o:r:8 . Free for tielllnt,' 24 fhi e Mexican drawn work bandkerchl ef8 ftt !Oc each. No mouey requlreJ.

B. W. ELDRlDGE, 31 Eldridge Bldg,, Orle11n1, Tt,

; •'

rICK-1\IE: ouT

T HE FINGER THROUGH TUE HAT.
Hav ing bo r row ed a h a t from
The hend la nnlshed In ~ . y o ur fri e nd, push you r finger
black japan, and In th e ~ throug h tho crow n of It , and It
is s een to move about. Though
moulh Is a. high ly p olished
ste el b a ll.
Tho puzzle lo yery amu sing to othe rs, th o owner ot the hat
to pic k out th e ba.11. Price, docs not see th e j oke. but thinks it mean n ess
10c. ; S t o r 2llc . by me.II, t.o destro y hi s h a t; ye t when It l s r e turn ed It
Is p e r fe ctly un in j ured. Price, l Oc . e a c h by ma.II.
postpa i d.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO. , 29 \V. 26th St., N. Y.
Jli, O'NEILL,
t25 W . G6th St., N . Y.
RA VELLJNG J OKE.
Yards u pon yards of laughs,
"\'ANISUING CIGAR.
.
D on ' t miss It! E v eryone !alls tor
Th is cigar Is made In
this one. It cons is ts o ! a nice litexact im ita tion or a. good
tle b obbin arou nd whi ch Is wound
o ne. It la h eld by a. ruba spool o! thre ad.
Y ou pin t he
b er cord whi c h , with the
bobbin u nder th e la pel of yo ur coat,
a ttached s afety pin, le
and pull the e nd o f th e th read
f astened on· t he Insid e ot
throu g h y o ur b u tt on hol e, th e n
th e s leeve. Wh en on:e red
watch y our fri e nds try t o pick th e
t o a fri end, as It Is about t o be t a l<en, It will
piece or thread off y our co at.
Insta n tl y di s appe ar.
En ough said ! Get one! Price, 12c. eac h, by
Price, 10c. ea.ch by m a ll, poetpald. m a ll. Postage stnmpa tak en same
ne m on ey.
Ch,,., Uoger, 816 Union St., Jers ey Cit y, N . J. FRANK
ROBINSON, 311 W . 4 4t h St., N. Y.
PUZZLE.

r

PIGGY I N A COF.FTh".
This ls a w i cked pi g that
d ied a t a n ea rl y age, a n d he r e
ho

j ,g

bur ia l.

in

h is co ffi n

LITTLE GIANT llllCROSCOPE.
Thi s p ow e rful lit t le i ns tru m e nt
Is m a d e or ox!a ized me ta l.
It
s t a nds on tw o sup p orts made
th e exact lengt h, t o ge t a sharp,
1-lnc h foc us o n th e object t o be
magnifi ed.
There Is a hi gh p ow ered le ns o! im p orted glass
mounted in t he circ ul a r e y e -piece. I t can be
u sed t o d e t ec t Impuri t ie s In liquids, f o r exami n in g c loth s , or t o magnify a.n y objec t t o
en orm ocs size.
C an b e carri ed in th e v es t
pock e t.
Price, 6c . each , postpa id.
111. O'NEILL, 425 W . 56th St., N. Y.

r eady fo r

Th e re ,vlll be a

grea t

mn.ny m ou r ners at b i s f u n eral ,

! or thi s corn.n, pre tty as it
Jocks, la v ery trick y, a nd th e m a n who g ets
it ope n will ree l r en t g ricC. 'l' h e coffi n Is m ade
of me tal, p e r rectly shaped an d b eau tl!u ll y
la <·q u e r ed . T h e t r ick ls t o open it t o s ee t he
p ig. Th e man th a t tri es It g e t• hi s fingers
and feelings h u r t, a.n d pigg-y co1nes ou t to
gru n t at his vi c tims. T ho tu bu la. r e nd ot t he
c o ffi n , w hi c h e ve r yo n e (In tryi n g t o open )
presse s I nward, co, t ains a n eedle whi ch s t abs
th e v ic ti m in his t11u m b or fi nger ev e r y thne.
T h i s ta th e la t e e t a nd a v~ r y "impressive"
tr ic k . It ca n be ope n ed e n s!ly by an yone in
th e secr et, a nd n5 o. n ea t catch-j oke to aavo
y ou rs el f f ro m a bore le un s urpassod . Pri ce ,
JOc.: 3 f or 25c., postpaid; on e d ozen b y exp re ss, 73c .
WOLFF N OVELTY CO., 20 W . 26th St., N. Y.
Mi1GIC D ffi BLOCK.
A w onde rfull y de ceptl Ye tri c k! A solid
block, two I n c h e •
s quare, Is me.de t o a pp ea r n.nd disap p ear a t
p lea~ur c.
Bor rowin g
a h a t from one or the [
a udience, yo1J p lace
th e bl ock on top , slidin g a car d b oard cover
('wh ic h may b e exnrntnNl) O\·cr tt.
A t t he
wo r d ot corrnn n.nd you li ft th e cove r, th e bl ock
1s g on e, an d t he same t nst11n t i t f a ll a t o th e
fl oo r throu g h the hat, \\·It h n solid t h u d, or
1nto ' on e ot t he "pect ator's hands, You m :1.Y
vary this exr.;ellent trick b y p assln~ t he b lock
t hrou g h a t a bl e an d o n to th P floor b e n eath ,
or throu gh the lid o r a d esk Into th e ~ rawe r ,
et c. T h is tri c k n eve r fan, to aston i sh t h e
e p ec tat o re, a n d can be repPated a s often as
d eslr0d .
!' ri ce, S3r .. post p aid.
Cha•. Unger , SJG Union St., Jersey City, N . J,

SLI CK T RICK PENCIL.
This one Is a hu mmer! It ls
to a.11 ap pearan ces an ordinar y,
but expe n s ive lead p e n c il, w i th
n ick el trimm in gs. I! yo ur fri e nd
w a n ts y o ur p e n c U f o r a m ome nt.
hand It to him.
Whe n h o a t t e mpts to writ e with it , th e end
ins tantl y t u rn s up, :1.nd he cannot
write a strok e .
P r ice, l Oc. , p ostpaid .

N EW TEN-CENT FOUNTAIN PEN.

~

~l!~!-f.8:1

One ot t he most p eculi a r and m y sti(y!ng
pens on the marke t. I t requ ires no in k . A ll
you h ave to d o i s to dip it in wat e r . and i t
will wri te for a n indefinite period. T h e s ecre t
ca n only b e lea rn ed by proc urin g one, a nd you
can make 1t a source of both pleasure and
amus ement b y cl a imi ng t o you r fr ie n d s what
1t can do and th en demons tra ti ng t he fact .
Moreove r, i t ls a g oo<;I p en, flt f or p ractic al use,
and will n e ver leak ink into y our pock e t, a s a
d etective !ountaln pen might do.
P ri ce, 10c . e a c h by m ai l,
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20 th St., N. Y .

SLIDE THE PENCIL.
Th e p encil th a t lreeps th e m
guessl n g .
Made o f woo d and
l ead ju s t llke an o rd in ary p cnctl , but whe n you r vi ctim starts
to writ e w ith it-pres t o ! t he
l ead disap pears . It is s o con stru c t ed t ha t the slight est press u r e on t he pnper m akes t ho
lead slide Into th e wood. Very
fu nn y a nd a pract ical jok e .
Price, 10c. eac h b y ma il , p os tpaid ; S fo r 2Jc .
FRANK R ODINSON, 311 W. 41th St., N. Y.
BLACK-E YE JO R E.
N e w a nd amus in g jok r r , The
v !ct im Is to l d t o h old the tube
cl ose t o h is eye so as to excll.: de
all li gh t Crom t he back, and the n
to r e m ove t he t ube u ntil p ictu r es
a p p ea r in t he center. In tr ying
to locat e t he pl c t qres h e will r e ceive th e fines t black- eye y ou eve r
saw.
We fu r nish a sm a ll box of
bl acke ni n g pre p a r a ti on w ith each
tube, s o th e joke can be used ind e finite ly. Thos e n ot 111 th e tri c k
wfll b e cau g h t eve r y thne . Abso ~u~~125~~t'llll ess.
Price by mall 1/ic, eac h;
WOLFF N OVELTY CO., 29 W. 2f>tli St .. N . Y.

P.IN MOUSE.
It !a mad e ot cast m e t a l nn d .
h a s th e ex ac t color, s ho.p e anJ.
size of a lh"e mouse. Pinned t'n
1
y our o r s01nebod7 e lse's c lothes,
I ......
will h ave a s tartl ing effect upon
11\IlTATJON FLIES.
,•
th e s p ectat ors.
T h e sc r ea m ing .
. A bso lu t ely t r .te t o Na t ure !
A fun l in.d by t his l itt le novelty, especially
tho
d a n dy scar f-p in and a r attling good presen ce ot l adles, is m or e than can b ien imjoke.
r t is Im p oss i ble t o clo t hese a g ine d . I t n. cat hnppcns to be the r e, th ere' s
p in s j ustic e wit h a. descrip ti on. Yo u n o oth e r t~un t o h e co:np~red w ith: ft.
have t o s ee th e m t o un der stand b ow
P r ice, 10c. each by mail , postpai d ; 3 for '25('.
I!Cel ike th e y are. W hen p eop le s ec FRANK ROBINSON, 311 W . Hth St., N. Y.
the m on y ou th ey w a nt to bru sh
them off.
They w onder "w h y th a t
DUPLEX BICYCLl'J WHISTL E .
fl y st icks t o you" s o p e r sis ten tl l'·
'l'hjs is t he most realistic n oveHy eve r
T his Is n aoub!e w h is tl e, propu t o n t he m arket. It is a d is tin ct
du cinrr l oud but ve r )'· rich, ha.r orn ament for an y body' s n cckJ. ie, and
111cnious sounds, ent ire ly di ffera decide d joke on t 11osc w h o t r y t o
en t fr om ordinary wh is tl es. It
chase it.
i s j u st the thing- fo r bicyclists
P rice, 10c. b y mo.11 p os tpai d .
o r sportsn1e n, its pccu Ua r doubfo
an<l n~~onant tones nt once ut WOLFF NOVE LTY CO., 20 W. ~G!:1 St .• N. Y.
BUBBLER.
tracting c.t tentlon. It ts a n im ·
p or ted w h i s t I e , h n.ndson1e.ly
T h o
g r eatest
n ic k el plntetl, nnd will be founrl
inven ti on o! t he
SURPRISE
l!IOVING-PICT UR E l\IACIIL.... E .
a ver, useful and handy pocke t
ngc.
r_r be b OX
companion
.
It
co
Price, l Oc. ; 3 for
ns
is
ts
or
a
sma
ll
ni ck eled
conta ins a bl owm c t ctl t ube, ·P,2 in ches lo n g , wit h m a il , postpaid~5c,; one dozen, 7.:c ., sen t by
-.\ p i p e o! n eat ly
a
l
ens
eye•view,
whic
h
~h
ows
•
.
V enamele d m e t e.I ,
a pre tty b a ll e t g irl o r any o t he r WOLl'J,' NO VF.LTY CO .. 2J W. 20~h i-t.. N . Y.
and five tablets ;
s cene. !lan d It to a fl'ie nd who
a lso p r inted di will
b e d e li ghted w ith t he fi rst
r ections to r pl ay '.l.'ltICli CIGAR E T TE D OX .
p ict ure , t e ll h im t o t u rn t h e
Ing n u m e,.. o u a
sc r ew o n t he si<le of t he inst ru1oap-bubb le game s , ~uch a F loating Bubbles,
Th is o r. c is a cflrkcr ! Ge t a
men t , to ch a n ge the vJcws, wh e n
R e p eat e rs, Surprise Bu b b le s , Dou b le B u bbles,
b ox rh(t:t away, if you want to
The Boxer s, Lu ng Tes t e r , S up ported Bubbles,
a s tream o f. wa t e r sq u i rt s i n his
have a bnrrcl or joy . Here's the
face, mu c h t o h is su rprise. T he
Rolling B u bbles, Smo k o B ubbl es , Bouncing
s ecret:
It look!! li ko nn onliins t rument cah b e r.:-fllled w i th
Bubble s, an d m any others. O r dina r y bubb le nary red box or T urkish cir.--i wate r I n an Jnst ont, a nd o n e
bl o wtn g, w it h a pipe and soap wate r, nre no t
r ('ttes. B u t i t contain~ a tr ig·
filling w ill su ffice fo r f our or
ln It w it h th is scien tific t o y.
;.;er, un1er which you place a.
It produces
five victims.
l a r ge r, m ore beautifu l an d stronger bubbles
paper cap. error yo~n· friend a
t ha n you can get by t he o r dina r y 1nethod. Price, 30c. eac h by ma il , p ostpa id ; 4 f or $1.00.
:i1rr..oke and he r a ises the li U o f
T h e games a r e lnten£ely i nter esting, too.
t he box. '.fhat e-"!llodes the c.a p. ·
FRANK R ODI N SON, 311 W. 44th St., N . Y.
and if )""OU are wise you w ill se t
P r ice, 12c . b y mall.
ou t of s ight with thn bo x Uefo r a
FRANK R OBINSON, 311 W. 44th St .• N . Y.
h e ge t s ovP.r think ing h e was
RUBBER TACKS.
sh ot.
Price, l:ic. , p os t p aid.
The y come six in a b ox. Chas. Unger, 316 U ni on
LATEST GIANT T YPE WRITER,
6 t., Jersey City, N. J .
A w on de rful imitatio n or
th e real tac k.
Made ·o f
Itls stroug!y
rub ber . Th e b ox i n wh ic h
made, but sim ple
METEOR FOUNTAI N PEN.
t h ey co m e Is t he o r dinary
i n constru c tJon, so
tack b ox. 'l'his is a g r ea t
A p e r fect founta in p e n.
Why p a y
that an y one can
pnrl or e n te r ta ine r a n d you
$1 o r $2 for a. fount~.in pe n whe n we
q u lclt ly
lee.rn to
can play a l o t or tl'i cks
w
lll
s
ell
you
o
n
e
that
wlll
do
jus t a a
operate it, a. n d
with the t acks. Place th e m
g ood s e r v ice !or one- tourt h the amo u n t.
w r ite as rap id ly ao
in th e p al m o! you r h and,
'l'hls p e n Is mado i n Germ any.
Tha
t hey would w i t h
J)Oi nt up ward .
The n sta:r,
9
0
pe n and ink, 'J."he
~!~diT1e 1 pe7ia~~ s~f r-~~: r;;_iieio~ui~~:e
t ho o th e r h a n d over th e
l et t ern o! th e a ltacks a nd Jt w l11 s eem a s
s in1p ly to d ip t he poin t of pen in you r
phabet mos t frequen tl y u sed helng so g r ou ped tr y ou are com n1itting
s ui cide. Or yo u can
i nk-stand an d t nrn t he scr ew a f ew
a s to en able ono to w r ite rapidly; tbo nu mer a.ls. show th e tac
k o a n d the
pu t them in you r
t imes to t h e r i g h t . wh ich fl.Jls t he r eser1 to 10, 11n,1 the p u nc t uation m arka b e ing to - 1nout h a nd c h ew the m, ninaking
be
lieve
yo
u
,
Yof
r withou t any s oHlng of h a n ds. W h o!l
g e t her. Wit h this machine you can soncl let- hnvc swallowed th em. Your f r iends w il l th i
nk
rcn.dy t o wr ite you tu r n th e scr ew
t e rs, ad dress envelopes, m ake ou t b ills, an d yo u n r e a rnng ician.
Then, again . yo u can
slightl y t o t he le f t, whic h per m i t s th e
<l o a lm ost a ny kind ot w orl( n ot r equlri ng n. exhib it t he tacks and then
qu ick ly p u s h one
ink to flow free l y t o t h e pen. E ac h
large , expensive ma.ch ine.
With each type- i n yo u r cheek o r somebody
cheek a nd
pen in a handsome go ld le tte r e d b o~.
wrlt e r we s en d a tube o f in k and f u ll inotruc- th ey w il l s hr ie k w ith f ear. Ae lse's
bso lu t e ly har mwit h d irections fo r u se in s ix diffe r ent
tions !or u s ing t ho m ac h ine. Prlce c omplete, le~s and a very p ractlcal :.ind
fu n ny joke.
langu ages , i nclu d ing Eng lis h.
Price,
$ LUO, se n t by express.
Pr ice by ma.ii , J Oc. u box. cf G rn.c·lrn ; a for 23c.
8~e., o, 2 for OOc. by m ail, p ostpald .
WOLF~' NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y. WOLIF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St ., N. Y.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO .• 20 W . 26t h St .. N . v_
FRANK ROBINSON,
SU W. 44th St. . N. Y.
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